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Increase your

publishing

power. <^^ *

\

Migraph ^
Hand Scanner!
Add scanned graphics to all your projects quickly

and easily with the Migraph Hand Scanner.

The Hand Scanner provides a

scanning window over 4" wide with

four scanning resolutions: 100, 200,

and true 300 and 400 dots per inch. It

also offers adjustable contrast, three

dither settings for scanning halftones,

and a special setting for line art.

Build your own library of images.

Logos, photographs, books,

illustrations . . . provide you with an

unlimited supply of art.

Touch-Up,™ Migraph's high

resolution (mage editor, lets you scan

and edit your images. Powerful

editing tools include crop, invert,

resize, flip, cut and paste, multiple

zoom levels, a full array of paint tools,

and much more.

When your images are "pixel

perfect", import them into your

favorite ST publishing programs like

Calamus, Fleet Street, PageStream,

and Publisher ST. In addition, several

save formats let you use your images

on the PC and Mac.

The Migraph Hand Scanner and

Touch-Up. Powerful tools for

professional publishing.

See your dealer today for more
details or call us direct. Dealer

inguiries invited.

For all Atari ST and Mega systems with

monochrome or color monitors, 1MB
memory and 3.5" DS disk drive.

K/HlGMPH
200 S. 333rd Si. , Suite 220 Federal Way, WA 98003 (206) 838-4677 I) 223-3729 (Pacific Standard Time)
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Take a Close Look
at the Master-3S

_
itlUAQTtn 00

100% ATARI® COMPATIBLE

3Vfc" Compatible Disk Drive
Inside the incredibly small Master-3S is a powerhouse

of advanced technology for your ATARI® ST™

D Full 1 Year Warranty

Extremely quiet operation

D Double sided' double density 1 MB capacity
'

Durable metal case eliminates radio frequency

interference and drive noise

D Pass through connector lets you easily

add additional drives

U Extra long shielded input cable (28")

lets you position drive where you want it

•Q Spring loaded door keeps out dust

D Smaller, slimmer design

(rwxp/rnxrd)

D Consumes less power

For an even closer look at the ATARI® compatible Master-3S,

phone your nearest dealer;

800-356-5178
Inside CA 714-633-1026

Distributed by

Konyo International. Inc. Ouisid.- CA8t)0-356-'5l78/ Inside CA 714*633-1026/ FAX 714-633-5339

Dealer Inquiries Invited

•:;;
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by Andrew Reese
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MarkWilliams Raises
C ProgramminglbANew Level.

New source level debugger, csd,

cuts development time

in half!

$o
Now, on top of the

world's best C compiler,

Mark Williams brings you

csd, the world's only

source level debugger for

the Atari ST!

With csd, you actually

debug in C. Forget about

trying to find bugs in clunky

assembler and struggling

with long dumps, csd gives

you the interactive advan-

tages of an interpreter plus

the speed of a compiler An
indispensable companion for Mark Williams C.

Reviewers have been raving about the IBM version

of csd for years:

"csd (5 close to the idea! debugging environment...

a

definite aid to learning C and an indispensable toolforpro-

gram development"
-William G. Vfong.lH'TE

"This is a powerful and sophisticated debugger built on

a well-designed, 'serious' compiler."

-Jonathan Sachs, Micro/SystemsJournal

Alii sy

M

FEATURES ^&$&
Mark Williams C For the Atari ST • Powerful utilities: make, ^^\t? n
* New! Resource Editor includes compiler/

decompiler for direct access to dif! and more \
resource text • Over 600 pages of documentation

* New! Peeptiole optimization-taster com- with more than 100 sample
pile times and taster code

• Full access to AES/VD1 libraries
New! ESd C SOURCE DEBUGGER:

and examples • Cuts development time in half!

• Source and object code for RAM • Dikhjci in C source code not

disk cuts compile time in halt assembler

• Integrated edit/compile cycle: • Provides separate source, evalua-

editor automatically points to tion, program and history windows

errors. • Ability to set trace points and
• MicroEMACS full-screen editor monitor variables

with commented source code • Can interactively evaluate any C
• Full K & R plus ANSI extensions expression

Microshell Command Processor,

a powerful UNIX style shell program
• Complete symbolic debugger

and assembler • On-line help screens

MARK WILLIAMS C FOR THE ATARI ST: $ 179.95

csdC SOURCE DEBUGGER: S69.95

60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

TtSf
V

WE'VE UPPED COMPILER
PERFORMANCE, TOO!

cs°°"
Ala"

ft

Our new Resource Editor

makes creating window
driven interfaces with icons,

alerts, pull down menus and

dialogue boxes a snap. And its

exclusive compiler/decompiler

lets you directly access

resources, making changes

quick and easy while simplifying project management.

Unparalleled compiler speed, fast, compact code,

complete utilities and outstanding documentation

have made Mark Williams C the preferred compiler

for the Atari ST Reviewers enthusiastically agree:

"Mark Williams C may be the best implementation ofC
on the Atari ST to date. . . not onlyfor the experienced, profes-

sional developer, but alsofor the weekendprogrammer.'
1

-George Miller, COMPUTEI'S Atari ST Disk and Magazine

"... the all-around best choicefor serious software

development on the ST"
-Douglas Weir, Analog Computing

COUNT ON AN UPSTANDING REPUTATION.

Mark Williams has been producing and improving

quality programming tools since 1976. A good reason

why the Mark Williams C compiler is the one chosen by

Atari. And just one more reason you should choose Mark
Williams, too.

SPECIAL UPDATE OFFER AVAILABLE NOW'

If you already own Mark Williams C, a special

update offer is available for version 3.0 and csdhy calling

Mark Williams. If not, there's never been a better time

to ask your Atari dealer about Mark Williams C and csd.

Or you can order by calling 1-800-MWC-1700.

I

Mark
Williams
Company

601 North Skokie Highway. Lake Bluff, Illinois 60044
© 1988 Mark Williams Company

CIRCLE 021 Oli HEADER SERVICE WHO
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As
I write this, she Portfolio is actually in the stores, the STACY is

awaiting FCC approval with a projected release date around

Halloween and the TT03G/2 is next down the pike. Atari stock is

hovering around $12 per share and even the Lynx hand-held

game system is poised for a modest pre-holiday release. Yes.

they slipped the release date of STACY and. yes, we're still hoping that the TT

will be available before the end of the year. The STE? Well, the signals are

mixed — cross your fingers, folks.

Atari has never had a sterling record of shipping products on the originally

announced schedule, but if you take a look at the industry, delayed ship-

ments are the rule rather than the exception. How about NeXT? They held a

press conference just to announce that they had finally finished the operating

system — months after they had started shipping their $10,000 computers!

We're not apologizing for Atari. For what they felt were good business

reasons, the Tramiels created the weak U.S. situation we all suffer under: too

few dealers, too few new products and too little dealer, developer and owner

support. But at the same time, we recognize that Atari users are some of the

most loyal and enthusiastic computer owners around and that the)* (and wet

long to hear positive news from Sunnyvale. Sometimes, we think that Atari

releases product development news too early just to satisfy us loyal but

skittish owners. Still, we'd rather hear that something is happening at Atari,

instead of a silence that gives us no direction at all.

No matter what new products finally emerge from Atari, we're here at

START to support them— and you in their use. This issue, for example, we

have the second installment of Dave Small's Unix Tour to acquaint you with

the TT's alternative operating system. And we offer a unique exploration into

LaserDisc control with the ST; optical media is, after all, the future of comput-

ing. Nothing else can offer its storage capacity— 550MB!— on a single

replaceable disk.

Of course, Atari has had a CD-ROM in the works for years. But finally, it's

getting close to release — we've actually seen software running on an ST

from Atari's CDAR! Really! START Associate Edilor Tom Byron has tracked

down the details of Atari's imminent CD-ROM player; read all about it this

We also take a sneak peek at Lucasfilm's remarkable sequel to Bat-

tlehawks 1942 and look at the first "PC in a box," Talon's Supercharger. On
the START disk, we have a great music scoring program, a colorful and

challenging graphics adventure and the long-awaited portal program tor

CAD-3D users lo convert their files to AutoCAD DXF format. And on Side 2

of the START disk, we have added an updated edition of the well-received

Softguide and Madame Librarian, David Plotkin's master index of all of the

articles, programs and reviews in ST magazines over the years.

C/Cui£?&L-^ JfH&^-S—
ANDREW REESE

START Editor

START The ST Monthly 7



Merry Diskmas from SDofA
There's Still Time For All Your Last Minute Software Shopping Needs.

We have what you're looking for!

<H
As a specially Irained ecolo-

gical engineeryourjob isto

restore Ihe planet earth.

Undo centuries of damage
from plastics, poison &
nuclear wastes.

ARCHIPELAGOS SDA
Lisl $39.95 Discount Price $25

Graphi

Lords of Conqi
Maniac Mansions

. .

.

Marble Madness ....

i Typing
Pipe Dream

Powerdrome $26
Star Fleet! $35

MELBOURNE HOUSE
;Vfi' Mindle Earth ....

World Trophy Soccer . .

.

MICHTRON
H. Drive Turbo Kit

Broderbund
You've stumbled into the

galaxy's last den of air hoc-
key enthusiastics. You're
not walking out of this dive

until you've played the en- 1

tire gang of intergalactic ?~
misfits. SHUFFLEPUCK
CAFE SDA

Discount Price $25

Strip Poker 2 .

f-iinp fVikci- Data uisk

IS,.. S"iEa-
Tank Attack S19
World Snooker S16

DAVIDSON
Math Blaster Plus . .

DIGITEK
Hole in One S

-

ELECTRONIC ARTS
Article* S"

Awesome Arcade Pack

Project Neptune ....

Space Stalion Oblivior

Sub Bailie Simulator.

Technocop SB4.S
Toiw Toppler. $24.8
Wiiiliv fiamea S7.8I

. S7.aWorld
Wor le Chai

Fiendish Freddy's Siglop . S3?
Gauntlel 1 or 2 S33 Ea.

Harrier Combat Sim $33
Hostage

Police Quest! or 2 . S33 Ea.

Silpheed S23
Space Quest l

, 2 or 3 . S33 Ea

SIMON « SCHUSTER
Star Trek Rebel

HOLOBYTE
Falcon
O.p. Counlerslnl

IRQ Falcon).

Orbiter

ScabbM?
Scrupples

MARK WILLIAMS
C Source Debugger

.

Degas Elite

Page Stream ,.5129
ST Hosl Adapter S97
Turbo St S33
WordPerfect S179

ACCESSORIES
99B

Sony 3'. DSDD ,.S
Disk Case (Holds 45) . . 56.6
Disk Drive Cleaner 3' S6.8

Epyx 500 XJ Joystick ....ST
" Joyslick S!

W ;-:- r .go click Joystick Sll

GTS 3', pr 5' i Drive

Call

opeedy Delivery

T"\eep Discounts

Astronomical Selections
L |fJOU tan'l find ii'hul yoo're looking fur ir

USA/CANADA orders

1-800-225-7638
PA Orders 1-800-223-7784

Customer Service (412) 361-5291

Fax Order line (412) 361-4545
• Free shipping on orders over $100

in continental USA.

• No surcharge lor visa/ MasterCard.

• \iiiir card is no! charged until we ship.

• Purchase orders accepted-

Order line Hours: Mon.-Tliurs. 9:01) AM-9:00 I'M, 1 ri. 900 AM-7:00 I'M, Sat. 10:00 AM-4:00 I'M Eastern Time
'Please Read Thr; Follow r:; Oidcin;; Tor-ma & Good l or.$ Gai ulul v IAiuru Rising Your Order: Orders with cashiers check or money order shipped immediately on in-stock items!

Personal & Company checks. ;il ow 3weeksclearance. NoC.O.D.'s! Shipping: Continental U.S.A.-Orders under $100 add S3, Iree shipping on ordersoyerSlOO.AK. HI. FPO.APO-add
S5 on all orders Canada S Puerto Rico add S7.50 on all orders. Sorry HO Other international orders accepted! PA res dentsadd 6% sales tax on Ihe total amount ol order including

Shipping Charges. CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri 9 AM-5:30 PM Eastern Time. REASONS FOH CALLING CUSTOMER SERVICE—412-361-5291 (1) Statusol Order or

(2) if any mi;r-.|iar.:!ir-;op.j'!:|-:ascd within 60 days Kirr SH ol A sdoriiiclive. pli :i;;:ji: i.:all!o rit.nn authorization number. We will not process a return without a return auth.fl!

'II be replaced with the same merchandise only. Olher returns sub|ect to a 20% restocking charge A' lor 60 Cfeys from voor purchase date, please refer Id the

g product purchased & return direclly lo the manufacturer. Customer service will nol accept collect calls or calls on SD of A's. 800 S order lines! Prices &
:hange' New titles are arriving daily 1 PlrriSi": rail 'or more information.

MODEM OWNERS: You can order on-line from our Atari ST Shop via the CompuServe, >and GEnie electronic malls.

OKIE Hi on mm SBICEOB

Send cheek ur inontM orders to;

V. P.O. Box 111327- Dept.ST
» Btewaox, PA 1523S

Software

Discounters

America

Defecliye merchandise



Dialog Box

Fading Away
[fl try in use white text on a black

background on my monochrome

monitor, the text fades away, leaving

me with a black screen. The degree

of fading is inversely proportional to

the amount of text on the screen.

The screen blacks out completely

unless more than a few lines of text

are displayed, even with the bright-

ness and/or contrast controls all the

way up. This problem happens with

any application where you can flip

the colors, such as ST Writer Elite 3.0

Is this normal, or is my system faulty?

Randy Deardorff

Seattle, WA

We've never heard ofthisproblem

and have no answerforyou. Wed
certainly suspect that this is an

equipment problem . Try borrowing

a monochrome monitorfrom a

friend: ifthat works properly, you 'I!

knowyour culprit. Ifyou still

experience the same problem, sub-

stitute a different comuteraud try

again. Hare any other readers run

into Ibis problem-- —START Editor.

Grateful

I was very grateful for your article on

STOS and STAC in the September

1989 issue of START. I have all the

issues after Summer 19H8 but haven't

seen a full review on the Megas. I

also would like to find out more

about the Brain Storm Hard Disk

Systems by Void Productions and

NeoDesk by GribnifSoftware,

Thanks again!

Donald A. H. Johnson

Nashua. Ml

We receired a positive response

from our reviews ofSTOS and STAC

andhavea "Programming in STOS"

column in the works.

Our review of the Mega line of

computers appeared when they were

first introduced and can befound in

the Winter 1 9H7 issue ofSTART. Our

review oj'NeoDesk appeared in the

October 19X9 issue, together with

HotWire and VDOS ProQueue.

Check the hard-disk overview in the

December 1988 issue ofSTARTfor
more on the Brainstorm .

— START
Editor.

Cheers for Psygnosis

This is just to say Psygnosis is a top-

notch company. When my copy of

Barbarian went bad. I wrote them

requesting a replacement. I was

pleasantly surprised when their first

response— within a month— was a

package of two replacement disks.

No delay, no form letters (and

transatlantic too!). Not only do they

have first rate software, but first rate

service. I wish all software manufac-

turers followed their example.

Al Tucker

Westbuiy. NT

Cinko "Raves", CardSTak

"Grieves"

First I want to express pleasure over

the September 19S9 issue, with

special appreciation for Michael

Gilbert's excellent implementation of

Go-Moku. I've been waiting for

years to see a variation of this on the

Atari. Cinko is a killer, and I had to

wait until I bested the algorithm by

(barely) a point before writing to

rave. Congratulations to Mr. Gilbert

on fine work and a tough opponent.

One of the most useful pro-

grams from your magazine was Alex

Leavens' CardSTak. I wrote to you

following my purchase ofSTART

after using CardSTak and discovering

it wouldn't correctly formfeed stan-

dard 3" X 5" index cards, such as

those made by Avery for computer

feeds. This makes CardSTak useless!

Is a fix available? I raise the point

now because you seem willing to

add bells and whistles to programs

like Slither, such as September's

screen editor, but seem slow to

upgrade a truly uselful application

which isn't performing as indicated

in the magazine. I would love to see

that rectified.

Loren S. Miller

Brookline, MA

START is pleased to announce that

there will indeed be a major upgrade

to CardSTak published in an upcom-

ing issue. CardSTak Professional

features improved sorting routines,

moreflexibility and the ability to

view up tofourfiles at once on-

screen. It will also include a report

menu that lets you set spacing for

your cards and insertformfeeds

whereveryou need them. We've

received numerous requestsfor this

reportingfeature; the original article

was in error when it stated that

CardSTak could print outfiles on 3"

X 5" cards.

We're gladyou enjoyed Cinko.

Watch STARTfor more ofMichael

Gilbert 's great games.— START
Editor.

START The ST Monthly 9
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PD Programs Down Under

I am writing to you concerning the

availability of the Archive Utilities

program which you use to compress

files tor your monthly START disk.

When I came across the extract

program on one of these disks

[ARCX.TTP], I found the concept a

very good way of storing latent files

long term without wasting excessive

numbers of disks or disk space.

Unfortunately, 1 haven't been able

to find a source of this or any other

public domain software in Australia

for the Atari, nor have 1 been able to

locate a regional magazine similar to

START.

It would lie greatly appreciated if

you could point me in the right

direction concerning this.

Vince Bailey

Mowbra, Tasmania

Australia

We recommend you contact the

Melbourne Atari' Computer Enthusi-

asts. They publish a newsletter

called "The Australian Atari Ga-

zelle" which features information on

Australian user groups and re-

sources and adsfor Australian ST

dealers, many of whom take men!

orders, if yon join MACE you will be

able to take advantage oftheirPD
library to get the utilities you need.

Their address is MACE, Inc., P.O.

Box 340. Rosanna 3084, Victoria. —
STAR'/' Editor.

START vs. Amiga Plus

I laving been an avid reader of your

Antic Magazine years ago and then

switching to START upon its creation

and my Atari 800 being updated to

an ST, there have been numerous

times when I have been tempted to

write you but have always hesitated

to do so. I [owever, recent notice of

your new Amiga Magazine has

prompted me to write.

To begin with, I hope that this

new magazine of yours will not

cause the quality of START to

decline. START is one of the very

few publications that Atari users can

turn to for new product information

and news, and I sincerely hope that

this will not diminish. Now as to my
questions ...

Is the new 4096-color upgraded

board for the ST computers the logic-

al upgrade to match the new Atari

STE's color display or does it mean

that I have to trade in my faithful

MEGA 2 for another computer?

Having wailed so long for a ray-

tracing/smooth texturing Cyber

addition to my library and not getting

one, I recently purchases GFA Ray-

Trace. This is an excellent program

that I would recommend to anyone

serious about computer graphics if it

had one other feature. Ii saves pic-

tures in a format which is incompat-

ible with anything else. Do you

know where I can get a program to

convert RayTrace pictures to Spec-

trum format?

Kerr)' Mason

Lunenberg, Nova Scotia

Although Antic Publishing has

recently begun publication ifAntic's

Amiga Plus, a START-like magazine

for the Amiga user, we can assure

you that STARTand Amiga Plus can

— and /rill— ct t-exist peacefully.

By now you should be aware ofthe

additional resources we are devoting

to START to bring you even more

valuefor your magazine dollar.

That commitment will definitely

continue. We have some very excit-

ing programs andfeatures coming

in START.

JRTs 4096 Board was designed to

bring the STpalette up to STH stan-

dards and was developed with the

advice ofAtari personnel. We think

you can e.xpect color compatability.

although there may hefeaturesfor

which you might otherwise want to

sell yourMEGA— such as genlock

compatability. digital stereo sound,

hardware scrolling, etc.

Keep an eye on the pages of

STARTfor a solution to the GEA

RayTracefile problem: if there's a

way to solve it. we'll do so. Andfor
those of you who don't yet hare GFA
RayTrace. watch these pages also ...

—START Editor

Do you have questions about using your

ST? Is there something you're not clear

about? Every issue, START'S editors

listen to your comments and answer

your questions in Dialog Box. Lei us hear

from you! Our address is:

Dialog Box

START

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

Or leave us u message on CompuServe

using the Antic Online Mailbox — just

lag on and type GO ANTIC.

SUBMISSION INFORMATION

START welcomes submissions. Please

include both hard copy printouts of

articles and program listings as well

as disk files on ST compatible disks.

Media will be returned if self-address-

ed, stamped mailer is supplied.

START assumes no responsibility for

unsolicited editorial materials.

10 January 1990



800-782-91 1
DATEL
COMPUTERS

'ORDERS ONLY MON-SAT 8AM-6PM (PACIFIC TIME)

AUTHORIZED ATARI SERVICE CENTER
COMPLETE LINE OF HARDWARE S SOFTWARE IN STOCK

CUST SERVICE
TECH SUPPORT

702-454-7700
TU-SA10AM-6PM

FAX: 702-454-7700

GENISCAN ST
'Easy lo handle Scanner featuring 4 1 1B" scanning width S 400dpi resolution

enables you to reproduce graphics & text on your computer screen 'Optical

Character Recognition Mode will capture text images from the page & save
them in format ready for conversion to text file suitable for word processor
'Package includes GS-4000 scanner, interface 8 Scan Edit software 'Powerful

partner to Desk Top Publishing "Printout for Epson compatibles "Unmatched
range of edtt/capture facilities s.mply .not offered by other scanners at this

unbeatable price "Adjustable switches for brightness S contrast 'Cut & paste

editing of images 'Save images as IMG, Degas, Neo, etc - ONLY $299.95

OCR SOFTWARE -Teach your Atari to read!
'Optical character recognition software converts scanned lext to ascii'Use

converted text in your word processor'No more manual transcribing of text'Uses

special scanning mode of the Geniscan ST'Learn mode lets you teach your

computer any font - ONLY $89.95

ST COPY DEEP SCAN BURST NIBBLER
Copy even highly protected programs in under 60 seconds!!
Copy MS DOS protected programs with equal ease !!

'Works with one drive or two'Copy between 5.25" and 3.5" drives'Multiple copy
option allows many backups from one original 'Copy 1 or 2 sides up to 85 tracks

'Special format parameters for non standard formats "Unique "INFO
ANALYSER" displays vital disc parameters including sector distribution,

dispersion, interleave, etc "Easy to use Icon driven program takes the mystery

out of Disc backup - ONLY $39.95 Upgrades ONLY $12.00

EXTERNAL DRIVES
3.5"- "Slimline extra low profile unit

"Top quality drive mechanism'Fully
compatible - 1 meg unformatted
capacity'Can be formatted to 85 tracks

and 11 sectors -ONLY $159.95

5.25"- "Operate in 40 or 80 track
mode'Rear panel switches to configure

ALL combinations of computer model
and track modes'Perfect for use with

PC Ditto- ONLY $179.95

I iViizG IN !
I-

1 {NAL DRIVE UPGRADE
'Replace internal 500K drive with a

full 1 Meg unit'Top quality drive

unit- Easily fitted- Full
instructions" Direct plug in

replacement'No special skills or

tools required'Minor modification

to enclosure is required'When
considering a drive replacement
remember that quality is most
important -ONLY $119.95

TRACKMASTER ST

ACCESSORIES

'Trackmaster track display unit is a

must for the disk hacker'Simply plugs
into disk drive port of the ST'Displays
track number, disk side and read/wrife

status as the head moves along the

dlsk'Two-digit LED display'Displays up
to track 85'Works on both internal and
external drives (switchable)'Complete
hardware solution - no software
required - ONLY $59.95

EPROM BOARD
'CornDloto bDrorn Board S case 'Accepts i

Hii
cartridge area - ONLY $24.95

SAMPLER STUDIO
"100% machine code lor real lime fund DFIS

sampling sysiems ' Sec u (-:.-(. '.! piavb-u.k

via keyboard or MIDI input - ONLY $99.95

ADVANCED ART STUDIO

AB Switchboi
ABCD Swilchno.

24.95
39.95
14.95
14.95

9.95
9.95
4.95
4.95
9.95
14.95

9.95
39.50
4.95

.4.95

powerful tail simple to use system 'Graphic
tools fpr home 8 professional use "Animated
sprite designer & world map creator "Icon

driven toolbox wilh on-screen help '16 color

lo res mode operation - ONLY $29.95

SKYPLOT
'Most advanced leatures ol any astronomy

RS232 Wiring 6o>.' tie Hold-' i "i SC r. : >.' ...i:i.r ',

" U:;'U:I Surg.' =rclectc Wa 1 Mc.ni
3uik3.5" D.sh . H:) Pack
J in'or •iLbof. ; li-.i".Panasonic)
;
. :V ll'ii'.i ClE :"nn *i|

objecls On line lie p Zoot oispiay tlvu ' '

conjunctions 'supports med & hi res display

"requires 1 meg mem - ONLY$49.95

REPLACEMENT MOUSE

STSUPERTOOLKIT
"Whole disk Track S Sector Edit 'Read up to

85 tracks and 255 sectors! "Super HiP.es

display works with Mono monitor only '3

'Twice the tracking speed of the

Atari mouse !

"No more mouse doublets
required'Softer more positive
button clicking'More consistent
double click'Extra long 6 foot

connecting cord'highest quality

mechanical parts for for longer life

and consistent positioning
- ONLY $44.95

ST TIMEKEEPER
'Simple plug-in ballery-backed calendar

Directory SPl

ME. X ACSI
Perlecl for ih

Fully Mcr

port'On-board clock cl

h:u:ki;rl :o last up lo 5 >

Lid.usl:. ior leap year

ip'Lithium ballery
iars'Automalically

:.:.:. y or tno 'i fi tiro cato ex available on power up
ONLY S24.95 - ONLY $49.95

PC DITTO II -$249.95

PC DITTO II + 5.25" DRIVE - $41 9.95

PC DITTO II + 5.25" DRIVE + DRIVE SWITCH - $451 .95

HARD DRIVES - MODEMS - SOFTWARE — $CALL

ALL THE LATEST EUROPEAN SOFTWARE
CALL FOR PRICE AND AVAILABILITY

AERCO MEMORY BOARD UPGRADES
' - $139.95

COMPLETE LINE OF MIDI PRODUCTS

AUTHORIZED ATARI SERVICE CENTER
_ET US REPAIR YOUR EQUIPMENT - 5 DAY REPAIR OR THE SHIPPING IS FREE - $ CALL

MANY OTHER ITEMS IN STOCK - IF YOU DON'T SEE WHAT YOU WANT CALL FOR LOW, LOW PRICES

RIO / DATEL

LAS VEGAS, NV 89121

ihipping/handling in tt 800-782-9110
?,',=r™, 702-454-7700
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Portfolio Shipping
The long-awaited Atari Portfolio,

described in The Traveling Compul-

er$\x\ the October issue of START,

began to ship in limited initial

quantities to dealers in the United

States in September. All peripherals

for the Portfolio have been an-

nounced as being available by the

time you read this. The Smart Paral-

lel Interface ($49-95) allows direct

connection to an IBM PC or a parallel

printer. The Serial Interface ($79.95)

connects the Portfolio to such

peripherals as a modem or printer.

The Memory Expander Plus

($229.95) adds memory in 256K in-

crements up to a total of 640K. The

Memory Expander Plus also adds a

second SRAM card drive. A PC Card

Drive ($99.95) lets IBM users read

the Portfolio's SRAM cards directly, a

much faster and more efficient proc-

ess than transferring files between

computers. Finally, a $9.95 AC

adapter is available to save battery

life. Call (800) 443-8020 to order a

Portfolio direct at its $399 list price.

Prices for SRAM cards have also

been announced. The 32K card is

priced at $79-95, the 64K card at

$129.95 and the 128K card at

$199.95. While much higher than a

floppy disk (and with less storage

space), the SRAM cards have the

advantages of being much sturdier

and more impervious to damage. As

the market grows for SRAM cards in

general and production increases,

prices are expected to decline.

Atari broke its long advertising

drought in September with a double

half-page spread advertisement in

the September 19, 1989 edition

ol The Wall Street Journal.

The ad, the first from one of

Atari's new ad agencies,

showed a full-sized Portfolio

with its low price strongly

featured. Potential buyers

were given Atari's (800)

number to call Atari

direct to order, as Atari is

not shipping Portfo-

ios to all of its

dealers.

Rainbow TOS Released

Rainbow TOS, the new ST operating system previously

known as TOS 1.4, should now be widely available to

users who want to upgrade their STs. After being tested

extensively, the new OS is reportedly very solid with

compatibility better than the Mega TOS (1.2) version.

Only a few new features have been added to Rainbow

TOS with respect to the Mega TOS. Most of the changes

are in the optimizing and debugging of the code to

achieve a faster and more robust operating system.

On the desktop, users can rename folders, move files

and even format disks in an IBM-compatible format.

Disk access speeds have been dramatically increased.

Other features include a revised file selector, the ability

to run GEM programs from the AUTO folder, compatibil-

ity with high resolution monitors and a keyboard combi-

nation that resets the computer. Finally, memory man-

agement has been improved and a provision has been

made for hard-disk archive bits. The latter option is

designed to aid hard-disk backup programs.

Since documentation is not being shipped with

Rainbow TOS, here are some useful hints. To move a

file (copy a file, then delete the original), press and hold

12 January 1990



[Control] while dragging the files to be moved. For a

warm reset, press [Control], [Alternate] and [Delete]

simultaneously. For a cold reset (complete system

reboot), press [Control], [Alternate], [Delete] and the right

[Shift] key. A new ST manual covering Rainbow TOS
maybe made available to current Atari owners. Also,

you can find out why it's now called Rainbow TOS by

clicking on "Desktop Info..." under the Desk menu from

the Desktop.

Currently, only a six-chip version ofRainbow TOS is

available. A two-chip version for older ST models is

planned for the future. Dealers can modify two-chip

computers to use six chips, but this is the reason Atari

cites for not making the chip sets available separately.

Retail price of Rainbow TOS is $99.95 plus installation.

According to Atari, you can obtain the TOS upgrade

from your Jocal Atari dealer. For the location of your

nearest dealer, call Atari at (408) 745-2367.

Fat Bits

• Imagen is currently working on a Terminate-and-Stay-

Resident (TSR) version of its popular UltraScript Post-

Script-compatible interpreter. Users will no longer have

to print a PostScript file to disk from a page layout pro-

gram, then exit and ain UltraScript to print out a docu-

ment. With the TSR version, the process will be virtually

transparent to the user. Programs that can output direct-

ly to a PostScript printer will be able to use the TSR

version of UltraScript and print to any supported printer.

• The price for UltraScript ST for the Atari Laser Printer

has been lowered to $179. UltraScript ST-1 ( the 1MB

versk in of the program that prints to many different dot-

matrix printers and the HP Deskjet/LaserJet) still sells for

S229 but now includes the Times and Helvetica fonts in

addition to the Lucida and Courier families.

• CMI's Processor Accelerator, reviewed in the previous

issue of START, now has a blitter-chip option. Atari has

agreed to sell chips to CMI for inclusion on its boards.

Current users can upgrade their accelerator with a blitter

chip for $40. The ST-PA is $339.95 with a blitter chip

installed or $299.95 without the chip.

• Fast Technology has released the FASTBLIT board

that retails for S49.95. It offers users the opportunity to

add a blitter chip to any ST for the price of the Fast board

and the chip. FASTBLIT also lets pc-ditto II work with

Fast Technology's T-16 accelerator board.

Ifyou hare a bo! tip lei us know at News, Notes, &
Quotes, START Magazine, 544 Second Street, San

Francisco, CA 94107.

WORDUP
WorclUp is the only Atari

ST/MEGA™ word processor

[hat can integrate multiple

fonts and pictures.

*N>

• Faster

• Over 60 Improvements

• Font Sizes 2 to 50 Points

Hanging Indents

• Import GEM Metafiles

• Type Foreign, Math, and Symbol
characters into documents and dialog

boxes

More memory for documents

• Use logos, diagrams, and math equations

drawn in Easy-Draw

• Use CAD-3D pictures

• Use LDW Power business graphics
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Action
Pool of Radiance uses the legendary

ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS' role-

playing system to make all your computer

gaming fantasies come true. Embark on dan-

gerous quests in the magical FORGOTTEN

REALMS"game world - made real by com-

puter animation with combat that adheres

strictly to AD&D game standards. Prepare

yourself for the ultimate fantasy role-playing

experience!

^

Coming Soon:

AMIGA
ATARI ST

APPLE II GS

.-h'wced i:u!i'j'j::NS :. ::j.my.$ :WS FORGOTTEN

r"'. MS uR"i:j;,:;;.:;E,i:l-ifSk ....m-air :r.ij.. : -|--jik;

n«f 6y and used ur-::r!i:ersr'icni r3S.nc 1939 TSR.

939 SImKiJic Siiiiiil.;! oris I r: r: . All lights reserved.

Heroes or jjie Lance gives you non-stop

excitement and fully animated action in

the mystical DRAGONLANCE game world.

Guide eight Companions, each with different

skills, deep into the treacherous ruins of the

temple Xak Tsaroth. They'll need all your

skills to help them survive the attacks of

giant spiders, demons, dragons and count-

less other terrors. Retrieve the precious

Disks of

Mishakal —
if you dare!

AMIGA
ATARI ST

C-64/128
I

siVl.J
> i £f

1

Actio 11 Adventure
Hillsfar is the training grounds for your

heroes. Transfer your characters from

Pool ofRadiance or Curse of the Azure

Bonds and increase their skills through

real-time workouts such as combat, maze-

running, lock-picking, archery and horse-

back riding. Succeed in hillsfar and your

characters' statistics will actually improve.

They will emerge from Hillsfar more pre-

pared than

IBM

I

To Order: Visit uiur retailer or call 1-800-245-4525

lo charge on VISA or MasterCard. To receive SSI's

complete product catalog, send SI .00 to: SSI,

675 Almanor Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94-086.

fTMnMCie SIMULATIONS, L1SC;
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Products Update

New ST Software & Hardware
Compiled by Marta Deike

New Gamesfrom Broderbund, ReadySoft and
Britannica Software
Sure to be next in the line of addic-

tive games. SufflepuckCafe, is

Broderbund s latest release. In ihis

simulated air-hockey game, you're

pitted against nine different oppo-

nents, ail ofwhom are regulars at the

"Shufflepuck Cafe," a seedy saloon

reminiscent of the bar in "Star Wars."

Each of the nine opponents has a

distinctive appearance, personality

and style of play. Their abilities

cover a wide range, from the easy-to-

beat Wimp. Skip Feeney, to the

murderous General, and their tactics

also change as they play. Sufflepuck

Cafe, $39-95. Broderbund Soft-

ware, 17 Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA
94903-2101. (415) 492-3200.

Following up last year's hit,

Dragon's Lair, ReadySoft brings you

Space Ace, another Don Bluth

adventure. The evil Borf has just

kidnapped the beautiful Kimberly,

and is plotting to take over the planet

with the help of his dreaded weapon
— the Infanio Ray. Only you can

guide the heroic Ace through

treacherous battles to destroy the

Infanio Ray, save Earth and rescue

Kimberly Space Ace, S59.95.

ReadySoft, 30 Wertheim Ct., Unit

2, Richmond Hill, Ontario,

Canada L4B 1B9 (4l6) 731-4175-

Experience the pow er of the gods

Scattered

somewhere
throughout the
burial chamber
are your father's

body parts.

With the Eye of
Horus, you must
find them before
the evil Set finds

you. The game
runs on a color

system only.

In Space Ace, the

latest hit from
ReadySoft, you
must survive
treacherous
obstacles to

destroy the

dreaded Infanto
Ray, save the
Earth and rescue
Kimberly.

wilh EyeofHorus. Britannica

Software's new arcade game. As

I lorus, son of King Osiris and Queen

Isis and god ol all that is light and

good, you must conquer Set, god of

evil and night, who takes the form of I
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a dragon. Set has slain your father

and scattered his body throughout

the burial chamber. Inside the

confines of this maze, you must

recover and reconstruct your father

and, pitting your skill and magic

against his, destroy Set once and for

all. Eye ofHorus, $39.95. Brittan

ica Software, 345 - 4th St., San

Francisco, CA 94107, (800) 572-

2272.

PC Speedfrom MichTron
If you have taken advantage of your ST's ability to emulate other computers

like the Mac and IBM, you know that sometimes the software requires the

patience ofJob; it's grindingly slow. MichTron has just released their answer

to this problem, PC Speed.

PC Speed gives your ST the ability to emulate an IBM PC through hard-

ware. It runs with a Norton factor of 4, which is 33 percent faster than the

advertised Norton factor of 3 of pc ditto II. In the real world, this means that

PC Speed is nearly three times faster than an IBM XT, comparable to an IBM

AT. PC Speed runs on a monochrome monitor, emulating Hercules graphics

or on your color monitor in CGA mode. PC Speed, $399.95. MichTron, 576

S. Telegraph, Pontiac, MI 48053, (313) 334-5700.

SSIRPGs
If you like role-playing games,

Strategic Simulations has been

thinking of you. Three new adven-

tures have just been released for the

SI".

Hillsfar and Dragons of Flame

are episodes in SSI's popular Ad-

vanced Dungeons & Dragons series.

In Hillsfar, each character is sent on

several quests, which the game

automatically modified depending

on the class of character you've

chosen. You're put to a number of

tests on these quests to earn valuable

items. Hillsfar is the first AD&D
game in the series, while Dragons of

Flame takes you and your ten

Companions on a mission to rescue

slaves held by Dragonarmies. Of

course, you'll be lucky even to reach

your destination in this world of

Giant Wasps, Griffins, Wraiths and

Zombies.

Star Command is an SF role-

playing game created by Doug
Wood, author of the Phantasie

trilogy. In Star Command, you

control a crew of eight star troopers,

traveling through the galaxy on an

assignment from the Star Command.

If you survive
the trek through
everi increasingly

dangerous
lands, you must
then lead your
companions to

the evil Dragons
of Flame and

cipate their

The earth has been annihilated and

your mission is to rescue the remain-

ing inhabitants of the galaxy from

pirates and aliens. They could he

anywhere.

Hillsfar, $39.95. Dragons of

Flame, $39.95. Star Command,

$49.95. Strategic Simulations, Inc.,

675 Almanor Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94086, (408) 737-6800.

GFA BASIC 3 Compiler Ships
Antic Software has announced that

the long-awaited GFA BASIC 3.0

Compiler is ready to ship. The

Compiler converts GFA BASIC 3.0

code into high speed, stand-alone

programs and also can generate

Desk Accessories. Antic is packaging

the Compiler with the latest version

of the Interpreter, GFA BASIC

version 3.07, which promises faster

disk access within programs and

improved TAB functions in the

Editor, as well as a new command to

draw Bezier curves from four control
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points.

Owners ofGFA BASIC can

upgrade by sending their original

disk to Antic Software; upgrades

from GFA BASIC 3.0 are $29-95, and

from 2.0 $69-94. The upgrades

include both the Compiler and the

new Interpreter version 3.07. GFA

BASIC 3.0 Compiler/3.07 Interpreter,

$139.95- Antic Software, 544

Second St., San Francisco, CA
94107, (800) 234-7001.

OasK File Records Indites Reports Miac

lHkkey, Mary Augusta

Kennedy, John Fitzgerald

< Click nouse pointer on nine to select nex root person >

Plot your family
line! Family
Research
Manager is a
new genealogy
program for the

ST from Data
Horizons. With
it you can chart

your ancestry as
far back as you
wish.

Family Data
Ever want to give your family roots?

A new genealogy program for the ST

called Family Research Manager
has just been released from Data Ho-

rizons. The program includes a

GEDCOM interface that reads and

writes files compatible with PAF 2.1

and Roots III. Intuitive record

selection functions display ancestral

charts or descendant lists of names

onscreen. It allows up to 65,000

individuals and 65,000 marriages per

database with up to 65K of text per

individual. Extensive reports, indices

and on-line help are also included. It

runs on all STs with TOS in ROM and

512K of memory. Family Research

Manager, $74.95. Data Horizons,

2991 Stillmeadow Drive, Dublin,

OH 43017, (614) 792-9029.

Ifyou have a new product for the ST,

we'd like to hearfrom you. Please send

press releases and product photos to

Products Update, START Magazine, 544

Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.

NeoDesk 2.0
The Desktop Alternative

The Ultimate Upgrade for the Atari ST!!

NeoDesk is a complete replacement for the built-in GEM
desktop. Its hundreds of features are clearly documented in an
85* page illustrated manual. Once you try NeoDesk you will

never want to use the old desktop again!

Features Include: High-speed file and disk operations (no more
multiple disk swaps!) Unique custom file icons for any file

(includes icon editor) Place commonly used file icons right on the

desktop • Run these from the mouse or keyboard (hoi keys) - Twenty

character editable disk volume name Replacement control panel

with comer clock and screen saver Printer queue Keyboard
equivalents for all commands Mono & color support Improved

disk tormafling Enhanced install application (This one works!) File

templates 25%-30% faster windows Requires less than 21K ot RAM
Place a picture on the desktop Multiple desktops Many morel

For Only $49.95

GRIBNIF SOFTWARE
Orders only: (BOO) 999-GRIB Inquiries: (413) 584-7887

Fax (413) 584-2565 P.O. Box 35Q Hadley. MA Q1Q35
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See us in Tokyo!
* The great world of ATARI hard-

ware & software is even available in

Japan! See us in Tokyo for your ATARI needs.

B#®Mzi.lzttO*ToZfvts;&l£

ATARI V-jXGBWMXt,

' ST'Scah Image Scanner]
ST Sourid.Dig'ti^er.

—ST'ViBeTi'n ;;.y: n / <r
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Monitor Master
Mouse Master;
SuDra Drive
EZRAM II

4'>tic Software
Antic Software
Antic Software
AntiCjSoftware
Antic So.fjjvare
Antlc^Software

ie.So.t£yvgre
ntiGartde Systems
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Navarone industries'
i-'ract.ca' Soi.tionj
Practxa Solutions
Practical Solutions
Surra Corporation
Terrific Corp.
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Aim'S MUSIC
,,360-0251 ,,,360-0252 tib4 *mz*.*»4 -i
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BY DAVID SMALL START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

I A SMALL TOUR OI^^—

UNIX
Last issue, in anticipation of the UNIX-capable TT's

release, we asked Dave Small to start our readers offon a

tour of UNIX. Dave'sfirst installment covered the basics

of UNIXfile structure and several important UNIX
concepts. In this issue, Dave starts

out with a discussion ofthe "root"

and UNIX's oddly named commands

and then takes you on a walkabout of

a typical UNIX system.

18 January ]990

A
II UNIX systems include

an "ultimate user" called

root. Now UNIX gurus

will wince as I say this,

since I'm glossing over

minor points of precision, hut

essentially this user, root, can go

anywhere and do anything. Root

can ignore such trivialities as permis-



My guess is that Atari will supply Bourne with the C shell optional.

stons and can read anyone's private

mail if root so chooses.

Of course, on big UNIX systems,

root is used by the system gurus,

who use the sign-on to keep the

system running and bail the system

out of crashes, when permissions

and such would just get in the way.

And you can bet the password to

root is a closely guarded secret.

On your own individual TT/UNIX

system, you may very well choose to

log in as "root" all the time and

dispense with all the permissions/

protection folclerdol I discussed last

issue. This would be particularly

appropriate if you're really the only

user. However, root can do some

fairly nasty stuff to the system that

other users cannot, if you're not

careful; it's probably safer to reserve

using root for the (hopefully rare)

times you need super-privileges and

use a "mere mortal" user number for

everything else. That way, if you try

to do something that's certain death

for the system, UNIX will protect you

from yourself.

GEM? No, Command Lines

On the ST. it's easy to take a "walka-

bout" inside the disk system and

look inside of folders. To open a

folder, just point at it with the mouse

and double-click; you can then see

its directory on the screen.

The TT is said to have something

like this graphical-interface capabil-

ity, but no one. including me, has

seen it as of presstime, so let's con-

tinue on with command lines. I

guarantee that you'll spend a lot of

time in command lines in UNIX.

Command lines? If you don't

know what they are, you'll probably

recognize them in a moment.

On the ST, there are many

command-line programs. These let

you see directories by typing DIR, let

you change directories by typing CD
and so forth. Many command-line

programs are very much like IBM

MS-DOS. so that you can have

AUTOEXEC. BAT batch files (groups

of commands executed on startup),

DHL for delete, COPY for copy.

RENAME for rename and so forth.

Sound familiar?

Since UNIX systems grew up

before graphics were available in a

standard terminal (back when the

teletype-33 was the standard), they

are very command-line oriented.

Graphics have only recently been

tacked onto UNIX and aren't well

integrated into the system yet.

Hence, resign yourself to staring at

an 80-by-24 screen and typing lots of

commands.

YACCety Yak: Those Awful Command

Names

Are you a poor typist? Well, UNIX

"helps" you by shortening command
names. For instance, instead of DEL

to DELETE a file, you use rm to

REMOVE a file. MOVE (RENAME)

becomes mv. COPY becomes cp.

You can, with some effort, teach the

shell (what you talk to) to under-

stand commands like COPY or DEL

or DIR. but it's not easy.

On the one hand, the short

commands are nice for the two-

finger typists. On the other hand, hie

replacements for the long commands
are often hard to remember.

Part of UNIX's reputation for

being user-hostile comes from these

command names. It went from,

"Well, it saves a couple of

keypresses," (COPY to cp) to pure

silliness: grep (GREP?.'?) for "'Search

through files for a particular data

item," YACCHot— no kidding!

—

Yet-Another-Compiler-Compiler) for

complex language generation, and,

of course, BISON for a clone of

YACC (right, as in Yak, the animal).

I'm not kidding. BISON is real.

Now you know why people often

regard UNIX with quiet amusement

when they consider new users. New
users have a bad enough time just

double-clicking on an icon. How are

you going to teach them to run a

program or do something when

commands are named stuff like yag

or grackot mnrp?

Shells and Scripts

Well, okay, let's log into the UNIX

system. First, you'll get a prompt (#),

telling you that you're talking to a

shell, a semi-intelligent program that

will "help" UNIX understand your

commands.

For example, if you type "cp * /

dave" (which copies all files to a sub-

directory named dave), the shell

does a directory of all of your files,

and generates something like "cp

file! & file2 & file3 8t ... & last file to /

dave" to the underlying system.

Shells may also have "scripts,"

which UNIX calls Batch Files, written

for them. These can be incredibly

complex and do darn near anything;

many people program UNIX just

with the shell, avoiding the "C"

language like the black death. (In

my humble opinion, this is deserved,

but I am given to understand that not

everyone shares this view. Anyway,

I can do little more than touch on

shell scripts, but they are there and

can automate most common tasks,

such as getting a beginner into a
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Root can go anywhere and do anything.

program safely. You do have to be a

reasonably adept gum to write a

shell script.

There are three different shells in

common use in UNIX-land. There's

the Bourne shell, which is default.

C-language hackers tend to like the C

shell. AT&T loyalists like the Korn

shell. I don't know which Atari will

supply; all three have fierce loyalists.

It'll probably depend on which shell

Atari's hackers like. My guess is that

they'll supply Bourne with the C

shell optional.

A UNIX Walkabout

Okay, so I'm logged in and in my
shell. Let's find out what files I have

in my home directory, /usr/dsmall.

Instead of DIR, as you're probably

thinking, I type Is. (I know, I know
— Is?). What UNIX gives me is a

thumbnail description— just the

names— of all of the files and subdi-

rectories/folders I have, with no

length, type-of-file (program? data

file? love letter?) or even if it's a

subdirectory. See Figure 1.

line Berkeley pro-

grammer named his

new command for

his girlfriend.

There are good reasons that UNIX
gives you so little information. Here's

one: The Is command was designed

for those poor old teletype-33's,

which typed at a whopping 10

characters per second. (Your ST

probably does 1,000 a second).

Thus, when remote users wanted to

see their files, they got by with the

absolute minimum of information

back, because it took so long for the

system to type it out! (Is also has

another design purpose, but we'll

leave that for the future when we

cover pipes and redirection.)

To get a saner view of your files,

try Is -at This gives you a complete

description of the files, including

permissions, owner, "group" (don't

the subdirectories.]

#cd heidi [Get into Heidi's folder

area.]

#ls

mark.harmon bruce.willis

clipboard.txt

Thus, we have three files. We
could find out more about them by

typing #ls-al, but, alas, we can't read

them, since Heidi has wisely turned

off anyone's but her own ability to

do so.

Back to my directory. This time,

let's go straight there, instead of

going down to /usr then back up to /

usr/dsmall:

#cd /usr/clsmall

#ls

clave subdir antic start letter mail program.

c

Figure /. h

worry about it), length, type and

even shows you hidden files, start is

a subdirectory. To get into it and

look at the files there, type #cd start

[change directory to start; very much
like tile ST.], then -Is -al. Now, we'll

return to our "home" directory, /usr/

dsmall:

#cd [remember, cd by itself

takes you home.]

Let's be snoopy and go check out

User Heidi's files. As we set up our

theoretical system last issue, "heidi"

and "dsmall" are both subdirectory/

folders of "usr". So we need to back

up and change to the usr directory,

then change to "heidi" and look over

her files— the ones she's let me look

at, anyway. This is called moving

around the directory tree ; it is

exactly like closing a folder named

DSMALL and opening the HEIDI

folder on the ST.

#cd .. [This changes me to /

usr. same as closing the dsmall

folder.]

-Is

dsmall dwheeier heidi [These are

To TYPE a file out— just list it to

the screen—type—#cat letter

cat? That's short for "concate-

nate," I think, or perhaps the UNIX

programmer that thought it up liked

cats. I don't know. And don't fool

yourself— some of the UNIX

command names were thought up

first, then have had clever rationali-

zations added to them as to what

they stand for. One Berkeley

programmer named his new com-

mand for his girlfriend ...

Anyway, what cat does is take the

input you specify, and copy it to

standard output. This standard

output stuff is mighty cool, as you'll

see next issue, but for now, it's just

your terminal.

Contributing Editor Dave Small

is one ofa small circle ofST
gurus who have helped to make
the ST as popular as it is. Dave
has been a pioneer in developing

Macintosh emulation on the ST,

culminating with the release of
his latest triumph, Spectre GCR.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FROM GRAVIS

Here's Gripping News
For Mouse Users

Introducing The Gravis MouseStick!™

A Better Handle
on Design

The Plan: Create the input device

that is the ultimate in controller

precision and versatility.

The Strategy: Combine design

ergonomics with state-of-the-art

controller technology.

The Result: The Gravis Mouse -

Stick'" . The breakthrough joystick

controller technology economically

based on the hand's ability to

perform precise movements with

speed and accuracy.

A Better Handle
on Technology

Design makes the MouseStick™

responsive.

Technology makes the Mouse-

Stick"' today's most versatile input

device. For desktop use. For large-

screen monitor CAD and DTP

applications. And, of course, for

computer games.

Plug it in and get ready! Every-

thing opens up with an amazing

1200 point resolution that can be set

to any screen size.

And the big picture resolves into

fractional sensitivity modes for

precise pixel by pixel control.

The secret? The MouseStick's'"

true optomechanical digital output

signal. Here's a comparison: avail-

able analog joysticks perform like an

old hi-fi. The MouseStick'

s

1* digital

optomechanics perform like

a compact disk player.

And there's more —
the Gravis Mouse-

Stick'" Processing

Unil(GMPU).

This little brain

really frees you

to select from

mndreds of

modes such

s direct

tracking

with or

autocentering and fully variable

pulse output. Three programmable

microswitch buttons let you emulate

keyboard commands, and the

GMPU's 16-character display and

menu system updates you on mode

and function.

Thanks to the GMPU's 16K of

ROM, programming options are

virtually limitless and it can be user

upgraded to include new features.

The MouseStick 1 " is compatible with

all Macintosh®, Apple lie, Ik and

IIGS computers, has all the unique

features of the Gravis Joystick and

comes with a one year no-nonsense

warranty!

So Test-Drive the
MouseStick

im

Today!

Get a grip on the new Mouse-

Stick'" and you'll quickly discover

it's light years ahead of the mouse,

trackball or traditional joystick.

The MouseStick"
1

doesn't clutter

your desk or require constant

cleaning. And unlike a trackball,

you don't need the dexterity of a

cardshark to drag an item.

The Gravis MouseStick'
M

is one of

the most technologically advanced

and durable digital input devices

available .

But don't worry. You can handle it.

Advanced

GRAVIS
B.C.

Computer Technology Ltd

7033 Antrim Ave. Bttfnaby

Canada V5J 4M5 US OFI-.CE:

1602 Carolina St. #D12,

Bellinghiim WA 98226

Tel. 604-434-7274
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In late 1985,

Atari Corp.

explored the

development ofan amazing

ST peripheral that would read disks

with over 500 megabytes of storage space— enoughfor

an entire set of encyclopedia. It was the CD- ROM and

Atari hoped to incorporate this technology into their new

520ST. Now fouryears and a fewfalse starts later, the

famous computer maker is gearing upfor the CD-ROM's

U.S. release. With that exciting news, START takes a

close look at some ofthe reasons for the delay, and some

ofthe software in development.



BY TOM BYRON START ASSOCIATE EDITOR

WAITING FOR
C

It's

a .simple law of economics:

ifa market doesn't exist, then

go out and create one, and in

the summer of 1985. the newly

revived Atari Corp. did just

that. Under the direction ofJack

Tramiel, former head of Commo-

dore, Atari entered the high-powered

16-bit arena with the introduction of

the 520ST. It was a computer that

coupled power with a

able price and it was

an instant hit.

Riding on the

crest of its own
sudden success, Atari

needed an encore.

Almost immediately it

explored the com-

mercial viability of a

low-cost CD-ROM
(Compact Disk.

Read-Only Memory),

a revolutionary

peripheral that,

according to Tramiel,

"would give people a

, afford-

good reason to buy my new com-

puter," Considering some of the

amazing things the CD-ROM could

do, Tramiel's words carried a strong

ring of truth.

Of course, it wouldn't be that

easy, and Atari quickly found that

what worked for its computer,

wouldn't necessarily work for the

CD-ROM.

The Chicken and the Egg

It's been almost two years since Atari

formally announced the CD-ROM
and the United States has yet to see a

finished product. But according to

Atari, the CD-ROM is finally ready to

ship and, in fact, should be at your

local dealer as this story reaches you.

To what exactly the delays can be

attributed are varied and complex to

be sure, but one in particular stands

out: a distinct lack

of software.

"It's basically a

'chicken and egg'

situation," Atari

Corp. president Sam

Tramiel told a room

full of dealers and

developers at last

spring's Comdex.

"You can't sell

hardware that has

no software, but on

the other hand,

who's going to

develop software
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Is Atari's CDAR-504 Finally

for a product that doesn't have a

market yet?"

Finally, even the lack of software

is no longer a problem as new and

varied products make the CD-ROM
more attractive. And encouraged by

strong sales in Europe and the debut

of the TT, the new software should

create healthy sales in the United

States. Dubbed the CDAR-504,

Riding on the crest

of its success with

the ST, Atari needed

an encore.

Atari's CD-ROM player is reported to

have all the features Atari promised it

would have: the ability to read disks

with up to 540MB of storage, a

remote-control that detaches from

the main unit and lets you play,

pause, stop, reverse and forward

scan on a standard audio CD. It can

also access track programming,

music search, left/right channels and

all of the remote's features through

an ST desk accessory. The CDAR-

504 also includes a headphone jack

with volume control and stereo con-

nectors.

But Atari didn't stop there.

Because of a special operating-

system extension called Meta-DOS,

the CDAR-504 can read any CD-ROM
disk, for any machine in both the

High Sierra and the more recent

1SO9660 disk formats. Such com-

patibility increases the CDAR-504's

appeal because it potentially makes

available the disks that have made

The ST Software Library

All the Public-Domain Programs You'll

Ever Need — and More
With all of the excitement surrounding Atari's recent release of the

STACY laptop, the Portfolio and the TT, START was surprised when Carl

Bacani called and asked if he could give us a demonstration of software

his company developed for the CDAR-504. How could we say no?

Bacani and David Bass make up D&C Enterprises, a company head-

quartered at Computer Rock, an Atari dealership in San Francisco. "We
and Atari go way back, and we really want them to do well," says Bacani.

If the CDAR-504 is as big a hit as the ST, both Atari and D&C will do

well; indeed the D&C software should do nothing but help those sales.

Together Bacon i and Bass compiled "The ST Software Library," a CD-ROM
disk comprised of over 5,000 public-domain files that take up about

150MB of space (sound like a lot? — then consider this: the disk has a

250MB capacity!). The thousands of programs, desk accessories and

demos were culled mainly from the Current Notes (newsletter of the Wash-

ington Area Atari Computer Enthusiasts user-group) archives and online

services such as CompuServe and GEnie. According to Bacani the disk

took over two months to compile.

The D&C disk will retail for $69.95 and, says Bacani, will also be

offered as part of a promotion from Atari. The disk was mastered with a

Sony Optical Magneto read/write drive and was then duplicated by Dis-

covery Systems of Dublin, Ohio. — Tom Byron

Mindscape's games could probably

fit on one disk, for example).

Meyer continued, "One of the

marketing problems Atari has to

the IBM CD-ROMs popular (Apple

uses a proprietary disk format).

Moreover, the Atari unit will retail

for $595, a significant price advan-

tage compared to its IBM and Apple

counterparts.

From Atari

Rick Meyer is Atari's product man-

ager for the CD-ROM and he is well

aware of the CDAR's stormy past.

Despite that, he remains optimistic

that a product will ship as planned.

"Drives are out to developers and

the CD-ROM is on the verge of

shipping in the United States," Meyer

told START. He further explained

that he is negotiating with some of

the "major software houses" for their

retrieval software, a move that would

definitely widen the CD-ROM's

consumer appeal. Retrieval software

is the code that a company writes for

all their software so that the com-

puter can read the CD-ROM. If Atari

can obtain that, then Atari could

conceivably offer compilations of

publisher's complete catalogs (all of
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Ready to Ship?
overcome in the U.S. is how to

appeal to the consumer. The CD-

ROM is doing very well in Europe,

especially in West Germany, where

the ST is the number one business

computer, and France where the ST

is widely used in medical applica-

tions. In both cases, the CD-ROM
has appeal because it's mainly used

as a huge information-retrieval

device.

"On the other hand, the ST in the

U.S. is limited to home users and

special niche markets such as MIDI

— Atari must make the CD-ROM
appealing in those special areas and

therefore needs software that

complements these market strengths.

The software that's available now
and the deals we're still working on

should strengthen the CD-ROM's

appeal."

No formal rollout for the CDAR-

504 is planned; it will be like other

ST peripherals, sold direct through

Atari dealers.

The Software Developers— So Far

As with any new software-dependent

hardware, don't expect an avalanche

of titles for the CDAR-504. But as the

product gets into people's hands and

sales increase, you can naturally

expect more and more compatible

software. Meyer was understandably

reticent concerning the software

developers — lie would tell START

nothing beyond the retrieval-

software deals already mentioned

and even then gave no specifics. As

to the software developed in Europe

and whether or not we can expect

any of it to show up in the U.S.,

Meyer could not elaborate.

Yet there is software out there

and/or in development for the

CDAR-504:

" As START reported in "News,

Notes & Quotes" in the January 1989

issue, Software Man has made

available a "multilingual visual

dictionary" that takes advantage of

the ST's sound and video capabili-

ties.

• Hybrid Arts has managed to ma-

nipulate its present Macintosh CD-

ROM sound libraries so that they'll

run on the Atari unit through Hybrid

Arts' ADAP digital sound editor.

• Grolier's Encyclopedia will report-

edly be available.

• D&C Enterprises, a small start-up

in San Francisco, has compiled a disk

crammed with public-domain

programs, desk accessories and

demos for the ST. See the sidebar for

more information.

• Whitestar Mageware is developing

a role-playing "heroic adventure

quest" called The Golden Immortal.

The company is planning to show

the game at the Fall 1989 Comdex.

• Theoretically, pc-ditto II and

Spectre GCR emulators will let the

Atari CD-ROM run any and all CDs

for the PC and Macintosh.

Will Atari Come Through?

Given Atari's less-than-stellar track

record on the CD-ROM, it's easy to

be skeptical of the CDAR-504's

promised release. Carl Bacani of

D&C Enterprises (one of the CD-

ROM developers) is optimistic: "You

wouldn't believe what it takes to get

products out the door. But I believe

it's really going to happen this time."

Meyer echos this sentiment: "Like

I said, developer kits are available

now and the product is doing well in

Europe. There are still a few bugs in

the operating system, but the drivers

are ready and the product will be out

on lime."

WANT THE

MANUALS FOR

GFA COMPANION?

If you're a GFA BASIC 2.0 or 3.0

programmer, you're probably al-

ready using GFA Companion, John

Holder's program that generates

custom source code for dialog boxes,

menu bars, sliders and more that

was included on the December 1 989

START disk.

Now, through an arrangement with

MichTron, Inc., we're able to offer

you the original GFA Companion
Manuals to go with the program.

You'll receive the original manual,

plus the update for version 2.0 that

was on the START disk.

To get these manuals, call:

1-800-234-7001

and ask for GFA
Companion Manuals,

products TH0004

The manuals are just $9.95, plus

$3.50 for shipping and handling.

(Sorry, only Visa, MasterCard and

American Express orders can be ac-

cepted for phone orders.)

To order by mail, send a check or

money order for $13.45 to:

Companion Manuals,

#TH0004

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

We only have a limited

number of manuals.

To make sure that you

get your copy,

place your order today.
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>JJ Since 1982
Order Toll FTe<ZZonLpUt&CJb£l£tt/

800-558-0003 -Cun^Lt^JEi^t^n^
^ WI Orders & Info

(414) 357-8181

30 MB Supra Drive -ST

$579 Delivered*

30MB Mega Drive ST

$629 Delivered*

40 MB Mega Drive - ST

$779 Delivered

in the Contiguous 48 States

BRAND NAME DISKS

DOUBLE SIDED* DOUBLE DENSITY

$10.95"
GUARANTEED 100% ERROR-FREE
BOX OF 10 WITH ANY PURCHASE

IMG
SCANNER
$64.95

DVT HARD DRIVE;

TAPE BACK-UP
$179

PRINTERS
Panasonic

1124

$299
1 1 80 -192 CPS DRAFT/38 CPS NLQ 1 85

1191 "240 CPS DRAFT/48CPS NLQ 219

PC EMULATORS
pc-ditto II

$249 Delivered
4

PC Speed

$369 Delivered*
MIGRAPH HAND SCANNER

$429 Delivered*

•FREE DELIVERY
in the Contiguous 48 States

ACCESSORIES
titf «Tn i <

NX 1000 multifont 2 .179

NX 1000 Rainbow 219

NX2400.., 275

NEW MODELS
XB24-10NEW 439

XB 24-15 NEW 589

XR 1000 NEW 359

XR 1500 NEW 469

Drive Master

Maxx Flight Yoke
Monitor Master

Mouse Master

Mouse House
Mouse Pad
Tweetie Board
Video Key
3.5" Drive Clean Kit

6 W Surge Protec

34.95

75.95

34.95

34.95

4.95

5.95

49.95

64.95

5.95

14.95

ATARI ST PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE
22.96

x2
JltVB

.... ie

Cyber Sluaio Pie

At.i-IIcx-uoI Design Dl* I

1

Carina. Dmdon D* 1'

3D Devol otxr ! _>» 19.95

3DFonr Pockcgo 'or 7 17.95

3DPkHO<SI'nnl<yLVHe- 17.96

Abocu.HocW . CALL

Animal KV^oom

Arl and "Irr .

24.96

..48.95

... 39.95

CnSa?
7 59 95

Cyber Scutpi M.9S

X2...

Video lining Deign
Cyber loxturo ...

>iK '9/JS

37.96

Daiarnaps I

DfiMcn5C :!:,»:

DeKije Moicom 39.9ii

ijfciii-i orgc Data Plotter 67. v6

Drow Ait Pro 49.96
D* 7p Pub 1 fc/rasy Dr^M.K

*?**%£ 67. 9S

FontPak 1 tor Easy D

1

?A vi

uw 25.96

Fraction Action 74.96

17.96

G>Aflcec30
GJx)t»yG.ojHii>

GnPotcM ....

GoGoSI

Karri Ofun iiitx

H Son Pro Base .. .

Hi Soil Oov Pc*
Hionwo-a
HSo-iSovod. 25.

mmr-ir.r:«:lllo .

LDWPo~o'
Logic Metre'

Macro Mojo
MoglcaMytia
Mapiord-. egom*
MorliWBurrsC
Mark WWjii C.91

Mailer Cxi

PCDto
Persono Liaw A" I

Personal Money Mgr
PHASAS

PreH.'c-jntcJtxufci

Pr-inrr- --. I'.l

Art Gallery 1 or 2 . . .

FonnS Borden/PM

Mour>e1ockt B4.9i

MuMc Co"si-jCion Sot

Music S'.irtc-a 389;
"Navtgo-or. Ibe' .

.

Qutcn-or
Roy lrcco

ReacJ A 'I'l^me

Scon Reigiout Sjioi

OmrtwotSI
Pogs Sr-som

Score Writer 26

Spuo.- Main 25
^:nctr.r- 512 43

STSprtlofocio^

Super Chaigodl/ Draw '

SlJC-Esrt-: ' - ' >

If You Don t

See It -CALL

Order Toll Free

800-558-0003
WISCONSIN ORDERS & INFORMATION
(414) 357-8181 FAX (414) 357-7814
P.O. Box 17882 Milwaukee, WI 53217

::;: mi : ?v.w ;r;vi:i ;:.
:
:



NO
CREDIT CARD I

SURCHARGE

Since 19829 since iy»z ^m m g
-orrLptLtcflbLlLty.
'GLon.bu.m.e.'c JZ.le.ctt.on.lc.it

Order Toll Free

800-558-0003

SUPER
SALE Fast

ST-125N

ST-138N

ST-157N

ST-177N

ST-225N

ST-251N

ST-277N-

ST-296N

20 MEG-SCSI

30 MEG-SCSI
49 MEG-SCSI
60 MEG-SCSI

20 MEG-SCSI
40 MEG-SCSI

1 60 MEG-SCSI
80 MEG-SCSI

269

315

349

569

259

375

449

465

JOYSTICKS
Suncom S'ikstick 6.05

Tac2 9.95

Tac3 13.95

Toe 5 14.95

Wico Bat handle ...17.95

Wico3Way 21.95

Wico Ergo Stck 17.95

HARD
DRIVE I

KIT

ALL HARD DRIVES ARE 5P3j/3f(?SCS

SINGLE 3.5" DRIVES
ST-138N 30 MEG. . . 629 DEL*

ST-157N 49 MEG ... 669 DEL*

ST-177N 60 MEG. . . 899 DEL*

DUAL 3.5" DRIVES
2-ST-138N 30 MEG . . . .969 DEL*

2-ST-157N 49 MEG . . .1049 DEL*

2-ST-177N60MEG. . .1499 DEL

"FREE DELIVERY

in the Contiguous 48 States

FEATURES: Built jn time dock with botte-y

backup • Low-no'se fan for p^.cient cooling

• Undf"-rrx3nitor design reqji'<» no additional

desk space and provides a monitor stend

for ST computers • Adjustab'e legs aa]i.st the

ito' and provide cable e'earance • A'lows

booting directfy from the herd drive • Hand'er

provide? error checking on -t:e DV!A bus.

ATARI ST RECREATIONAL SOFTW

MODEM
PACKAGES
ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE:
• Choice of modem below
• Flash VI.6 Software

• ST Modem Cable

Supra 2400

$129
Avatex 2400HC

$159
Avatex 2400E

$139 <S£
Lord! <Xi->o"<mg E-r
lott DJcnman **» ..

Mcjc«Mor"on $»H
Mcj-*' r il» M*** Vcyw

Mcmjiisf &»litn

'*

37
tt

77Mo-:* Ml«-hiI10H

WCIO 1 OOO-lC 90K>E>0* II

K
.39
75
77
1/

77
75
76

NQtf.o*wc<H

MgN olf-ie :o»n

OH S-xa warn

75

>?

ftateii

32

37

71

PopJoo:

.<Qt»

19

BebolUrtvw««

Hoc Slam Ova Lono
11 wSiorm *.„

or. CAU

(Jocko! Ranger 3195
7C95

'enxte oi Doom
*>us2
*Poo*

-.33IS
. 3795

75.95

...3!.%

. )k i?

77 95

7595

o Ouoe 75.95

IS 71.95

mominoriiou 3S.95

irvooSioocos 92.98

r»md I'Cqg
. 78.95

llvr>o>?i Wodo 3795
imio and Mogic 86.98
llmo BctwHv SCO Ht Dk. *2
llrrwsotlnfi 75.95
i ..-.

Cite . — 25.

<. ,. ..-.- ,. 7595

Skycnoio ca;:

Sorcero-lord 3:9*

37 9i

3"9£

51AC .'Adventure Cr - >

Slur Won . 7595

tyonoan 'homoicn

Wargomo Conti Sol

Wtyia Gonxt
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ATARI ST
PUBLIC DOMAIN
and SHAREWARE

$2.00ea
$2.50$2.75
-liMJJIvTn U£3
Many ol the programs we oflar are easily aE f

* better than commercial programs costing n

note. Join Ihousands of satisfied Atari ST ow
iho have turned lo AccuSolt lor quality

(Software Power Without the Price')

Ramdisks and Print Spoolers (many of each).

A great clone ol Itie game Monopoly - you'll love

the graphics. Play against computer. (COLOR).

Wheel- ot- Fortune 2.0 Game - A lavorilel

Can even make your own puzzles (COLOR).

Spacowar 3.0 - Exciting arcade game tor 2.

OGOB - The Grsat German Videogame" -

excellent game (JOYSTICK/COLOR).

Stoneage Deluxe - A lantasiic arcade game.

Make your own games. (JOYSTICK/COLOR).
92 Picture Utilities #2 -Many great programs.

Convert pictures between resolutions, more...

214 Kids *3 - Several great kids programs, ind.

a Concentration game (COLOR).

223 Speech #1 - The ST will speak (read aloud) your

own text tilesl Anfl mote speech examples...

234 DeskPac Plus- Powerful all-in-one desk

accessory: notebook, phonebook, alarm, calc,...

315 Two flexible database programs, a nice

Ho/tog PD spreadsheet, more ...

334 JILCAD2D-FullyworkingCADprograml

Powerful... (DBUtMEGrbest in MONO).
336 AIM 2.3 Digital Image Processor let's you

do amazing :'i ->;.js -.vilh pitf.iresl (1MEG).

337 Cyberscape Animation - The BEST ST graphics

and sound demo (DBU1MEG/COLOR).
359 Music Studio #6 - Many songs plus several

PD Music Studio song player programs.

392 Anti-Virus disk - Virus detector and killer, ...

409 Unilerm 2.0d - The best SI" modem progiaml

Tonsof features including a GEM interface.

413 Assistant Chef - Great recipe program (COLOR).
414 Geneological Tree and Astronomy programs.

446 ST Writer Elite 3.0 - Great word processor - has

optional GEM/mouse interface. Address book.

520 Greal Chess game. Boggle, Cribbage. more...

522 ST Vegas • Poker, Slots, Houlene... (COLOR).

524 PacMan and Midway straiegy game (COLOR).
528 Jumpster (QSert Clone), mulliplayer Monopoly.

HiO Peg game. Taipan trading game (COLOR).

529 Superb arcade game (HOCM) and Tennis game
(COLOH/JOYSTICK).

544 Deluxe Fontmasler ST - Superbl (MONO).
550 Opus 2.2 - Fantastic spreadsiieel.'DBL/MEG).

582 Super Ulilities; LG File Selector, Pinhead, disk

cache. Newbell. Antibomb. Ascirview. more...

590 Greal Mono Games- Drachen (like Shanghai or

MahJongg), Tetris, Lunar Lander. ... (MONO).
596 Excellent Games - Orbrt (STOS Breakout).

Shadow Box, Tstrlst (COLOR).

Also ,.•=.- \r IH.y PC (3.5" and 5.25
-

lorn

Mention START Magazine on your first order

and receive F-RLE our interactive Catalog Disk

describing Ihe more than 500 Atari ST disks we
currently have available. If you arent ordermg

yet. just send S3 (lo cover shipping/handling)

to get your copy of our valuable Catalog disk.

Check or Money Order. (COD J3 extra)

U. S. Dollars Onlyl Ohio add 5.5% tax.

hipping per Orderi $3 US.'APO, t4 Curiae

AccuSoft Public Domain
P.O. Box 02214, Dept. 3E
Columbus, OH 43202

CIRCLE D25 Off DEADER SERVICE URD

BETA-CAD
' The ultimate, easy to use CAD system ' I

B> EllfflUy. a powerful new CAD package developed for Ihe profes-

sional CAD user, yet easy enough (or the novice. BETA-CAD is a full

functioned professional drawing package which will produce qualify

drawings in less time than any other package..1
.

Features Include:

<* FAST, DIRECTACCESS'to >120 powertul commands! All the

power of other packages without cumbersome 'TREE MENUS' to slow you

down. The entire screen is used (or drawing. Command entry is a breeze

!

a Runs completely from RAM ! No annoying disk accessing !

c, Instant online HELP for quick recall of all commands.

A AlltO dimensioning places leader lines, arrowheads, and

dimensions with a click ol a button. BETA-CAD also dimensions in leet and

inches for architectural drawings Excellent for estimating projects!

ii Dimensions and text can be 'dragged' any place on the screen

and repositioned instantly ! Try this on expensive CAD systems

!

A COmmandS SUCh as STRETCH, DUPLICATE, ROTATE, AUTO
INTERSECT. BETA STORAGE, BETA MATH, OFFSET, MIRROR,
FILLET, MEASURE. ADD DRAFT. ADD CENTER LINES, ALTER
graphics, splines and many others make this system f/yf

A Print your drawing to any scale on a dot matrix printer or plot your

drawing on a professional plotter*. BETA-CAD will even plot your drawing

(or you via our modem !

**

a Over 1600 entities and 500 drawing layers on the 520 ST.

u - Full DRAWING and COMMAND TUTORIAL make this system easy to

learn even for the first time user!

a So Fast, yo\S\\\\Xmk yourmouse is a CRYSTAL BALL!/

A ...And BETA-CAD is now available for a LIMITED TIME
only at the special discount price of :

Reg $159.95

DON'T MISS OUT OFFER ENDS 01/10/90 CALL TODAY

BETA-CAD is easy to use, loaded with features, and
probably the the ieast expensive real CAD program that you
Can buy! ' - Lawrence Kilmer, Atari Explorer, Sept-Oct 1989

* IT ALMOST READS YOUR MIND !

NOW FOR THE 520, 1040, AND MEGA ST

urn |CALL 1-800-326-9124
CABD

MASTER-

BETA-CAD 31 MILLARD RD NORTH ATTLEBORO MA 02760 (508) 695-9175

•'Ca::ro:cM::$ "P:otu\- D;:vc: opi:o;ia; /frcws ff$Jl J?es Mo.uto:

CIKLE031 ON Rt/Uf; v?Y!G fAKI:



Marcus' Marvelous

Mug Maker

Part II ofA Step-By-Step Guide
to Computer Cartooning

Y MARCUS BADGLEY

I've developed a technique for drawing

cartoon faces that can be used by some-

one with little or no drawing experience.

It's based on basic geometric shapes

and the lines which appear in the hu-

man face. In a way, it's a combination of

the two techniques 1 described in previ-

ous columns; drawing freehand with

the mouse and using CAD-3D.

Figures 1 through 16 show the tech-

niques step-by-step. Follow along on

your ST as we go through them. You'll

need DEGAS Elite, SEURAT, NEOchrome,

Cyber Paint or any other paint program

that you like.

Figure 1. Starting with the first frame,

our goal is to create a three-dimensional

head. Imagine looking at a globe of the

Earth with its lines of longitude and lat-

itude; that's exactly how this method

works, except that only one of each line

is used. Begin with a cross-line in a color

that contrasts with the background.

Figure 1

Then, with the Circle tool, create a large

circle by placing the mouse at the 12

o'clock position and then moving the

mouse toward the 12 o'clock position.

One cartoon cranium coming right up!

Next, create two "dimension" circles.

These are guides that determine the

horizontal and vertical direction toward

which the face is looking. To do this,

use the Circle tool again and create the

vertical ellipse (centerline) so that it

intersects with the top and bottom of

the cranium circle; do the same with the

horizontal ellipse (eyeline), except that

it is lined up with the width of the head.

Figures 2 and 3. The next step is to cre-

ate the eyes and nose of our character.

Circles usually work best for eyes. Placed

on the eyeline on either side of the cen-

terline, unless you're trying for that ab-

stract look. Next, add the nose The

nose can be virtually any shape of ellipse

or circle. Once you have the shape you

want, position it in between the eyes. (A

tip: place the nose a tiny bit closer to

the far eye to help enhance the sense of

depth.)

Figure 4. At this point, remove the un-

desired lines and the face will begin to

take shape.

Figure 5. So far, all we have are a few

dull circles and ellipses. Let's add some

life! In the center of each eye we'll place

a small black disc with the Disc tool.
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Figure 12 Figure 13 Figure 14

Decide first from which direction you

would like to have the light fall in the

drawing, then use Polygon or K-Line

with white Fill to cut the reflection arc

out. Remember, all shading will be de-

termined as a result of this operation.

Next, Fill the eyes with white . . . and

voila! Those glowing eyes affect some

with fits of giggling, others with madness!

Figure 6. Now for our jaw. Quite simply

all that is needed is a guide line that

drops down from the base of the nose.

The line I've shown is vertical, but this

line can vary and will alter a character's

appearance. Once this line is created,

use K-Line to draw a jawline. Since this

is a freehand technique, it requires a bit

more effort, especially since the place-

ments of the sides of the jaw are crucial

in order to keep the perspective in align-

ment. You may have to do some touch-

up in Zoom mode.

Figure 7. When creating the mouth, use

the same technique as with the jaw.

Create a frown or a smirk; try creating

several expressions on the same head-

it's amazing how much the mouth alters

the expression.

Use K-Line to add the shoulders and ear;

then fill the character with a skin tone.

"Doctor! I think I saw it move!" Igor

exclaimed,

"Don't be silly-it's been dead for

over two weeks!" replied the doctor.

Figure 9. Now draw in the facial details.

Again, using K-Line, freehand Draw and

Zoom, develop the eyebrow lines, eye-

lids, the wrinkles in the cheek.

"Did you see that? It twitched again!"

shouted Igor in fear

Draw in the hair freehand with a

smattering of airbrush here and there.

Figure 8. This is a transformation step. Figures 10 and 11. Here, you can begin
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Figure 15 Figure 16

ture, at least, is nearsighted, so I added

glasses by creating two black Circles in

black, then filling them with a standard

Fill Pattern. Adding the glasses makes

the eyes less pronounced.

Figure 16. In this last frame, I added the

tongue and the word bubble, which

completes this demonstration. Since he

started out kind of quacky, I decided to

finish him the same way.

Now it was the doctors mm for hys-

teria. He cried, "It's alive! It's alive!"

It's important to point out that we

could have taken him in a completely

different direction earlier on by altering

the facial expression, ears, and skin color.

With the addition horns and fangs hed

be another animal altogether Also of

note is that this particular technique is

great for facial perspectives that are not

too extreme. More extreme positions

will require more development in the

construction phase The same principle,

however, can be used to construct pro-

files, entire figures and other cartoon in-

ventions.

Marcus Badgeley is proprietor ofGravity

Design, a graphics arts studio in Son

Francisco, and frequent contributor to

START

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

to shade the character Since 1 usually

use low resolution, my punchy palette

is limited to 16 colors and their usage is

crucial. Since I want a more natural

complexion I have dedicated four colors

to the skin. First use K-Line with each

of the skin-tones from dark to light, then

Fill with the appropriate color. After

this, use the airbrush to smooth things

out a bit On complex areas, work in

Zoom mode.

Figure 12. For the eyebrows and hair,

use Freehand and Airbrush in several

different shades of brown to create a

more realistic look.

Figure 13. Take a figurative step back

and look at your picture. The whole look

could be enhanced by adding a slight

highlight, just as you added the other

shading colors. The character obviously

also needs some clothing. I added a

green garment, thus making him look

like some insane dentist.

"Oh, no! Not a dentist!" screeched

Igor with trembling knees.

"Yes, Igor! Your teeth are in terrible

shape, and I'm in no position to fix them!"

the doctor stated with a terrible calm.

Figures 14 and 15. In these two frames,

add more hair as we did before. My crea-

Cyber Paint, $79 95
Antic Software, 544 2nd
Street, Son Francisco, CA
94107, (800)234-7001.

NEOchrome, $29.95.

Atari Corp., 1196Borregas

Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA
94088, (408) 745-2000.

DEGAS Elite, $49.95
Electronic Arts, 1820 Gate-

way Drive, San Moteo, CA
94404,(415)571-7171.
CIRCLE 155 ON REiDEB iEJVICE CARC

SEURAT START March
1989; for disk only, $10.95

plus $4 shipping and han-

dling; for disk and magazine,

$14.95 $4 shipping and han-

dling. START Bock Issues,

544 2nd Street, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107, (800)

234-7001.
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"FUN and KNOWLEDGE"

"The Computer Guide to the Solar System is an impressive product- easy

to use, tun and educational. .
." - START magazine

"Graphically it is a piece o1 art . .

engrossing . . . very user friendly .

forget about time for awhile, it is that

-VANTARI Newsletter

"... a program with nearly universal appeal . . . broadly intended for just

about any age group ... I only wish there was a program like this when I

was in school ..." - ST WORLD magazine

Not copy-protected.

Atari ST versions require color monitor.

1-MEG and 512K versions available.

5 EGA graphics with

Available at finest software stores.

Or order direct from WinterTech™.

$54.^ (US ,unds
-

Add s300 S/HJ

VISA and MasterCard orders accepted.

WinterTech™, 111 Granada Court, Orlando, FL 32803

Phone: (407) 425- 1199



New PC Emulator and
Spectre GCR Hit the

Streets
BY DAVID PLOTKIN START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Talon Technologies' Supercharger is a 512K "PC in a box" that plugs into the DMA port and offers easy PC compara-
bility without opening up your ST. And for the price of $399, it's cheaper than a PC clone.

Thanks to the continued de-

velopment of add-on

hardware, the ST's ability

to emulate other comput-

ers is at a new high. Until

now, the only truly effective emula-

tion has been for the Apple Macin-

tosh. But because of the difference

in disk formats, the ST could only

read Mac disks through the slow and

expensive Translator One. PC

emulation also has been slow

because Avant-Garde's pc-ditto has

done the whole job in software. But

now things have changed.

TALON TECHNOLOGIES'

SUPERCHARGER: A FULL-SPEED PC

The news of the first full-speed,

hardware-based PC emulator comes

from a suprising quarter, a heretofore

unknown company called Talon

Technologies. Its Supercharger was

designed in Germany, is manufac-

tured in California and is being

distributed by an English company.

The Supercharger is a small box that

contains an NEC 8-MHz V30 micro-

processor, RAM and supporting

chips and plugs into your ST's DMA
port. The V30 largely duplicates the

Intel 8086/8088 family and, there-

fore, runs. PC/MS-DOS software. In

fact, since the V30 is a full 16-bit

chip, it can run some programs, such

as MS-Windows 286, which normally

run only on an 80286-based ma-

chine.

The Supercharger provides

excellent performance for two rea-

sons: it has a fast chip (almost twice

as fast as the original PC's 4.77 MHz)
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PC EMULATOR/SPECTRE GCR

and connects to the Atari's speediest

bus. the DMA.

What You See is Less Than What You

Get

The Supercharger conies packaged

with the main unit. 512K of RAM (1M

is available as an option), a power
supply, DMA cable and DOS. The

Supercharger's memory is used to

run the PC software, noi the ST's

memory. To connect the Super-

Charger, you must plug it into the

hard-drive chain, preferably as the

lasl item in the chain. The unit has a

second DMA bus port to pass signals

through if it can't be last in the chain.

Supercharger is a SCSI device and

comes factory preset with an ID of 7,

although this can be changed by

altering some jumpers in the unit.

The five-volt power supply plugs

into the back and the power switch

is rather inconveniently mounted in

the back. On the front of the unit arc

power and data lights and a reset

switch.

Supercharger's software is quite

simple. You run a driver program to

start the emulation. When you run

the program, it prompts you to insert

the MS-DOS disk in the drive and

press [Return]. If all is well, then the

Supercharger boots MS-DOS and the

next thing you see is the familiar

"A>" prompt.

Also included is a utility to

configure the driver to set certain

parameters, such as how many

drives you have, whether to use the

internal drive as A or B (and thus the

external drive as B or A) and to set

the step rate of the disk drives. (A

slower step rate is necessary to use a

5-1/4-inch drive for PC software.

)

You can also set whether you are

using a 50 or 60 Hz color monitor

(Supercharger is also sold in Europe)

and whether you have an 8087 math

coprocessor chip installed. The

Supercharger has an empty socket

for the 8087 and installing the chip is

as simple as plugging it in. Unlike

math coprocessors for the 68000, the

8087 is widely supported by PC
software. It significantly speeds up

such programs as Lotus 1-2-3.

Hard-Drive Support and Graphics

If you want to autoboot DOS from a

hard drive, you must use the utility

software to prepare it. You must

give up a small partition to use as the

autoboot partition, but you can

specify which partition you want to

use (it need not be the C: drive as

Things have

changed in the emu-

lation market.

with pc-ditto). After preparing the

partition you want to use, you need

only copy MS-DOS to it and you're

all sel. A driver is included with

Supercharger so that the emulator

can recognize and use your ST's hard

drive.

The stock Supercharger supports

CGA graphics— 320 by 200 (color)

in lour colors or 640 by 200 in two

colors (color or monochrome I. The

monochrome display is somewhat

fester, because more calculations

have lo be done to convert character

displays to the ST's graphics-based

display in color. Unfortunately,

Supercharger does not support the

EGA base mode of 320 by 200 in 16

colors.

There's also a "hoi bey" sequence

thai lets you switch between PC

mode and ST mode. When you

press these keys in PC mode, ii

reboots the Atari and brings you

back to the standard Desktop. Upon

running the driver program again,

however, you find yourself exactly

where you left off in your PC pro-

gram. Although you can't freely

jump back and forth between the

two modes (the ST reboots every

lime), this feature is very handy if

you find you have to return to your

ST for awhile, but don't want to end

the PC session.

There are a tew tricky things

about Supercharger. The reset

button must be pressed upon turning

on your ST or the Supercharger may
interfere with the boot-up sequence.

Talon is looking at making this reset

automatic. Further, because the

device is installed in the drive chain,

it may cause problems with autoboot

hard drives. This should not be a

problem if the Supercharger is the

last item in the DMA chain, as

rectmimended . However, if your

hard drive (like mine) does not have

a "pass through," then the Super-

Charger has to lie installed before it

and may interrupt the boot-up

sequence. This makes it impossible

to use with an autoboot hard drive,

especially if the autoboot software

"polls" the drive chain looking for

drives. Talon is looking into this

problem and should have a fix

shortly.

The instructions that came with

my Supercharger were preliminary,

but even so were well written and

easy to follow. They gave no

technical information about the unit,

nor anything about setting up MS-

DOS to work with the ST's disk

drives. As covered in '"Mac and PC

on die ST (START, November 1988).

it's fairly complicated to set this up

right. Talon is working on revised

documentation that should provide

much more information.

Talon Technologies promises

some interesting support products

for the Supercharger. First is a

miniature VGA card that will actually

continued on page 36
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Subscribe to START magazine with disk

Tutorials on START Disk brings

the expertise of top ST program-

mers right into your computer.

Manage the power of your

ST and make your computing

\ more enjoyable with utilities

on STart disks.

Stimulate your imagination and
your reflexes with games on

START Disk! How-to tutorials

show you how to write your

own pulse-pounding games.

THl/fl mmiTMONTHir

ForFasterService Call

Toll Free 1-800-2347001
Visa or MasterCard Only

ilia! Sign me up for 12 issues of START
magazine plus DISK for the low price of
just $79-95-

Bill me
D I'm enclosing payment

Check enclosed Visa MasterCard

Street

Qty State Zip A010A
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of first issue. Canada residents add S 18 per year.

Foreign .subscribers (no! including Canada) must send full payment in U.S. funds.

California residents add (i ' M sales tax.

START SUBSCRIPTIONS, P.O. Box 3805, Escondido, CA 94533



PC EMULATOR/SPECTRE GCR

fit inside the Supercharger's case.

With a multisynch monitor, you'll be

able to run VGA graphics and ST

color and monochrome — all on :i

single monitor! Further, the PC bus is

available inside the case and Talon

plans to bring out an expansion box

so that PC cards can be used with

Supercharger.

Important Questions

The important questions about

Supercharger are: does it work and

is it fast? The answer to both is yes. It

works, running all the PC software I

tried. The Supercharger is also fast

— it ran PC programs such as Lotus

1-2-3 and Microsoft Word quickly.

Graphics-based software was very-

fast, although the text software had a

somewhat slower screen update

speed. With Supercharger, il is now-

feasible to bring PC-based work

home from the office. Although the

unit we tested was a late prototype, it

The stock Super-

Charger supports

CGA graphics.

worked well. Provided thai Talon

can handle the DMA chain problem

with Supercharger, this is a product

that can change your ST from a

friendly, powerful compute]- to an

unfriendly, powerful computer: a PC!

SMALL'S SPECTRE GCR: A NEW MAC

Spectre GCR is also making its debut

as this is written. For those of you

who aren't aware, Spectre GCR is

produced by Gadgets by Small and

lets the ST emulate an Apple Macin-

tosh. The emulation isn't perfect:

there are some programs that won't

run or that crash when you attempt

to use certain features. However,

most Mac software that "followed the

rules" runs very well on Spectre.

And with each version of the Spectre

software, more programs run

correctly.

As mentioned above, the main

problem has always been how to

move software from Mac format

disks (GCR) to a format readable by

Atari drives. Data Pacific's Translator

One works, but it is very slow and

costs S300. As you can probably

guess from the name, Spectre GCR
can directly read, write and format

Mae disks. Al $300, it is the same

price as Translator One, but it

uidifck'sihe Mac emulator itself. All

you need to add are a set of Macin-

tosh ROMs, available from a number

of sources.

Spectre GCR is a very large

cartridge, the largest I've seen. You
must open the cartridge to insert the

Mac ROMs -as detailed in the excel-

-^^S^
Chicagoland's

Largest Atari

ST Dealer!
Biggest Holiday

Software Selection,

Including Import Titles

i,--& Magazines JK\

Computers
Software
Service

[Software Plus
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:ikf.t 056 ;:! ^faufb service card

TAKE CONTROL of your synth
The BEST Voicing Programs at the BEST Prices'.

Voice Development Systems ™

TX81Z /DX11 K1/K4 Dx21/2?/lOO
$99.00 $89.00 $69.00

for ATARI ST and YAMAHA/ KAWAI instruments

Point & Click object oriented design and integration of the Editor,

Librarian & Sequencer make the VDS programs more powerful
and easier to use than any other voicing program on the market.

EDITOR LIBRARIAN SEQUENCER
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lent manual, then close it up and

plug it in. You then must plug the

floppy drive(s) into the appropriate

sockets on the Spectre GCE car-

tridge. The cartridge supposedly

works best when it is at the end of

the drive chain, although I have had

no problem with it being in the

middle.

To use a program or data disk,

you .simply pop it into the drive as

you would with a Mac. Spectre GCR
reads the disk, determines its format

(Magic, Spectre or Mac) automati-

cally and configures itself to read and

write to that format.

Spectre GCR comes packaged

with version 2.0 of the software.

This release has some bug fixes and

the necessary code to support GCR's

new capabilities. Version 2,0 no

longer supports Data Pacific's

Translator One. Obviously, this isn't

a problem with Spectre GCR, but it

does mean that users of earlier

Spectre cartridges will have to con-

tinue to use version 1.9 of the

software in order to use Translator

One. As with earlier versions,

version 2.0 supports sound and alter-

nate video and can format a hard

drive for use with the Mac. It also

seems to work well with version 6 of

System and Finder, which is more or

less the latest version.

Version 2.0 Mac sound seems to

work quite well. You should use an

Atari monochrome monitor for best

results, but if necessary you can

display your screens on the Atari

color monitor in medium resolution.

Here you must make a choice —
either look at half the screen at a

time (with a button to toggle be-

tween views) or lose every other

scan line on the screen. Neither is

very satisfactory, but the color

display is limited by its lower resolu-

tion.

Spectre GCR has been a long time

in coming but it was worth the wait.

With it, you get the premier Macin-

tosh emulator that can handle most

of the things a Mac can do— and at

full Mac speed. If you're serious

about running Mac software on your

ST, this is the product for you.

START Contributing Editor David

Plotkin is tin avid ST user, but

has beenforced to use those

"other" computers at Chevron

U.S.A., where he works as a

chemical engineer.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Supercharger, $399
Talon Technologies, 243 N.

Hwy. 101, #11, Solano

Beach, CA 92075.

Spectre GCR, $300.
Gadgets by Small, Inc., 40
West Littleton Blvd., #201-

21 1, Littleton, CO 80120,
(3031791-6098.
CIRCLE ^56. DN READER SERVICE CARD

NEED
SPEED?

RELY ON
TURBO ST!

Turbo ST turns your Atari ST into a speed demon.
Check out Turbo ST at your local dealer or download
our free demo from your favorite bulletin board.

Upgrades to version 1,8 are only $5 with your original

disk. For more information, call (407) 667-4611, or write

to SofTrek, P.O. Box 5257, Winter Park, FL 32793.

CIRttE 078 ON READER SERVICE CARD

At STARTmagazine we appreciate
every subscriber ive have. Please
let us know how we're doing and
how we can improve our service.

Ifa problem arises iviib yourSTARTsubscription, gather
together thefollowing things: a recent mailing label, a
copy ofyour invoice or renewal notice, and any corre-

spondence you have received from us. Call or write us

and we'll take care of the problem.

Write:

START Customer Service

P.O. Box 3805

Escondido, CA 92025

Or Call:

(619)485-7754

between 6:30 AM and

5:00 PM Pacific Time

Easy Way To Replace a Damaged START Disk

SUBSCRIBERS: Just phone START Subscription Customer

Service at (619) 485-7754, Monday-Friday, 6:30 AM - 5:00 PM
Pacific Time. An operator will confirm your subscription and

arrange for your new disk to be mailed within 24 hours.

NEWSSTAND BUYERS: Send your damaged disk to: START
Disk Exchange, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107. A
replacement disk will be mailed to you within 24 hours of receipt.
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Lucasfilm Games
Launches

The

Battle of Britain

BY ANDREW REESE START EDITOR

ih

Their Finest

Hour: The Battle

of Britain from
Lucasfilm Games
lets you choose
sides in this

momentous
1940 conflict

over southern
England. This

view is from the

cockpit of a Bf-

109E against the

defending
Spitfires and
Hurricanes.

e you an aviation

nit? A history buff? If

you're either— or just

snjoy a top-notch

;omputer flight

simulator— you'll love Lucasfilm

Games' new World War II game.

Like Battlehawks 1942, released on

the ST last year, Their Finest Hour:

The Battle of Britain is a historically

accurate simulation of some of the

key air battles of the war.

Historians agree that if England

had lost the Battle of Britain, Ger-

many could have invaded the British

Isles with ease. Those few pilots

who flew against the German

bombers and fighters truly changed

the course of the war— and the

shape of the world. A successful

German invasion of England could

well have kept the United States out

of the European conflict with

staggering implications for the shape

of the continent today.

German or English — Take Your Pick

Lucasfilm Games' remarkable

programmer/producer Lawrence

Holland took this critical cm and

translated it into a wonderful com-

puter flying experience. In it, you

can fly a Spitfire or Hurricane for the

Brits against Messerschmits, Stukas,

Hcinkels and Dorniers. Or you can

fly one of the German planes in Lin

attack against the English.

This unusual symmetry was also

one of the most remarkable aspects

of Battlehawks 1942. Although it

went against my grain to fly a Zero

against American pilots, it did give

me a real feeling for the superiority

of the Japanese planes at that stage

of the war. I came to appreciate

even more the heroism of the

American pilots who flew outmoded

planes against some of the best

aircraft of the war.

In Battle of Britain, you have a
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1 [earlyfifty ysurs ago., a handful of'3ritish\bdots in Spit-

fires uud tlwrtlsuHes tooli to the air as liHgluudJs sola de-

t'etis^ a uri'hist i f riz't Germany's air O'/istaught All dur'tup

the summer of 1940, the waves oj German bombers and

fighters attacked and were driven back. Now, Lucasjilm

Gmnes has brought these battles to the computer screen

'Finest Hour; The Battle ofBritain, a great sequel
• award-winning Batttebawks 1942.



THEIR FINEST HOUR

For the aviation buff, Their Finest Hour is a "must have.

selection of missions from the Ger-

man side. You can fly fighter escort

in one of the graceful Bf-109E's or try

the first German terror weapon of the

war, the Stuka dive bomber. Other

options include piloting a Dornier or

Heinkel medium bomber or one of

the twin-engined Me-110's.

From the British side, your

choices are more limited: all the Brits

had to put up against the Germans

were the Hawker Hurricane and the

Supermarine Spitfire. But if you had

to choose just two of the contempo-

rary fighters for this inteceptor role,

these would be two great choices—
the Spit was more maneuverable

with a higher rale-of-climb, while [he

Hurricane combined lesser maneu-

verability with greater ruggedness.

STOS
UTILITY TOOL KIT

AMUSTHAVI-:i]til:H'.i:iiij;uplik-s;\ii.-kiigeforusewith

Mandrin's "STOS" AUCADf'CIAMl-nTiler. This package

includes a vocabulary .iL'Ci'SSdry Ui create your own Ad-

vcnlurc Dictionary; A graphic .nv.ulr llowcharting acces-

sory to track intrii'M,' action pathways; An .MKB file

converter to un-compacl STOS MfiK files (or fast and easy

modification and lou.1l ujinl |iicliiri' and sprite files. Fully

documented Sprite dipiti/.ing tutorial for importing real

win Id graphics anil iMiJLC^ iu!oS".'< >'- a- .,nvi, aiul SpciU-

files. Fantastic All Re* Sprite Di'si;;iiL>r/ paint program

:ind package of oversized sprites.

Tool Kit Contains:

L VOCAB-01.ACB Adventure Vocabulary Dictionary

I. CI JART-02.ACB Arcade action flow chart

4. D1GISPRT.DOC Object and imai'e import tutorial

5. ART-ST V2.4 Sprite Designer/paint program runs

in all Res

b. B-SPRITL.MBK Assorted Giant sprites created with

ART-ST V2.4 (ALL TOS 1.4 SUP-

PORTED]

Complete Utility Tool Kit S29.25 plus 53.50 handling and

shipping, California resident add of''! sales tax. Be sure

rospi'iih single nr double siileil drivy.

Touchstone Int.
58 Redwood Road, Fairfax CA 94930

Tel (415) 453-0271

CIRCLE 04S OH RLAOEE SERVICE (ARC
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Gentlemen, Choose Your Mission

The game itself is set up quite a bit

like Battlehawks 1942. At the start of

a mission, you choose a plane (and

therefore the side you want to fly

on), the role and the specific mission

you wish to fly. You can also select

the quality of your opponent pilots

and the supplies and vulnerability of

your own craft. Once you've made

these selections, you're ready to fly.

An overall map of southeastern

England is available to show the

distribution of forces to help you

plan your attack or defense.

Flying "Finest Hour" is pure

pleasure. Although when I tried the

game, it was only available on the

PC, it runs and looks the same on the

ST. Again, it's mouse-driven, one of

the few defects I found in Bat-

tlehawks 1942, but the mouse/flight

control interface continues to be

amazingly good. And the flight

characteristics of these planes are

superb.

One of the best features of

Battlehawks 1942 was the Camera

feature that let you record and replay

critical portions of your mission and

then replay them from a variable

vantage point. In "Finest Hour," the

replay feature has even been im-

proved from Battlehawks. Now, you

can choose a variety of viewpoints

for your replay— including from the

nose of one of your falling bombs!

Plus, you can save your mission re-

cordings to disk and show your

friends how you became an ace.

(Watch for a special contest from

Lucasfilm Games based on this

feature.)

An Evening in the Museum

To introduce "Finest Hour" to the

press and local dealers, Lucasfilm

Games reserved the Museum of

Flying in Santa Monica, California for

an evening. If you're an airplane

nut, be sure to take in this museum if

you're ever in Southern California.

It's at the Santa Monica Airport, the

original site of Douglas Aircraft, and

features a variety of Douglas aircraft

and memorabilia.

For the folks from Lucasfilm,

however, the Museum's primary at-

traction was a reconditioned Spitfire

IX in flying condition. Although a

later model than those flown in the

Battle of Britain, the Spit provided a

perfect focal point for the game. Ar-

rayed around this graceful fighter

were a number of computers set up

with "Finest Hour" and it was almost

impossible to fight through the

crowds around the computers for a

game. Everyone we talked to who

tried the game loved it, including

one RAF bomber pilot who served

during that era.

Lucasfilm Games has priced

"Finest Hour" at $59-95, a substantial

sum for a computer diversion. But

that includes a 192-page manual and

a flight simulator that is both enter-

tainment and a history lesson in one.

For the aviation buff, it's a "must

have." For computer garnets in

general, be sure to take a look at it at

your local software store; it may be

just what you want to fill a niche in

your game collection.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Their Finest Hour: The
Battle of Britain $59.95.

Lucasfilm Ltd., P.O. Box

2009, San Rafael, CA
949I2,1415]662-1966.
CIRQE 1 S7 OM READER SERVICE CARD



EXCLUSIVE

PROGRAMS ON
DISKS!

If you bought this

issue of START with-

out the disk, you're

missing out!

Order the compan-

ion disk full of

great, enjoyable

programs from top

ST experts. Order

your disk by mail

using the order card

in this issue. For

even foster service,

call:

Toll-Free:

1-800-234-7001

7 am-6 pm PST

Visa/MasterCard orders only

Each disk is SI 0.95 plus S2.00

handling & moiling.

1943BattleofMidway 24
1st Word Plus 3. 14 62
5 Star Combo Pack ....30

ACCess!. 19

Accounts iST) 2.0

nST .26
Raider; 25

Alien Syndrome 24

Annals of Home 23

APB 26

Arcade Force Four 34
Arkanoid I 23

Archipelagos .....34

AssemPro 39

Atari ST Book ....14

Award Maker + ... 24
AxeofRaye 29

Baal 19

BalnceofPcwr1990 32

Barbarian II 24

Baseball I 36

Batman „ 25

BattleChess 32
BattleTech 31

Battlehawksl942. - . 30
BBS 3.0.

.

49

BeckerCADST 239
Blood Moicy 24

Bloodwych 37

C Breeze 36

C Source Debugge' 42
Calamus. !74

Calamus f-oT.Editor
. 64

CalifomiaOames 38

Captain Fi// 19

Centerfolii Squares 20
Certificate Maker 25

Library Dsk 21

Circuit Maseru 67
Clue 25

CodeHead Utilities 19
ConflictEcope 29
Copyistll [Pro) 158

Crash Garetl ..,.24

Cutthroats 22

Daily Douoie 19
DarkFusion 24
Dark Side 26
dBmanV '44

DeathBrir'ger 25
DeepSpace . 19

Degas £li:e 44

Devon Aire 32

Diamond Back 23
DigiSpec I 22 .29
Discovery CartO 144
DiscoveryCart2 .199

Disks3.5'DS/DDca 84

Dive Bomber 24
Double D-aqon

. 24
Dream Zone 24
DriveMaster ,.32

Dungeon Maste p 24

DupliTwix Blitz 44

DVTVCR Backup 195

DynaCACU 1 42 .
.
439

DynaCADDt 68 call

Dynamite Dux 26
EasyDraww/Super.... 95
Elite 26

Flash 1.61 19 I

Fleet Street Deluxe 2.0 Jaws 25
withUltraScript 119 Jet 33

Flexcessory 21 Joe Blade 19

Flight Simulator II 36 Jugglerll 30
FonEST 23 KCS Levei i 219
FoReMBBS 48 King "(Chicago 17

Forgotten World 24 Kings Quest 3 or 4 29
Full Count Baseball. ...25 KuK . . 31

FunctionZ 19 LaserC '19

Fusion 36 Laser DB 53

G + Plus... 22 LDW Power 89

Gauntlet II 30 Leatherneck 24

£0, /fee Ator,^
and Only GEM Window-

based Command Line Interpreter (CLI)

for the Atari ST. ACCessory and TOS
version included. MS-DOS and
Unix- like command set.. Suggested
price $29.95. Introductory price -

19
GraphMaker 36

..46

HandScannerwith
Touch-Up 439

Hellraiser 25
HiSoft Basic 49
HiSoft Basic Pro 99

Hostage 29
HotWire 25

Hunt for Red October. 33

LED Storm ,. ...22

Leisure Suit Larry2.... 31

License to Kill 25

LostDutchmanMine.,29
LottoFile 17

Major Motion 24

Manhunter New York. 32

Manhunter San Fran .. 32

MarkWiliiamsC 114

MaxxFlightYoke 72

ST Disk Duplicator

Suggested retail $59.95

44

Emmanup'iP ,.iduiti 25

Exolon.... 22
F15StrikeF.agle „ 24
F16CombotPilot 30
Falcon .... 29

Falcon Mission Disk 16

Fire Zone 24

IB Drive 5.25" 209 Mayday Squad 27
I Ludicrous 22 Megatouch Springs.. 10

1CD Host Adapter 94 Metro Cross 25
Indiana Jones Millenium 2.2 32
Temple of Doom 32 Mind Forever Voyagng20
LastCrusade(act)...27 Mirrorlmage 19

IndusGTSlOO 189 Missile Command 18
lndusGTS100X 179 Monitor Master 33
International Soccer... 24 MouseMaster .. . .28
InterLink 24

MultiDe - 21

Murder on the Allant.

Murders m Venice

Music Sludio 88
NeoDes* 2 (latest) .

No Exes. -.cs 27

Omega
OutRun
PacLand 26

Pacmama
PageStiear--

Paperboy
Panasonic P'inters

PC Ditto II (hdwe)

PC Speed (hdwe)

Personal Finance Mgr 31

Personal Nightmare...

Personal Pascal

Phasa-3
Pirates 1 27
Populous
The Promised Lands 1

9

Power Drome,,

Precious Metal

President is Missing 28

PrintMaster Plus

ProCcpy : atest) 23

Pro Soccer

Prospero C
Pros -'

j

: crtrar

Pros:;'"" Pascal

Publisher ST 79

Red Lightning
. . 39

Red Stem Rising

Rege-tWordll(SE) 23

RFV Honda
Sex Vixens

SGS Net (Network)
Starter Kit

Station Node
Shir.oh.

Signum
Spectre GCR
Spectre ROMs
STPAIGmhzBoard 219
STTime (clock) 47

STAC t

STalk the Market
.

<

StorySoFar '.

STOS :

Tarc~an ;

Tempusii
. . .

'

Touch Up . 1t

Triad 2 :

Turbo l6Accelerator

Board (16mhz) 27

Turbojet ;

Turbo Kit 38
Turbo ST (latest)

TV Sports Football

.

Tweety Board

UltraScriptST-1 ....

UltraScriptST-SLMI29
UnivltemSelll 13

Universe 3 29

VideoKey 67

V1DI - ST '39

WordPerlect4 1

WordUp 2 C
WordWrter ST
Xenon 2 29
Zak McKucier.
ZanyGo:t
Zoom 2400 Modem

.] ORDER INFO: No exiMduiae for trodi! <:ivd orders - COD S3. 75 - Next day delivery extra

'I Alaska & Hawaii UPS Blue Label only - APO & FPO - Canadian orders minimum $5 - 01

1
residents add S KS sales fas - Allow 10 business days for personal or company checks
Returns subject to 20% restocking fee Defectives require return auth. no. for repair

II replacement - Prices subject to change without notice and apply only to mail order - Minimi
,| shipping $3.50 - We check all credit card orders for validity Send SASEforfull catalog.
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Strange New
Worlds to Conquer

Into outer space, on ML Olympus, or on a weird archipelago, START'S stalwart game reviewers take you
everywhere this issue. Game quality and originality are excellent in these three offeringsfrom some of
the best game publishers in the business. So sit back, read and then check the available balance on

your credit card — you'llprobably wanl all three!

SPACE QUEST III,

THE PIRATES OF PESTULON
Reviewed by David Plotkin

Space Quest III: The Pirates of

Pestulon i.s the second .sequel in

Sierra's popular Space Quest Series.

It incorporates elements ot standard

text adventures with excellent

graphics and animation to provide a

playable and not -too-difficult

adventure. It would be particularly

suitable for people just getting their

first taste of adventure gaming.

When Last We Met ...

Space Quest III picks up where

Space Quest II leaves off. The hero,

a fellow named Roger Wilco, is adrift

in space id suspended animation.

His space pod, which he used to

escape from Sludge Vohaul (the

villain in Space Quest ID is picked up

by a passing garbage freighter. This

awakens Roger, whose goal it

becomes to escape from the

freighter. To further complicate his

life, Arnoid the Annihilator is after

Roger for a minor debt of400.000

buckazoids— a fortune in any

galaxy! On top of that, the Two
Guvs from Andromeda (inciclentlv.

the authors of this program) have

been kidnapped by Scumsoft, a

software company with a veiy poor

reputation.

Roger Wilco is guided around the

screen through the mouse, arrow

keys, or number pad. The number

pad is actually the easiest to use

because it gives the finest control,

allowing access to accurate diago-

nals. As with other Sierra programs,

Roger can walk around and behind

objects, climb up and jump down

from them. The speed of the game is

variable from a menu barthat

appears only when you press the

right mouse button. Other than

moving Roger, all commands are

given via text input. As you begin to

Sierra On-Line's
Space Quest III

out sillies its

predecessors.

type, a small text window appears

on the screen, where you can type in

your commands. The parser is quite

advanced and can generally figure

out multiple commands.

As always with this type of

adventure, however, you must
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phrase your commands exactly right

or you get a "don't understand" reply

(a silly one to be sure, but one,

nonetheless). Unfortunately, things

continue to happen as you struggle

to come up with the correct phras-

ing. For example, poor Roger

continues to move down the con-

veyor belt toward the metal-crushing

machine as you try to tell him to get

the heck off the conveyor belt. Gets

real messy if you don't figure it out in

time.

Excellent Graphics

The graphics and animation in Space

Quest III are excellent. Characters

are animated through many frames,

making motion smooth and believ-

able. As you guide Roger around the

screen, he even has a shadow in the

lighted parts, and gets smaller if you

move him farther away toward the

back of the current room. The price

you pay for all this is that each new

room (and its associated animations)

must be loaded from disk, an

interminable process if you're using

floppy disks.

The game itself is distributed on

three double-sided disks. If you

have only a single-sided disk drive,

you can send for the game in that

format by paying an extra SlO. But

since the game is not copy-protected,

you can load the whole mess on

your hard disk if you have one,

which cuts the load time for each

screen considerably. Space Quest

Ill's sound is excellent and features

something new: MIDI support. Plug

a MIDI synthesizer, such as the

popular Casio CZ101, into your

machine and you can hear the

musical score written by Bob

Siebenberg of Supertramp through it.

It sounds tremendous.

Outrageously Silly

All of the Space Quest series have

had a touch of silliness, but Space

Quest III is the most outrageous of

them all. Kverywhereyou turn,

there's off-the-wall humor. If you fall

off a ledge, you get a humorous

message accompanied by a graphic

you won't soon forget. The "Worlds

O' Wonder" sequence on a planet

called Phleebhut and the Astro

Chicken arcade game are my two

favorites, but the game is laced with

subtle silliness. For example, inside

the destroyed head of an awesome

battle robot are several giant Tinker-

toys! The Starship Fmterprise makes

an appearance, and Roger even does

an imitation of the Honeymooner's

Ralph Kramden (the character

immortalized byJackie Gleason).

There's but one caveat for people

considering the purchase of this fine

piece of software. When you sweep

away the superb musics, animation

and graphics, this is essentially a text

adventure. You must solve puzzles

and second-guess the parser, and get

killed lots of times trying to figure

out how In get past one hazard or

another. In the process, you'll load

the same screens over and over

again, and watch the same animation

ending in the same result many

times. Keep this in mind and you

won't go wrong. But for lovers of

adventure games and people

wondering what all the excitement is

about, this game is highly recom-

mended.

POPUtOUS
Reviewed by Andrew Reese

START Editor

There are a number of classic types

of computer games: paddle ball,

scrolling shoot-em-ups, flight

simulators— and role playing

games, in good RPGs, artful pro-

gramming lets a player assume a

different persona to fight evil or find

a hidden treasure. But the ultimate

role to be played on a computer has

to be that of a god. And Electronic

Arts' new import from England,

Populous, lets you take just that role.

In Populous, you are a god,

complete with followers, whom you,

of course, desire to favor. But you

are not the only god in the universe.

If you have chosen to be a good god,

there's an evil god scheming to

overwhelm your flock. Or you can

In the close-up

map in the fore-

ground, the
walkers who
worship you
(their god)
spread out over
the landscape to

settle and raise

families — who
will also wor-
ship you, of
course. The goal
of Populous ts to

guide, cajole

and force your
own followers
into out-settling

and out-fighting

your rival's

followers. All

kneel!

choose to be an evil god and fight

against good. Your opponent can be

either the computer or another

human on a second ST connected via

a Hayes-compatible modem.

Modes of Play

There are two modes of play in
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FOR THE FUN OF IT

Populous, Custom and Conquest. In

the Custom mode, you can set a

number of variables prior to the

game to handicap yourself or your

opponent. For example, a divine

being can cause earthquakes or

volcanos to disrupt a rival's follow-

ers, but these godly powers can be

disabled at your choice. If you're

playing the Conquest series of nearly

500 predesigned worlds, you can't

change the setup. Your challenge is

to beat the computer in a series of

ever more difficult worlds with fewer

and fewer powers available yourself.

Populous uses a unique interface

and display that show a great deal of

care in their design. The basic

playfield is a close-up 3-D map,

shown in three-quarter view. Across

it, your followers wander, build

houses and castles and fight battles

xgitinst (heir (and your) foe. In the

upper-left corner of the screen is the

Book of Worlds, an overall map that

you can use to keep track of settle-

ments and topography and to move
the close-up map to another area

quickly.

Around the close-up map are a

number of icons that you can select

to influence the behavior of your

followers, to zoom the close-up

window to a specific location or to

cause cataclysms, such as floods,

swamps, earthquakes or volcanos.

In the upper right of the screen is

a manna bar that shows your power

(manna). Next to it is an Information

Shield that keeps track of the two

follower populations and specifics

about settlements, combatants or

walkers. (Walkers are those follow-

ers of yours who wander out across

the landscape settling new territory.)

Populous is played entirely with

the mouse. Depending upon which

command is active (and how much
manna or power your followers have

gained for you), you can raise or

lower land, place your Papal Magnet,

create a knight or cause a disaster.

In order to encourage your followers

to settle, breed more followers and

add to your follower population (and

manna), you must level out the area

where your walkers or their settle-

ments are. The greater the flat area,

the larger the settlement your

followers will build, and the greater

will be your power.

Don't Die in the Desert

There are a great many subtleties in

Populous. Depending upon which

of the four types of terrain exists in

the world, your walkers may die

more easily or your population may
increase more slowly. You must

adopt a strategy that fits the world

you're in— and that takes some

experimenting. But since you can

complete most games in less than a

half hour, experimentation time is

not a problem, it's a pleasure.

A further development
Prospero Pascal and Fortran for GEM have long been established as standard programming environments for professional

developers using the ST. Prospero C is also gaining wide acceptance as the first ANSI conforming C compiler for the ST.

Building upon the experience that we have acquired and the feedback we have received from our users, we have launched the

Prospero Developers Toolkit for those who wish to extract the most from their ST. The features of the Toolkit are:-

Macro assembler We wrote this for iri-house use because no available assembler satisfied our requirements; it is

now available to others with similar exacting requirements.

Resource editor Resource editor for creating and maintaining AES resource files.

Make facility This automates the process of compiling and linking files, and is invaluable for large

programming projects. We also include a suite of programs to generate make control files!

Command interpreter When the Atari desktop proves cumbersome this MS-DOS style command line interpreter

proves invaluable. With the command line interpreter, you can handle groups of files quickly

and efficiendy, with full batch capabilities making it ideal for project maintenance.

Workbench

Utility programs

Based upon the acclaimed workbench supplied with our compilers for the Atari, but enhanced

to allow all three compilers, plus the assembler, make facility and command line interpreter

mentioned above to be used with single key simplicity.

Various useful tools that we at Prospero have found invaluable in our own developments.

The Prospero Developers Toolkit costs just $US 96. For further details of this or other Prospero products, phone or write to the

address below.

100 Commercial Street, Suite 306

Portland, ME 04101

Tel: (207) 874 0382

Fax: (207) 874 0942 circle o*9 on reader service uro

Prospero Software
^/languages for microcomputer professionals
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There is only one goal in Popu-

lous: to defeat your rival god. As you

move about the landscape creating

lands for your followers and disrupt-

ing your rival's civilization, you'll see

your opponent trying to do the same

to you. If you're clever, you'll

eventually gain the upper hand and

start to build a population edge.

When your population reaches a

peak, you can call for the ultimate

battle, Armageddon, and the game

will be resolved in one clash be-

tween the leaders.

Populous has a mild form of on-

disk copy protection that gave no

loading problems and didn't threaten

to tear the head off my drive. No off-

disk type-ins are necessary. If you

have a double-sided "A" drive, you'll

have some added music at start-up

and digitized voices during the play;

with a single-sided drive, you lose

these effects— but it's not a great

loss, anyway. The greater loss is the

theme music and heartbeat from the

Amiga version.

You can save a game in progress

Line! return to it at any time, an

extremely desirable feature in a

game with some 500 levels {and

128.000 possible world combina-

tions). Bullfrog, the English software

group that designed Populous,

seems to have thought of everything.

Kudos especially to Peter Molyneux,

the creative force behind Populous.

Populous is a fascinating, fun and

challenging game. It's unlike any

other computer game I've ever seen,

ever, Don't miss it, unless you're a

dyed-in-the-wool arcade gamer who
has no time tor strategy.

ARCHIPELAGOS
Reviewed by Carolyn Cushman

Inthefarfutui

poisoned and

the land in Archipelagos from

Britannica Software. The island

Sarth has been

up to you to purify

chains (or archipelagos) you'll visit

come in the most imaginative

shapes, but have been poisoned and

perverted. To cleanse the islands

you must seek out and destroy the

power nodes scattered about and the

obelisks that control them. On each

archipelago a single black obelisk

controls the nodes. A node can be

destroyed only if land connects the

node and obelisk, so you must build

bridges of land between the islands.

Strategy

Archipelagos strategy varies with the

layout of each set of islands. First,

you need to locate the obelisk and

nodes and work out the most

efficient means ofconnecting the

islands and nodes. Then you must

also look out for the strange crea-

tures inhabiting the islands, which do

their best to make your job difficult.

At first, the only dangerous creatures

are the Viral Trees, which slowjy

Ztpfiyr andSplits
P.O. 1197, Berkeley, Ca. 94701. ..Order # (800)759-1110

rw-1

$1249
T

>-'•'-'-'

T
S5.00

The S-TEFAX by TECO with software for your ST lets you bring artwork into

your ST and fax full pages of graphics and tcxi 10 and from your ST and oiher

Fax machines. This is a high qualityiai wilh RS232 connection & soflwanci

The Atari Mail
Order
PREPAY

ST Software at 30% Discount!
Wordpertect 159 95
DBMan 5.0 179.95
PageStream 139.95
FleetStreet2.PS 149.95
Calamus/Oline 149.95
SIGNUM2
Publisher ST
WordUp
Fontz
Degas Elite

TouchUp

299.95
99.95
55.95
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LDW POWER
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Xenon 2
Neodesk2.05
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104.95
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Populous 2

Putty's Saga
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Rocket Ranger
Precious Metal
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35.CO
35.00
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35.00
28.95
29.95
35 00
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29,95
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34.95
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35.00
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Supra 20
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S129
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BBS at

1-415-845-1789
2000 tiles and
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on the future of Atari!

$60/yearor$10/mo.
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FOR THE FUN OF IT

move toward you, infecting the

ground as they go.

Then there are the Necromancers

beginning in Archipelago 13. These

giant eyeballs rise out of the land,

then sink down again, turning good

land to sand, and sand to water,

eating away your landbridges faster

than you can build them. On level

20 the Eco-Eggs first appear, poison-

ous to touch, but not mobile. When
they hatch, however, the eggs spill

out deadly red poisons, flooding any

connected islands, A more mobile

nuisance, the Aircleaners appear on

Archipelago 25. These erratic but

deadly red whirlwinds careen from

side to side on their islands. How-

ever, like the rest of the denizens of

these islands, these whirlwinds are

neither fast nor intelligent enough to

be serious threats— as long as you

keep moving.

You can spend as much time, or

as little, in any session as you want.

Despite some notable exceptions,

few levels take more than 20 minutes

to complete, and many take less.

Once you complete a level, that

information is recorded on the disk,

and the next time you play you can

go straight to the next level, if you

want.

Bizarre Designs

After the first few archipelagos, the

difficulty increases rapidly, then

levels off. The strategic problems

vary enough to keep the game

challenging, even intriguing, as you

tackle some truly odd island chains.

Particularly entertaining, every fifth

With up to 9,999
levels, Archipela-
gos, from Britan-

nica Software,
offers even the

most ardent
game-player
hours of chal-

lenging fun.

ProCopy ST
BACKUP
UTILITY

You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks
you out. ProCopy is the key!

Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software

Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

Use with 1 or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected
FREE shipping and handling

TOLL-FREE telephone number
Updates are only S12 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

$34.95
Call (800) 843-1223

Send check for S34.95 (overseas add S2.00 for air mail) to:

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 665, CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401) 568-8459

Available the moving finger co.
Internationally Building 2

in Europe Shamrock Quay

and
Australasia

Southampton. S01-1OL
England

Tel. 0703-227274

TECH-SOFT
COMPUTER WHOLESALE

,

324 Stirling Highway
Claremont

Western Australia 6010|
Tel. 09-385-1885

DROP US A LINE!
Our Editors would like to hear from you. Your feed-

back helps us to make START a better magazine for

our most important people—you. Naturally we can't

respond personally to each letter we receive, but you

can bet we read every one. Just send your letters to:

START Magazine
Editorial Department

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

CIRCLE 035 ON READER SERVICE CARD



level up to Archipelago 100 has a

.specially designed shape, including a

butcher's chart of a pig (level 20), the

outrageous "Wanted Dead or Alive

— Tony's Barber" (level 85) and

maps of Europe (level 50) and the

United States (level 25).

Once you complete Archipelago

100, you're free to select any archi-

pelago from 1 to 9,999. However,

without the specially designed

worlds to add interest, and without

any significant increase in difficulty,

the upper levels can prove quite

similar to one another.

The vivid and weird graphics

capture the spirit of the game. The

eerie landscape is a simple, clashing

checkerboard of poisonous reds and

bright greens set against a grey sky

and vivid blue water, inhabited by

twisted creatures drawn in creepy

detail. Full of strange reverberations

and eerie melodies, the sound also

helps create an appropriate, ominous

mood— and warns of the presence

of certain creatures.

Function keys are used to create

land, view a map or perform a quick

U-turn. Other movements are

controlled by mouse, with a simple

point and click technique used to

move from square to square or to

collapse nodes. Smooth scrolling

enhances the very convincing

illusion of 3-D space and movement
across the islands. However, you

seem to float above the ground,

always looking straight ahead.

Anything beneath you, even a few

squares away, is hidden— an

annoying and potentially fatal

problem.

Lasting Impressions

The manual includes basic instruc-

tions, a guide to the island lifeforms.

some tips and hints— and four

pages filled with a numbered grid

that provides the game's copy

protection. (You'll want really good

lighting to read those tiny numbers

printed on dark red-brown paper.)

Overall, Archipelagos is one of

the most original games I've seen,

both in gameplay and in overall

concept. The sharp graphics and

music combine to provide an odd

and eerie setting that works despite

an essentially forgettable scenario.

Despite the seek-and-destroy nature

ol the game, this is no shoot-em-up,

but rather a futuristic fantasy strategy

game. Ifyou like graphically vivid

puzzles, or truly weird challenges,

Archipelagos is definitely worth

checking out.

Contributing Editor David
Plotkin ivorks as a chemical

engineer for Chevron U.S.A.

Carolyn Cushman is the Associ-

ate Editor ofAmiga Plus and
Antic magazines. This is her

first reviewfor START.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Space Quest III: The
Pirates of Pestulon
$59.95. Sierra On-Line, Inc.,

P.O. Box 485, Coarsegold,

CA 93614, (209)683-
4468.
CIRCLE 1 66 OH READER SERVICE tARO

Populous, $49 95
Electronic Arts, 1820
Gcewoy Drive, San Moteo,

CA 94404, (800| 245-

4525
CIRCLE 1 61 OH READER SERVICE CARD

Archipelagos, $39.95.
Brilannica Software, 345
Fourth Street, San Francisco,

CA 94107, (415] 546-

1866.
circle 16! on RLADhR slrvici ;,::

ST/ime
LITHIUM 10-YR.BATTERY
BACKED-UP CLOCK/
CALENDAR MODULE
THAT FITS IN ALL STs.

INSTALL IT UNDER A
TOS ROM CHIP AND ALL
YOUR FILES WILL BE
AUTOMATICALLY TIME S DATE
STAMPED WITH THE CORRECT
DATE 8, TIME. COMES WITH
DIGITAL CORNER CLOCK
DISPLAY. FREE UP CARTRIDGE
PORT FOR MACINTOSH
APPLICATIONS .

$59.95 ST/ime *-

520/520STFM/1 040 2.5 TO 4 MEGABYTE
SOLDERLESS MEMORY UPGRADE KIT

INNOVATIVE 3-D DOUBLE-DECKER
BOARDS FIT ENTIRELY INTO THE
VIDEO SHIFTER BOX OF ST. USES
1 MEGABIT RAM. RELIABLE GROUND
AND DATA CONNECTIONS MAKE
THIS IUE MEMORY UPGRADE FOR
THE ST. DIAGNOSTICS AND RAM-
DISK SOFTWARE INCLUDED.

Z-RAM 4
BK $149.95
2MEG $399.95

4MEG $619.95

$35.00 INSTALLATION SERVICE. SHIP US YOUR ST
AND IN 72 HOURS GET A MEGA BACK.
CALL FOR INFORMATION AND CURRENT PRICES.

ZUBAIR INTERFACES, INC.
5243B PARAMOUNT BLVD. LAKEWOOD, CA 90712

PHONE (213) 408-671 5 FAX (213) 408-6748
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GAMES
Draaon Force S34.00
ML Baseball tt S42.00
Android Decision... S24.00
DouMeDragon. 327.95
Pool of Radiance... S34.00
Demon's Winter S27. 95
ZanyGoll S27.95
Star Command S34.Q0
TneKJlslal S34.00
Deathbrlnaer 327.95
TV Sports Football.. $34 00
Etocltet Ranger $34 00
FORI $34.00

GAMES
Music S ludlo 88 $42. 00
Death Bringer $27.95
Battletecti $3400
Artura 327.95
Mickey Mouse $27. 95
reilsfOT $3400
Populous $3400
F16 Combat PiloL 334 00
Powerdome $27.95
Techno-Cop 33400
Batman $27.95
Lords Rising Sun $34 00
War Middle Earth... $3400

GAMES
ThunderBlade
BattieChess
Star Glider
Heroes ot Lance
Hostage
Falcon
Leisure Suit Larry D...
Obliterator
Lombard Race Rally.

.

StarTrek, Rebel
Total Eclipse
King ot Chicago
Dungeon Master..

$3400
S34.00
S30.95
327.95
S30.96
S34.00
S34 00
S27.95
S27.95
227.95
327.95
$1400
$27.95

PRODUCTIVITY
Laser C S149.95
LDW Power S109.95
G+ Plus S24.00
Hotwire! 327.95
WordPerfect 3159.00
Word Writer ST S54 95
Superbase Personal. S54. 95
Turbo ST. S34.00
dbMan V5.0 S159.00
Phasar 3.0 362.00
PC Board Designer 3139.00
Cyber Paint $54.95
Flash $20.95

BOX CUKKBNT PJtfCES
BOOKS

Atari St Book $13.50
Disk Drives In & Out SI9.95
GEM Proa. Guide S15.95
ST Tricks 8r Tips $15.95
ST Peeks & Pokes S13. 95
ST Machine tanguageSI5.95
ST Internals S15.95
3D Graphics Prog S19.95
ST Beginners Gukle S13,95

Customer Service
it Ohio Residents

1-513-879-9699

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF SOFTWARE 41 ACCESSORIES -- CALL
ACCESSORIES

Video Key S 81.00
Mouse Master S27.95
Monitor Master S34 00
Drive Master $34.00
EZRamIL $109.00
ST Series Mouse S49.95
520 ST Power Supply. S62.95
Epyx 500XJ Joystick.. ..SI5.95

Order Line

1-800-282-0333 I

DUST COVERS
520ST Computer S8
520STFM/I040ST ComputerSfl
SF354/SF314 Disk Drive S7
SCI224/SMI24 Monitor 310
Okimate 10/20 Printer $9
Star ID" Printerfspecify)... 59
Panasonic 10" Printer 59
Mouse ffouse $4,95
Mouse Mai .56.50

RIBBONS
SMMB04
Star Gemini 10X.SG-10..
Star NX/NL/NP-10
Star NX-1000(Black)
Star NX-I000 Rainbow...
Panasonic 1080 to 1092.

Epson MX/RX/FX-70.80.
Epson EX800/1000
Okimate 1Q/2Q

10 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday-Thursday
10 a.m. --6 p.m. Friday

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday

11 S. Wright Avenue, Fairborn, OH 45324

I
i ' tn ifj. »*e-/

S40 N.W. 57th Court - Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33309 - (305) 771-2161
IMPORTERS OF* FINE EUROPEAN SOFTWARE
1-SOO-SSS-Qa-T-S

FAJC [3Q5) 772-Q334
^sT

l

Bloodwych
Asteroth
Xenon II

Rainbow Island
Conflict: Europe
Targhan
Rick DangerousHATE
Mr. Heli
Passing Shot Tennis
Wierd Dreams
KULT
New Zealand Story-
Spherical
Story So Far III
Ltve and let Die. Bombjack, Thundercats. Sp;

Triad 3 Pack
Barbarian, Defender of Crown. Sta;

UK MAGAZINES
ST ACTION -With Disk $8.00
ST USER - With Disk $8.00
ST FORMAT - With Disk $8.00
ST WORLD $5.00
THE ONE $5.00
THE GAMES MACHINE $5.00
ACE $5.00

Vearly Subscriptions Also Available

ATARI ST 520, 1040, MEGA, XL &XE

UPGRADES & PARTS
ALSO AVAILABLE



Disk Instructions

Now Using Your STARTDisk is as easy as 1, 2, 3-'

Running the START Menu Program

From a Floppy Disk: Put your START

disk in drive A and turn on your com-

puter. The START menu program will

come up automatically.

From a Hard Disk: Hoot your computer

as you normally would. If you're using a

color system, set the computer to

medium resolution. Hut your START

disk into either drive A or B, and double-

click on the drive's icon. After the disk's

director)' appears, double-click on

START.PRG. Note: Do not run the menu

program from your bard drive! Each

issue's disk has its own START.INF file

which must be in the same directory as

START.PRG.

When the menu program first runs, it

will ask you to describe your floppy disk

drive configuration. It is very important

that you enter this information correctly,

as the program will use the information

later to correctly back up and prepare

your program disk. Click on Single or

Double sided for both drives A and B; if

you only have one drive, the Drive B

buttons will be greyed out. If you are

unsure whether your drives are single- or

double-sided, click on Help.

Wtat Then?

This is where accessing your START

programs gels easy. Just follow these

three steps:

I
Fornat Disk t 1

1. Here, you can format a single- or a

double-sided disk in either drive A or B.

Click on the drive containing the disk to

format, select Single or Double sided and

then click on Format. Formatting a disk

will delete that disk's contents. Do not

format your START disk.

Backup START Disk I

2. We recommend that you make an

archive copy of your START disk, which

is in the special Heidi format. If you

have a single-sided drive you can back

up Side 1 of your disk onto one single-

sided disk. We also recommend that you

borrow a friend's drive to back up Side 2

of the disk onto another single-sided

disk. If you have a double-sided drive,

you can back up the disk onto one

double-sided, Heidi-format disk. The

computer will rely on the system con-

figuration information you entered earlier

to tell you which disk needs to go in

which drive.

3. This is the heart of the START menu

program. The Prepare a Disk option

brings up a window that lists the names

of the programs, source files and demos

on this issue's disk. The names of the

programs will be given in full; you don't

have to worry about the specific names

of the archive files. If a program has ac-

companying source code on the back

side of the disk, the entry will be listed

separately. For example, one entry may

be "Avecta I: Ebora" and an entry father

down would be "Source Code for Avecta

I: Ebora."

Next, a dialog box will ask for the

destination directory, and whether you

wish to send the program files to a

folder. The destination directory may be

a floppy, hard drive or RAM disk. If you

wish to put the files in a folder, the

program will offer you a default folder

name. Press (Return) to use this name or

edit the path directly. If the folder does

not already exist, the program will create

it. If you select drive A or B as your

destination drive, the program will ask

you if you want to format the destination

disk. The menu program will then un-

ARC the files directly to the destination

drive, and will minimize disk swapping

by analyzing the drive configuration you

specified earlier.

Bonus Options

Each month, your START disk menu

program will include special bonus

information ranging from the issue's disk

contents and coming attractions to

special subscription offers and the latest-

breaking Atari news. Click on the

various menu buttons and scroll through

the main menu window to read this in-

formation.

And There You Have It

For more detailed instaictions, click on

the Help button. Click on Exit to return

to the Desktop. And that's all there is to

it — un-ARCing START programs was

never easier!

Your START disk format and

interface was developed by some of

the most talented programmers in the

ST world. Contributing Editor David
Kamsden wrote the interface for the

menu program and the custom un-

ARCing routines that are as much as

40 percent faster than ARCX.TTP.
Contributing Editor Dave Small and

Dan Moore wrote the Heidi format-

ter that made the back side of the

START disk accessible for the first

time. Charles Johnson of Codehead
Software wrote a custom version of

the STARTGEM program that lets the

menu program run at boot time even

though it's GEM-based. Keith Gerdes
of Double Click Software wrote DC
SQUISH, which lets us compress the

START menu program executable and
resource files to save valuable space

on the front side of the disk.
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Disk Contents

.
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GDOS Subroutines .

Programs on Side 1 of Your STARTDisk

DANCE TO THE SCORE OF A DIFFERENT DRUMMER

Musicians rake note — or even an entire score •— with ScoreST by Phil

Comeau, Now you can create and edit an entire musical score on screen

using a toolbox with 64th, 32nd, 16th, 8th, quarter, half and whole notes,

accidentals, clefs, dynamics, text and more! Simply select a symbol by

clicking on it, then place it anywhere on the page with the mouse. File

SCOREST.ARC and INSTSST.ARC; requires a monochrome monitor.

Now you can share your dynamite CAD-3D objects with the rest of the

computing world using Dave Edwards' CAD-3D to DXF converter. DXF is

AutoCAD's industry-standard object format. Once your files are converted,

you can port them to high-end workstations such as the IRrS for texture-

mapping and output. The source code for the converter program will run

unmodified in Microsoft QuickBASIC, so you can convert your objects

directly on the PC. File CAD3DDXF.ARC; runs in medium and high resolu-

tion.

This issue's Programming in BASIC column is a printer double-header:

The archive file for Ed Frank's Printer Driver contains a program to create

printer drivers For text output as well as source code you can merge into your

own programs to load a printer driver. File DRIVER.ARC; runs in medium or

high resolution. And if graphics output is what you need, use Jim Burton's

GDOS Subroutines for high-quality output in GFA BASIC. File

GFAGDOS.ARC; requires GDOS and runs in any resolution.

Control a Pioneer LaserDisc from your ST— and open the door to access-

ing a wide range of interactive videodiscs with Michael Riley's LaserDisc

Remote Controller. The GFA BASIC source code is included so that you

can begin writing your own LaserDisc programs. Requires a compatible

LaserDisc player and a serial interface adapter ( see the article

lor details). File LASER.ARC; runs in low resolution.

This issue START'S feature game will keep you busy for

hours. In Mystic Realm by John Lince, you take the

role of the Prince or the Princess to enter the perils

of the dungeon on a rescue mission. Fight bats,

ghosts and goblins as you negotiate fourteen

levels— each more complex than the lastl

Need a hint? A slideshow presentation of

the dungeon maps is also on your

START disk. File MYSTIC.ARC and

MAPS,ARC; runs in medium or

low resolution.

..page 62

Mystic Realm page 62
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Programs on Side 2 of Your START Disk

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

In the Summer 1988 issue of START
we published an on-disk index of all

ST programs, articles and reviews

from Antic's ST Resource and START

Magazine up to that point. Now
Contributing Editor Dave Plotkin,

who compiled the original list, brings

you an updated index and database

manager: Madam Librarian Not

only does this contain an update of

the original index file, it catalogs all

ST coverage in Antic, START, STlog,

Analog and Compute's Atari ST

Magazine.

With over a thousand entries,

you're sure to find what you're

looking for! The Madam Librarian

program is an easy-to-use database manager that lets you scroll through

entries by title, then "zoom in" on an entry by clicking on it. Complete

documentation is on disk. File LIBRARY.ARC; and LIBSRCARC ains in

medium and high resolution.

And speaking of updates, the newest ST Softguide is here! We received a

great response to Softguide when we presented it in October, so this issue

we're bringing you the first update to this comprehensive index ofcommer-

cial ST programs. Softguide's authors Dain Leese and Fred MacGregor have

added even more entries and have modified the program to include a scroll

bar for easier access to the programs you need.

This month's source code bonus is for ScoreST, our feature program on

Side 1 of your START disk. Although this is the complete Mark Williams C
source code for the program, it will not compile due to some of author Phil

Comeau's special modifications to the libraries. See the README.DOC file in

this archive for more information. File SCORESRC.ARC; program runs in high

resolution.

5T Softguide

GET YOUR START DISK
CALL 1 (800) 234-7001
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Your Financial
~~
Partner

/K

fake Control of Your Financial Future!
ling PHASAR 4.0: a completely re-

'u'/t-'d version o! the home

. tm th^t reviewers and user*

. found to be the easiest lo use

pQwqrful<rnqhev manager available.

NEW FEATURES
•999'Oxpense/income categories

• 500 accounts WISA/checking, etc.)
.

• Up to 1 500 transactions per month
Sat up and analyze finances quickly with

new budgeting system

Artificial intelligence parser predicts

input, minimizes lypmg.

• improved interface with multiple

scrolling windows
• Print checks the way you want
• Never miss a payment with automatic

payment reminder alarm

Get the job done fast-Completely

re-coded for increased transaction and
processing speed

PHA$AR 4.0 gives you

plan and track your financ

get the most benefit from

PHA$AR 4.0 ih;,

1 St

year end.

PHA$AR4.0 even I tie and time

organizer to help yoi

events and dates.

TRANSACTIONS
PHA$AR's new and improved Interface gives

you complete mouse control of financial op-

erations. Easily step through account and
ledger windows to complete your transactions
with a click of the mouse. Plus

• Create up to 200
i

repetitive

Automatically transfer funds betwaeh
accounts

• Split-category transactions

L

All New,
*'s/ „ 4.0

|PHA$AR3.0Owners:|
Upgrade to 4.0 foi

only $39.95

reel through Antic

Sot llV ill's.'

BUDGETING
Extensive Budgcl
powerful HYPERtl
access to all your budgeting information.
• View budgeting information by any period of

X.T functionality tor easy

:
'

• On-li :ak;ulatrjf

help

REPORTS AND ANALYSIS
• Analyze loan/savings plans

Clearly formatted printed reports include:

account summaries, category sunm..
\

net worth statement ilcufai

more...

• Sort expense and income categories in any

order

Amiga or Atari ST version: $ftQ95
Available at your favorite store
or order Tot! Free by phone:

(800) 234-7001 ^^^B
Antic Software, -544 2nd St,. ,

Antic Software I

.(415)957-0886 VV ' „.



Look Good
In Print.

...with Signum, the incredible

document processor for the Atari ST!

If
you want high quality printed output,

then you want Signum. Ifyouneedto
enter mathematical formulas into your

documents, or if you produce business,

academic or technical documents of any

kind, Signum is right for the job.

Signum is not just a word processor

—

it's a document processor. Sure it does

fonts, bold type, underscore, italics, etc.

But only Signum gives you precise con-

trol over where your text appears on the

page. Create mathematical formulas,

tables, and with special fonts, chemical

diagrams. Other fonts allow writing in

Greek, Hebrew, Russian, Hieroglyph-

ics—there's even a special accessory

which allows right-to-left editing.

Although there are currently over 50

Signum fonts available, you can create

your own with the included Signum font

editor. Join the Signum Font Exchange

to get new fonts in exchange for fonts

you submit.

Signum employs typographic concepts

such as adjustment of out spacing, line

spacing, and paragraph spacing. You
can capture any Atari ST screen image,

import it into Signum, and resize or crop

it for insertion into your document.

When it comes to quality of printed out-

put, Signum is unrivaled . Signum sup-

ports popular 9-pin, 24-pin, ink jet and

laser printers, including Atari's new la-

ser printer. Signum's 24-pin printer out-

put can even create 1 /360th inch dot

pitch on some printers.

So don't settle for just a word processor,

get Signum—the document processor.

Signum is imported exclusively by-

Megamax/ASD
Box 851521, Richardson. TX. 75085

(214) 699-7400—voice

(214)699-0972—fax

///

APPLICATION
SYSTEMS
DALLAS

Signum is a trademark of Application Systems Heidelberg.
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BRE Software
Call or Write for our

FREE Catalog i Lowest Prices
Order Lines/Catalog Requests: (800) 347-6760 Ewpwn ***«»» titi.torrfesr,»M

|
meet or beat it and give you a FREE Public '

Domain Disk when you mention this ad. i

I

Order Line Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:00 AM-7:00 PM, Sat. 9:00 AM-5:00 PM Pacific Time
Customer Service/Order Status/lnquiries/Canada Orders: (209) 432-3072

Public Domain Software
n 0ver 80° Disks Available for the Atari ST ff

| JJ

"
Over 800 Disks Available for the Atari ST

Only $4.00 Each
Utilities, Games, MIDI, Applications, Music

Graphics, Educational, Clip Art and much more

FREE Disk & Catalog
Receive a coupon good for a FREE Public Domain Disk with

any purchase when you Call or Write for our FREE Catalog.

#588 - Pac Man, Hangman and 5 others

(Color Only)
s'jHO O.-geon Master Utilities

#596 • Pictionary Type Drawing Game
#599 - PageStream Fonts, Font Converter

#650 Tc-xt Outp.il Accelerator

#651 - ST Virus Kil or V2 l S^pcr Bco:

#655 - ST Writer V3.0 w.'Spal V2 8

#667 - Benjamin's ABC's lor Kids (DBL)
#679 - Disk Cataloger/Label Printer (DBL)™ H.P. Laserjet/ Deskjet Utilities

Pir:1 Dria.'y l'vfii; {.hur.c (Cuicr Only;

Turtle Hard Disk Backup V3.0

#696/802 - Hard Disk Utilif

5 Proc-c Color,

Story, Kid Sketch

Dungeon Master Maps Levo-s 8-14

Drawing Programs
Lottery Programs
Children's Programs: Numerical Go
Around, The Woll and 7 Kids Adv.

Copystar V1.0, Address Book Base
Ba."' rials L siei .Guessing game
Megatools V1.0 Shareware Utilities

#758/759 Calamus Fonts

#768
#769
#790

S57 Tease Me Adult Animation (Color)

#87 - Tutorial on GEM Desktop
States - Educational Game

#145 Five Children's Programs (Color)

S239 Maili-a List Database (DBL)
#244 - Strip Breakout (Color Only)

#245 R Draw - Paint Program
[Color/Mono Req. 1 Meg RAM)

#374 - Two Database Programs
PrinlMaster Cataloger

#393/394/773/774 - PrintMaster Graphics

#395 Desk Manager, Screensaver V2.0

RAM Disk, Disk Cache
."3S3 UegeS I lite Printer Drivers

#400/800 - Disk Labeling Programs
B443- Intersect RAM Baby

(RAM Disk/Print Spooler)

DCOPY - do everything Utility Prg

8456 -Bob Breakout Game
Irom Germany (Req. 1 Meg RAM)

#468 Accessory Ace vi. 2, Mouse Speed
#475 - Werty's House of Horror

(Adult Game/Color Only)

#491 Star Trek The Next Generation

w/ Digitized Voices

(Req. 1 Meg FtAM/DBL/Color Only)

#499 The Accessory VI.

2

Multifunction Accessory

#500/600 - Publishing Panner Fonts

#509 Mark Jch-jo-i s S'la-c-warc

C Compiler (DBL)

#511 Dungeon Master Maps Levels 1-7

#512 - Dungeon Master Hints/Characler

#514 - Monochrome Emulator V3.0

#533 - PrintMaster Graphics/Borders

#535 - Tree Chart - Genealogy Program
#536 Vanterm V3.71 - Terminal Program
#551 Kid Shapes Ages 2-6 (Color Only)

#553 - Kid Publisher Ages4-12 (Color)

#555 The Assistant Chel
Electronic Cookbook (Color Only)

#557 - Children's Programs (Color Only)

#564 - Cadenza Astrolacal V1.8 - Astrology

#567/728 Desk Accessories

Our New 48 Page Catalog is Now Available!

Introductory Offer - Above Disks Just

$2.99 Each
Christmas Demo Disks

fir_ #592 - AVS Christmas Animation $2.99
(Req. Double Sided Drive a 1 Meg RAM)

4 Disk Demo Package $9.95

King James version of the Bible on Disk

A Search program is included.

Single Sided Pkg (17 Disks) $44.95

Double Sided Pkg (B Disk;:.. 1,24.9b

efore you order Public Domain Sottware from
anywhere else, ask yourself the following questions:

Do they Offer FAST ar,d RELIABLE service?
Do ::-Ov cl'rjr a r-REc Cat;::uij and FR£- C-y.o og ,.:x:o:o""'

Do they have an 8O0 Number for placing orders and
requesting catalogs?

Do they nave a'd.is'CTer Service I .ne for answer nq
Questions and hs.'pi.-g .vtn so'iwa'e decisions?

Do they have a phone at all?

2-3 days?

#792
#794
#795
#79B
#799
#801
#803
#B07
#810
#812

NeoDesk
Super Breakout (Mono Only)

Pentimo Strategy Game (Mono)

3 Telris Games (Color/DBL)
DSD Programs
i.!H:r::;.vyr; '

I -Ifi-.-.Tolc Do no (Cclori

B/Stfil Statistics ano Graphics

The Pilot Plight Game (Color Only)

PrintMaster/Plus Utilities

Mail/Envelope Labeling Programs
Desk Manager V2.5, Quick Menu
Quick ST V1.4, Turbo ST Demo
>ihr-.. ( ;i V2.5P S.W. Spreadsheet

Opus 2.2 Spreadsheet (1 Meg/DBL)
2 NFL Predict ion/Anaylsis Prgs
Compact Disk Database VI. 1 (Color

2 Video Tape Databases
Populous Hints. Maps, etc.

#828 - ST Xformer V2.55 8 Bit Emulator

ST Software/ Accessories
CodeHead Specials

CodeHead Utili

Fat Back
G+Plus
HotWire

MIDI Max
MultiDesk

$16.95

$19.95

$19.95

$21.95

$29.95
$16.95

Games
Batman $27.95
Battle Chess $29.95

Blood Money $26.95
Bloodwych $29.95
Dungeon Master $22.95
Falcon $29.95
Falcon Mission Disk $19-95

Populous $31.95

Populous: The Promised Lands
(Requires Populous) $19.95

Robocop $27.95
Rocket Ranger $29.95
TV Sports Football $29.95

Call for Latest Titles

Super Disk Labeling Special

200 Pin Feed Labels
More than 10 Labeling Prgs (2 Disks)

$12.95

ST Xformer
Cable

Run 8 Bit programs on your ST!
Use 5 1/4" or 3 1/2" disks!

Loads 8 Buns protected disks!

$19.95
Receive the latest version of ST
Xformer FREE w/purchase of

cable when you mention this ad.

[_"_

:

d
Sony

|
3 1/2" Bulk Disks

Double Sided

M^zsrs-smsEMESsmnmi

3 1/2" Pin Feed
Disk Labels (100)

Megatouch Springs
Mouse Master
Monitor Master
Atari Mouse
Supra 2400 Modem

(Cable for ST $10.

Cub 3 1/2" Drive

VIDIST
Future GTS- 100 Di

IB 5 1/4" Drive

Spectre GCR
Mac 12BK ROMs
PC Ditto II

$4.50
$9.95

$25.95
$30.95

$49.95
$114.95

.00)

$139.95
$139.95

e $189.95
$199.95

$209.95
$124.95
$229.95

Dungeon Master
Hint Book / Disk
$8.95 / $14.95

'Dungeon Master
Editor

$19.95

'Dungeon Master
Chaos Strikes Back

$18.95

Lotto File
A Lottery Database

For all 1/1 Through 7/65 Lotteries

Allows Bonus Numbers

Christmas Special $14.95

Atari ST Book II:

Intermediate
and Advanced

Atari ST Subjects
No Knowledge of

:ircgramT nrj is Rnqui'od

$16.95

Packed with

reviews of the

best Public

Domain and

Shareware

Programs for

the Atari ST.

Reg. Price $16.95

Christmas Special $12.95

BIG
BOOK
PUIILIC
DOfcJAIH

M8f

The
Atari ST
Book

d Hints for

the 520, 1040 and Mega ST begins
the Atari Owner's Manual left off. providing

Step >•/ s:ep instructions that helps both
beginning and experienced users to get the
most out of their ST's.

$16.95

lo Credit Card Surcharge. Visa/MC/Discover $15.00 Win. COD Orders Welcome. Phone On
lay Air, Canada $3 DO A Mai.: Software Ground $3.00 min., 2nd Day Air S5.00 min., Canai

,dd $4.00 (48 States Only] I iaz/ai '/Alaska/Puerto Rico UPS 2nd Day Air Only. Calilornia re

i'.ocki to :M;Z.'. SMA » rec. red
:

r:r .>:!.." -.. ::!:. i
:.?- c;:ll :iu; r._slunor SO-vico -lunooi c

ioT.-.;i

CIRCLE 007 ON RUDER SERVICE CARD

: i^CCD Mr, Slrppiiig ''. J. _/is<f. $2.5;"; G-our.d. $4.00 2nd
t $5.00 min. Hardvvfri.'-'Accessoriris Gr;i..--j $3 00 min. COD
dents add 6.5% sales :a:<.

r- ease al ow 2 wc-uks lor personal

s items replaced with same title only. FAX (209) 432-2599
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• Fast integrated C language

development system.

• Combined GEM style pro-

grammer's editor and devel-

opment shell.

• Edit, compile, and debug

all from within the shell.

• Go from edit to debug with

a single keystroke.

• Keeps the compiler, linker,

and other tools RAM resi-

dent for instant startup.

• Perform file operations

such as copy, move, delete,

rename, etc. from the shell.

Dynamic disk cache buffers

disk access—speeds com-
pile and link cycle.

-Full access to AES/VDI.

Large complement of UNIX™
compatible routines includ-

ing stream I/O.

• Fast one-pass compiler

generates executable

MC68000 code.

• Compiler supports in-line

assembly language.

Full K&R with extensions.

• Interactive Resource Con-

struction Program. Outputs

C source for linked-in re-

sources.

• Fast linker reads both La-

serC objects and DRI ob-

jects.

• Also includes: Project

Make, Disassembler, Egrep,

Archiver, file tools (Is, cat, cp,

mv, etc).

• 650 page manual—covers

UNIX compatible functions,

AES/VDI, and A-Line.

(sold seperataly)

• Dual source-level and as-

sembly-level debugger.

•Fast and easy graphical en-

vironment.

• Evaluate C expressions to

print or set variables.

• Set breakpoints on source

lines or machine instructions

with a click of the mouse.

• Execute by single step-

ping, tracing, full-speed, or

return from current function.

• Watch window allows moni-

toring of expressions.

• Print entire structures-

see field names and values.

• Integrates with the Laser

Shell.

• Works with monochrome or

color monitors—even in low

resolution.

uK?MuM APPLICATION
SYSTEMSDALLAS

1200 E.COLLINS, #214 RICHARDSON. TX 75081

LaserC and LaserDB are sold separately. 1 989 by Megamax, Inc. All rights reserved. UNIX is a trademark of AT8T Information Systems.
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CAD 3D TO DXF
CONVERSION

BY DAVE EDWARDS

The Cyber system makes complex object creation amaz-

ingly easy, but until now, you couldn't do photo-realistic

rendering ofCAD-3D objects. With Dave Edwards' CAD-

3D-to-DXF Converter, you can translateyour CAD-3Dfiles

into an AutoCAD-compatibleformat and have the entire

world ofPC and high-end graphics systems available to

you. Theprogram runs in medium or high resolution and

tvas written in LDW BASIC.

Move CAD-3D objects to super graphics systems with CAD3DDXF.ARC on Side 1 of your START disk.

I

have to admit that I've fallen in

love with the CAD-3D family

of programs. The entire Cyber

system is a complete and very

useful animation system, but

since much of my work requires IBM

PCS, there have been many times

that I wished I could have used a

CAD-3D file in a PC program. There

just aren't any programs available on

the PC with the kind of power to cre-

ate the beautiful objects that CAD-3D

and CyberSculpt are known for.

Since virtually the entire PC (and

Mac) CAD world uses AutoCAD's

Drawing Exchange Format (DXF) for

file transfer, it was only right that

there should be a DXF translator for

CAD-3D files. Such a translator

56 January 1990

would allow CAD-3D files to be

brought into AutoCAD— or any

other 3D program that uses the DXF
format. I found out that no one had

written this program, so I did it

myself.

The code I wrote is designed to

run in many different BASICs without

modification. I use it on my PC

clone compiled under Microsoft

QuickBASIC and on my Atari under

LDW BASIC. The code should have

no problems even on the Macintosh

or the Amiga. I normally run it on

the fastest machine I have.

Running the Converter

To convert your files you first must

know the target AutoCAD version

(Version 9 or 10) and the colors of

the CAD-3D objects. In Release 10,

the edges of 3DFACEs can be hidden

so that a series of triangles can ap-

pear as a more complicated surface.

To run the Converter, boot this

month's START disk; the START

menu program runs automatically.

At the main screen, click on Prepare,

then select "CAD-3D to DXF Con-

verter." The program will un-ARC

directly onto the destination disk you

specify.

Double-click on CONV2DXF.-

PRG. Next, type in the names of the

CAD-3D and DXF files. You must

include the filename extenders, but

you can specify different paths for

each. You'll then see a chart of (he



EXTENDING THE GRAPHIC LIMITS

AutoCAD colors and their corre-

sponding numbers. The program

will Chen check the CAD-3D object,

determine which color scheme was

used and ask you to key in the

appropriate AutoCAD colors. Once

this is finished, it will then process

the CAD-3D objects. Your DXF file

should then be ready to go straight

into AutoCAD or other programs. To

abort the program operation, press

[ControlMC].

A couple of comments on the

DXF file; CAD-3D files can convert to

very large DXF files, so be sure to

run the Converter on a hard disk or

large RAM disk. (This is the main

reason I run it on my PC, because

some of the files I've created have

^2g%'

been 3MB in size! Also, if the file is

going to be used on a PC, you might

as well create it there.) In order to

make changing colors or other

properties in AutoCAD easy, I have

This is a "plain
vanilla"

program without
any GEM bells

and whistles,

but it has the
advantage of
being
compatible with
different BASICs
on a number of

platforms. On
the ST, it runs in

LDW BASIC and
on the PC, it

compiles perfectly
under MicroSoh
QuickBASIC.

assigned the CAD-3D Object Name
to be the AutoCAD layer name.

As a test of the program, I loaded

Darryl Anderson's ANTHROBOT
from Antic Software's Microbot

START The ST Monthly 57



CAD CONVERSION

I've fallen in love with the CAD 3D family of programs.

Design disk into CAD-3D and saved

the complete Hie to disk. I then ran

the CONV2DXF program and loaded

the file into AutoCAD. In AutoCAD, 1

could move my view around and

then do a hidden line removal.

So It's DXF — What Now?

Using this translator, the Atari Cyber

system makes a great front end

processor for three-dimensional CAD
files, but that's certainly not all you

can use a DXF file for. There are

many firms around the country that

do "photo-realistic'' renderings of

AutoCAD 3D files and they normally

don't have translators for Atari files.

To see just what these graphics

firms are capable of, I contacted John

Wright of Viewpoint Animation

Engineers. He was very interested in

working with me on this project and

couldn't have been more helpful.

The DXF file I created first had to lie

translated by them into a format

acceptable to their Personal IRIS

system. Then they texture-mapped

[he surfaces. (Texture mapping is

where a computer image of a

material such as marble, silver or

chrome is "wrapped" around each

object.) The objects were then

placed into "smoothing groups"

which tell the computer which sets

of 3D triangles are to be smoothly

shaded, removing all of the faceted

edges. Finally, they added a granite

base and a blue sky with clouds.

The object we used was the Safari

Tricycle, also from the Microbot

library. As you can see from the

illustrations, this photo-realistic

technique produces some incredible

images. John Wright and his crew

had a lot of fun with the file and their

hard work really shows. Contact

Viewpoint if you want to do render-

ings like this; they can even do

animations of your CAD-3D objects

in this quality. Check them out; I

owe them a great big thank you!

I hope that this will help users to

make this type of file transfer.

Objects which can be created easily

on the ST would be just about

impossible in AutoCAD. Perhaps

more AutoCAD 3D users will use STs

to create their complicated objects

and really blow away some of their

competition.

It's also fun to have your own
CAD-3D objects photo-realistically

rendered. This process is by no

means perfected, but it certainly adds

a lot to CAD-3D rendering. Be sure,

however, to ask for prices before

LOGIC
58 January 1990



VAD-3D files can convert to very large DXF files.

giving the go-ahead; photo-realistic

rendering takes a lot of CPU time—
and money.

Notes and Limitations

As written, the converter program

can only handle object groups with

fewer than 5,000 total points. This

was done to insure that the program

did not exceed the 64K array limits in

many BASICs. In LDW BASIC,

however, arrays may be of any size

up to available memory. If you have

the LDW Interpreter and Compiler,

you may increase the array dimen-

sion to the full 15,000 points avail-

able in CAD-3D. Simply change the

first program statement DIM T(5000,2)

to DIM T(15000,2) and recompile.

Dave Edwards runs a CAD con-

sulting service and is START'S

resident CAD expert. When he's

not writing about CAD, you'llfind

him training others on Ver-

saCAD. He's also a MIDI con-

sultant, professional drummer
and managing editor of "The

MIDI Insider, The MIDI Power
User's Newsource.

"

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Cyber Studio (including

CAD-3D 2.0), $89.95;
Microbot Design Disk
$29.95. Antic Software, 544
Second Street, San Francisco,

CA 94107, (800)234-

7001.
CIRCLE !S9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Photo-realistic render-

ing, call for price. Viewpoint

Animation Engineering, 140
South Mountain Way, Orem
UT 84058, (801) 225-1905.

CIRQE 160 ON READER SERVICE URD

START DISK DAMAGED?

No problem! If you subscribe to

START and your disk was damaged when

you received it, we'll replace it free of

charge within 24 hours! Just call START

Customer Service at (619} 485-7754,

Monday through Friday between 6:30

a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Pacific Standard

Time, for prompt, courteous service.

Non-subscribers can send their damaged

START disks to:

START Customer Service

P.O. Box 3805

hcondido, CA 92025

AMERICA'S MOST WANTED
MOUSE

Wanted for over 200 counts per inch and operating without

a cord. Also wanted for being the smoothest, fastest mouse
available for all ST computers. Armed with features and
dangerous to all other mice, it has eluded capture for even a
mug shot. In the event that you come in contact with this

mouse, be sure to purchase it immediately.

For further information, our agents are standing by.

Suggested retail S 1 29.95t Practical

Solution/
8

(602) 322-6100

The \
Cordless'

Mouse™
1 135N. Jones Blvd

Tucson, AZ85716
Fax (602) 322-9271

(.;:j. ui-i i !;

Ralph Turner's new book, Atari ST
Subjects

, covers hard drives, running

IBM programs, disk structure and file

recovery, connecting a 5 V, inch floppy

drive, assembling your own hard drive

system, sector and file editing, binary,

hexadecimal and decimal codes, ASCII

file problems, escape codes, miscel-

laneous tips, and much more. His Atari,

SUBook. covers RAM disks, the AUTO
folder, Desktop tricks, Installing an

Application, adjusting the Control

Panel's Palette Settings, Public Domain
Software, Copying, Printers, Desk
Accessories, Telecommunications, the

Item Selector, and much more. Neither

book requires a knowledge of program-

ming. $16.95 each, plus $2.00 shipping

each ($2.50 each to Canada). Check,

Money Order, VISA or MasterCard.

Index Legalis, R O. Box 1822-48,

Fairfield, 1A 52556. (515) 472-2293

CIRCLE 013 ON READER SERVICE CARD



UNIT PICTURED INCLUDES SOME OPTIONS

DISK BACKUP EXPERT

DISK BACKUP
AND MAC
CONVERSION
* For Atari ST and MEGA computers, 512K minimum
* Simple plug in installation, plugs into cartridge port
and external drive connector

* Software included

* Works with 1 to 4 internal or external drives

* Discovery Cartridge is not needed to run the backup

The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE is a sophisticated hardware device,
based on the powerful HART chip, custom designed by HAPPY
COMPUTERS. The Discovery Cartridge system is the disk backup
expert, so YOU don't have to be.

Just read what our customers have said;

"Out ofthe box, my Discovery Cartridge copied every disk, even the
toughest new European copy protection.^'

"The Discovery Cartridge's disk backup and customformatting
capabilities are awesome! It is 10times better than the Copy II PC
option card/or the IBM. It totally blows away softwareprograms
like Procopy.

"

The Discovery Cartridge restores your legal right to have a
backup of the programs that you purchase. No damage to your
equipment or disks wili occur when you use the Discovery
Cartridge to copy the disk, regardless o) false claims to the
contrary. Using our unique image tile system, you can create first

generation backups now and forever, even It the original disk is

damaged or no longer available.

No other software or hardware device for your Atari ST computer
can even comeclose to the copying capability of the DISCOVERY
CARTRIDGE. The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE can even backup copy
protected disks for other computer systems besides the Atari,

such as Amiga or IBM PC.

MAXIMUM STORAGE WITH TOTAL CONTROL
The Discovery Cartridge can be used with high density 3.5' and
5.25' disk drive mechanisms, accessing twice the storage of

normal doubledensity. YoucanaccesstilesfromhjghdensitylBM
PC and Macintosh disks. High density drives configured for use
with the Discovery Cartridge on your Atari ST are available from
other suppliers.

The advanced user can explore the HARTchlp'sability to measure
each disk tlux spacing during reading, and control each disk flux

spacing during writing. Disk data bit rates up to 800 thousand bits

per second, and totally variable densities are possible!

READ MAC DISKS FAST!!!
The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE converts Macintosh disks to and from

MAGIC format, for use with various Macintosh emulator products.

The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE is better than 5 times faster, when
compared to the Translator sold by Data Pacific. Based on pre-

release product information for the Spectre GCR, the Discovery

Cartridge is a much better value than the Spectre GCR, since the

Discovery Cartridge is not limited to reading Macintosh disks.

The Discovery Cartridge does not bog down theexecution ofMac
programs, like the Translator does. In just about 3 minutes, the

Discovery Cartridge converts an entire disk side from Macintosh
format to Magic, Spectre, or Aladin format. This includes read,

format, write, and verify. Once the Macintosh disk is converted,

the Discovery Cartridge does not have to be present for your ST to

access the converted disk.

You can even use your Discovery Cartridge directly with the

Spectre, and run Macintosh programs directly from Macintosh
formatted disks. The Spectre 128 is required, which is not sold by
Happy Computers. You can also access data and files from

Macintosh format disks, without the need for any emulator.

No special Macintosh drive is needed. The power of the

Discovery Cartridge's HART chip allows Atari ST drives to directly

read the variable speed Macintosh disks, without any need to

vary the drive speed. Either MFS or HFS, single or double sided

diskscanbeconverted. A double sided drive isneededfo access
double sided Macintosh disks.

OPTIONS
Option package #2 adds a battery backed up clock, ROM /

EPROM sockets with a program select switch, plus the circuitry

and connector needed to support direct access of a 3rd and 4th

floppy drive. Other option configurations are available, including

a second cartridge port. A technically inclined user can install

their own options. Complete documentation is included with

each unit. The standard unit which has no options, can perform

all disk backup and Mac disk conversion.

NEWLOWPRICE!!
* Complete system for disk backup

and MAC disk conversion $188.00
* Complete system plus

option #2 $266.00

HAPPY COMPUTERS
P.O. Box 1 268 Morgan Hill, CA 95038- 1 268
(408) 779-3830 Sales & Support 9-5 Mon-Fri (Pacific)

FAX (408) 778-6092 • BBS (408) 778-5984

Mastercard and Visa accepted.

Add shipping & handling:

$5.00 far continental U5A,

$10.00 airmail and Canada,
$15.00 lorelgn.

•Ml 0S8 :.'. ibW. SERVICE UHD



Si'fKrRO cX'PitES'S
-

...
THE WORLDS MOST POWERFUL DISK COPIER IS HERE!!

THE TOTAL
DISK BACKUP
SOLUTION!!

SYNCHRO EXPRESS IS

AVAILABLE FOR BOTH ST
AND AMIGA - PLEASE

STATE WHICH REQUIRED.

NOW YOU CAN
BACK-UP ANY DISK IN

UNDER SO SECONDS!!

CARTRIDGE
CONNECTS TO

PARALLEL
(PRINTER)

PORT.

COMPLETE
HARDWARE/
SOFTWARE
SYSTEM

$69.99
^ YES IT'S TRUE! SYNCHRO EXPRESS IS A HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SYSTEM THAT WORKS WITH "DIGITAL

IMAGE COPYING". THIS IS THE METHOD THAT COMMERCIAL DUPLICATORS ACTUALLY USE TO MAKE
THE ORIGINAL FROM THE MASTER DISK. DATA IS TRANSFERRED AS RAW DIGITAL INFORMATION.

.«« LATEST CUSTOM LSI CHIP TECHNOLOGY
V By using an on board custom LSI Chip, Synchro Express has tbe power to transfer an MFM image

of the original disk directly to your blank disk - quickly, simply and without any user knowledge.
So it doesn't matter what kind of Data Is there or whether the disk Is "protected" - Synchro
Express will make an Identical "Clone 11 of your original without fuss. One external disk drive Is

V 100% SUCCESS? - In our recent tests we were unable to find a single program t lint SynchroV Express could not backup - this includes ALL the latest Blockbusters and utilities!! Start

protecting your software Investmeat now.

W Remember this process Is both simple and fast. No parameters or patches are required.

W Menu Drive Control Program couldn't be simpler!! Select Number of Tracks, and that's it!!

~ Don't be mislead by outrageous claims for "Nlbbler" programs. This system can guarantee

success by using the very Hardware/Software techniques that made the original!!

WHY WILL SYNCHRO EXPRESS SUCCEED

f
WHERE OTHERS FAIL?

Some programs now have very sophisticated protection including long tracks, Incryption, etc.

But remember, whatever the programer comes up with, the disk then has to be commercially
duplicated. That's where Synchro Express beats all others - It transfers data at MFM/TTL
level, just like the duplicators,

:1.WH;1:V1.]:HM?I
w Synchro Express Is designed In Europe where "Digital Image Copying" is the present sensation.

This device, with It's custom chip, goes even further by offering a complete system for under
S701!

w Manufactured In 01
V Express

HOW TO GET YOUR SYNCHRO EXPRESS
FAST....

CALL TOLL FREE - 1 - 800 - 962 - 0494 - ORDERS ONLY
WE WILL PROCESS YOUR ORDER QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUR SYNCHRO
EXPRESS WITHIN DAYS, NOT WEEKS. OUR MULTI-USER XENLX BASED ORDER PROCESSING SYSTEM CONTROLS YOUR ORDER FROM THE

MOMENT YOU PLACE IT RIGHT THROUGH TO DESPATCH,
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs.

Ii^ffi^ffl
WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD/VISA/CHECKS/MONEY

ORDERS Or CODS (ADD S2J

--^^jMfe&fe?
931 STATE ROAD, 434 SUITE 225, ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FLORIDA 32714

TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 407 - 669 - 7477

CCT 1

CIKIE 008 CN PEADZP SOKE CARD



Pull Mystic Realm

offyour START

disk, plug in your

joystick and get

readyfor hours

offun! This dun-

geon game is

reminiscent of

Gauntlet: maneu-

ver through a

maze ofrooms in

fourteen levels as

youfight ghosts,

bats and evil min-

ions. Byfirst-time

START contributor

John Lince, Mystic

Realm was writ-

ten in GFA BASIC

2.0 and requires a

color monitor.



MYSTIC REALM
START'S Hot New Role-Playing

Adventure
BY JOHN L I N C E

Step into the dungeon with MYSTIC.ARC,
MAPSARC and MYSTICSRCARC on Side 1 of

your START disk.

Kidnapped by an evil vagrant, a

beautiful princess lies captive in a

damp dungeon. Unless a iarge

ransom is paid, the vagrant will kill the

princess. Unfortunately, the kingdom is

poor and cannot afford to pay this ransom. Inevitable

catastrophe awaits the princess unless a valiant young

prince can avoid destruction while trekking his way

through dungeons guarded by ghosts, slime monsters,

bats and other vile creatures.

II you're tired oi the old "rescue-the-princess" prem-

ise, START brings a new twist to the "valiant-hero" theme

typical of video games. In Mystic Realm, you select your

character at the beginning of the game and can play

either the prince or the princess as the main character.

Getting Started

To play Mystic Realm, boot this month's START disk; the

START menu program runs automatically. At the main

screen, click on Prepare, then select "Mystic Realm.'' The

program will un-ARC directly onto the destination disk

you specify. To run Mystic Realm, double-click

I on MYSTIC.PRG from medium or low resolution.

']the files CHAR.DAT, INFO.FIL.E and

I MYSTICRE.ALM must be in the same directory as

?C MYSTIC.PRG.

P Mystic Realm was written in GFA BASIC 2.0; the

ASCII source code is on Side 1 of your disk.

Gameploy

When the game is completely loaded, a title screen will

appear. At the top of this screen a prince and a princess

stand ready. Simply pull the joystick (any direction) until

the word "hero" (which is currently under the prince)

disappears and the word "heroine" appears under the

princess. As you would expect, the roles of the prince

and the princess are reversed -— the prince is now
stranded in the dungeon and the princess must perform

the rescue!

Underneath these two on the main screen are your

enemies. You can get away from them either by finding

alternate routes, destroying them or using your cloaking

time (see below). The higher your level, the more

damage the enemies can inflict.

Right under your enemies is a row of possible sources

oi power. Throughout the dungeons you must con-



MYSTIC REALM

stantly eat and drink to keep your

strength up. Under each item is a

point value; for example, the fruit is

worth 75 power points, [fat any

time your power reaches zero, the

game is over. Your maximum power

is 999.

Throughout your quest you'll

need to gather all the weapons you

can find. Although swords and axes

are shown, only knives are actually

used. The point value under these

items tells how many knives the item

is worth. For example, when you

grab a sword you gain 25 knives.

The game becomes very difficult if

you run out of knives— and they

can be hard to come by!

There are other items you'll find

in the dungeon. Both shields and

the scroll have no major importance

in the game other than to increase

your total score. The gemstone is

used to power the energy transmut-

ers (see below). Keys unlock doors.

The money bag contains an un-

known amount of gold coins which

will be used later in the game to buy

power and knives. The book with

the cup of flames on it is very useful

— it is the magical book of a long

forgotten wizard that restores the

holder to full power! Also, there's a

time clock which gives you a certain

amount of cloaking time. During this

time, you can walk right through the

enemies without being harmed. One

strategy is to use this time instead of

wasting knives on the enemies.

There are nine kinds of barriers in

Mystic Realm and there is no way to

get past six of them. You can

annihilate the wooden gate (which

appears as a boxed-in 'X') by hitting

it with two knives. If you have a

key, you can open a door by simply

walking into it. The energy trans-

muter (which is the last item in the

"barriers" row) becomes active when

you walk into it with a gemstone.

You'll need to also place a gemstone

in a second transmuter nearby; when

both stones are in place energy will

be sent between the two and destroy

anything in between them.

Playing the Game

You'll need a joystick plugged into

Port 1 (the mouse is in Port 0). At

the title screen, hold down the

joystick's fire button or press any

key. This will place you in the first

room; if this is your first time playing

I suggest you press the space bar to

pause the game at this point so you

can study the screen. Resume play

by pressing the space bar again.

Mystic Realm's play screen

includes your status information. On
the top line is your power level, the

number of knives you have and the

current dungeon level. On the

second line are icons representing

the number of gemstones and keys

you have. (Nothing appears there at

the beginning of the game because

Note that when you leave one room

by exiting to the left you'll start in the

next room at the far right of the

screen.

At the bottom left of the screen

there is a small clock and an orange

line after it. This is your cloaking

time. To activate it, press [C] when

playing the game. Your character

will blink and you will hear a dull

tick. To deactivate the cloak, simply

press [Cl again. When the orange

line is gone, you're out of cloaking

time and pressing [C| will not help

you. In the bottom right corner are

miniature versions of yourself; this

indicates how many lives you have

left.

Game Control

In Mystic Realm, you move around

the rooms by moving the joystick up,

down or diagonally. Remember you

can only exit a room if there is an

arrow at the top of the screen

The Mystic
Realm play
screen.

On your journey
you will need to

collect knives,
food and

you don't have any keys or gem-

stones.) On the far right of this line

are one or more arrows indicating

which direction(s) you can go to

leave the room. An arrow pointing

down, for example, means that you

can exit the room by going down.

Multiple arrows mean that there is

more than one way to exit a room.

pointing in the direction you want to

go. Each level will have a space

labeled "This way out." Land on this

space to go to the next level. To

pause or restart the game, press the

space bar; to start over, press the

[Escape] key. Press the [Escape] key

at the title screen to return to the

Desktop.

64 January 1990



The Mystic Realm Maps

To view the maps of Mystic Realm, use the START menu program to

Prepare a disk with the Mystic Realm Maps. Double-click on MAPS.PRG to

begin viewing the maps. The space bar freezes the screen so that you

have more time to study it. Press the space bar again to continue to the

next map. The only way out of this program is to reset the computer.

The maps may be a little difficult to understand, especially if you look

at them before playing the game. The black indicates walls, grey indicates

where you can walk and the light grey indicates where each individual

room ends. If you look at Level 1 on the map, the light grey divides the

map into four separate rooms. The higher the dungeon level, the more

rooms it has. The maximum number of rooms a dungeon level can have is

40 (levels 11-14). One difficulty with the maps is that every item in each

room is shown as a single, color-coded pixel! I strongly suggest that you

play the game a few times before looking at these maps. It will help you

to understand the symbols' meaning.

Shooting

Throwing a knife isn't too difficult,

but there are a few rules. Rule 1: you

must have a knife to throw! Rule 2;

there must be some room to throw

the knife. If you're right next to a

brick wall and attempt to throw a

knife in that direction, nothing will

happen because there is nowhere for

the knife to go. Rule 3: you can't

throw diagonally. The easiest way to

throw a knife is to stop, press the fire

button and pull the joystick in the

direction you wish to throw. Don't

pull too long or you'll end up

throwing more than one knife. At

any one time, you can throw up to

three knives.

Breaks

After you complete the first four

dungeon levels you'll come to the

first break. At this point the program

will show your power, knives, score

and gold coins. You can now use

your gold coins to buy power and

weapons. Press [P] to begin buying

power or [K] to begin buying knives.

To stop buying, press the space bar.

When you're all done buying and

wish to continue the game, press [D]

(done). There will be a slight pause

while the next set of dungeons are

loaded, and then the action will

begin again!

Hints

• Whenever you can, grab a key, a

gemstone or anything else that looks

interesting. These objects can be

carried with you from dungeon to

dungeon.

• Watch when you eat the food! If

you're already at or near maximum
strength (999) it might be worth

passing the food and coming back to

it later. .

• Conserve your knives — use

them only when you must.

• There are shortcuts. You don't

need to enter every room of the

dungeon to win, but since you don't

yet know which rooms can be

avoided (and how), you might as

well scurry on through them!

Good luck! If you get very good and

plan to complete the entire game, I

hope you have a couple of hours to

spare (it took me over three hours —
and I wrote It!) I

John Lince lives in Warren,

Michigan. This is hisfirst

programfor START.
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FOR ATARI ST & MEGA 11

4 MEG 2.5 MEG 2 MEG I MEG
MEGA II 290.00 * * *
W40 ST 530.00 290.00 * *
520 em 530.00 290.00 * Qrflfi*

520 ST 530.00 * 290.00 ££5
Prices include RAM cjih-s. ijslalliilion, 90-day warranty!

24 Hrs turn around for mail orders, or 'while you

for carry in! We use soldering

upgrades to insure long lasting quality of

of 01

COMPUTR0L
INDUSTRIES

34-41 34th STREET-

ASTORIA, NY 11106

(800) 477-2131

(718) 392-5852

fax.- (718)392-4136

„-»*
,

-4? ,*+
v

<> '> -J-

circle o; I ON RttDEf SERVICE «RC

1415) 482-3775

Atari 30MB Hard Drive
'

blowout sales for $529

Lowest prices on ST's and Mega's

520STFM $529 Mega2 $1139

520 • color 839 Mega2 color 1429

520 • mono 675 Mega2 • mono 1259

1040ST 659 Mega4 1579

1040 color 959 Mega4 • color 1829
1040 i mono 799 Mega4 mono 1699
color monitor 339 Megafie60 795

3 monitor 149 2 Sided Drive 209
Portfolio 349 STACY call

many, many accessories and goodies

30 to 40% discount on all Softwares

call for a free complete listing

Stare Hours: Mon-Fri 3.30pm to 7pm
Sat and Sun 12pm. to 5pm

r:;.F05.K',^i--:/:.:.'-r

CABLES WITH A TWIST

BUCKLEY ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES is

PROUD to ANNOUNCE thai the CABLES

WE SELL carry a LIFETIME WARRANTY!!!

3' HARD DISK DRIVE CABLE S13.36

6' FLOPPY DISK DRIVE CABLE ... S15«

ID' MIDI CABLES (2) PER PACK ... .$147*

6' MONITOR CABLE, BOTH MONO AND COLOR $18.34

6' 36 PIN PARALLEL TO CENTRONICS CABLE S23.96

6" NULL MODEM CABLE; HALE/MALE; FEMALE/FEMALE ... $23.96

We alio lorry rj full line of partjand moles for the do -it-you refers. We olio

will moke nny rahle In your speculations. Cuslom cobles carry o 30-doy

warranty. We ore ihe EXCLUSIVE disUibutor for WIZARD SOFT, graphic texl

odvenluie for the ST. We charge EXACT shipping charges.

MasterCard and VISA end C.O.D.'s occepled. Credit coidsrhciged ihe day lh«

shipment leaves our door. Hoursore Mandoy-Ffiday 9am-4prrr, easier n lime.

Call 1 (413) 538-7060

CIKLE 034 ON RMI^liM:! :;,.'[)
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pc-ditto II
By Avant-Garde Systems

IBM PS/2 30
Norton SI Rating

IBM XT

Zenith EZ-20

pc-ditto II

IBM _XJ_ COMPATIBLE !

IBMAI PERFORMANCE !

ATARI 3X PRICE

Now! Run the most popular IBM software on your Atari ST..

FAST

!

$299.95

See pc-ditto II at your local Atari dealer or write for free

information.

j'i.LOOJj', READER SERVICE CARD

Yes. Please send we more information !

Avant-Garde Systems, 381 Pablo Point Drive

Jacksonville, Florida 32225

Name

Address

City _St Zip_



ANTIC SOFTWARE PRESENTS..

FHE CATALOG
QualityProducts YouCan Trust

CYBER TEXTURE 111

The Object Raster Master
by David Ramsden

Turn your DEGAS or NeoChrome
pictures, or CYBER PAINT anima-

tions into CAD-3D objects with

CYBER TEXTURE. Imagine a

DEGAS picture pasted around a

CAD-3D object—with CYBER
TEXTURE, you can do it! It even

includes a mobius strip! And with

CYBER CONTROL, CYBER TEX-
TURE objects can be animated for

mind-boggling f/x!

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM, a color

system, CYBER STUDIO, and a

source of low-resolution color images

compatible with DEGAS or

NeoChrome (such as CYBER
PAINT). CYBER CONTROL is

recommended for animating objects;

CYBER PAINT is recommended for

animating surfaces.

ST0263 $49.95

CYBER SCULPT 11

The Advanced 3D
Modeling Tool""

by Tom Hudson

Create the most fantasic shapes

imaginable with CYBER SCULPT
—the mouse-controlled, 3D solid-

object modeler featuring sophisti-

cated tools previously found only

on high-end workstations. CYBER
SCULPT adds push, pull, twist,

and bend tools to the basic spin

and extrude features found on

CYBER STUDIO. The possibilities

have now become endless!

CYBER SCULPT includes

cross-sectional modeling for shapes

like boat and airplane hulls, or di-

mensional topography. Varible

magnification, spline path extrude

and spin are only a few of the

many sophisticated options. More
include: object distortion; vertex

pulling; magnetic distortion;

cross-sectional model crea-

tion; complex and simple

extrude with end-

capping; 3D mirror-

ing; 3D primatives;

and 2D/3D coordi-

nate display.

Requires: 1 Mega-

byte RAM and

CYBER STUDIO
ST0255 $89.95

CYBER CONTROL 11

The CAD-3D motion

control language

by Tom Hudson

Create animations automatically in

hours that would normally take

days. Expand and enhance your

ST graphics universe with this ani-

mation scripting language that

locks into any CAD-3D 2.0 feature.

Write your own BASlC-like pro-

grams'with CYBER CONTROL""
using CAD-3D as a "graphics en-

gine." Just start the program and

walk away—your ST and CYBER
CONTROL will do all the work!

Requires: CYBER STUDIO
ST0250 $59.95 NOW $49.95

\Ql'H'POXi only1

$119 /j

ORDER NOW
TOLL-FREE
800-234-7001

a/Visa Orders Only All 50 Slat

THE CATALOi



ST Cyber Graphics

CYBER PAINT** 2.0

The pro animation studio

by Jim Kent

This program does it all! CYBER
PAINT 2.0 is an animation system;

a time-oriented paint program; a

"eel" (celulloid) animation pro-

gram; and a digital optical printer.

CYBER PAINT 2.0 contains all

the standard paint tools—box,

brush, rubber, line, fill, etc.—but

adds the dimension of time anima-

tion. Images spin and glide around

the screen like a magic carpet.

Special features include a pixel f/x

menu; palette change per frame

and cut & paste color range; and an

automatic traveling mask. All

these features make CYBER PAINT
2.0 the fastest possible way to

create professional looking

animations.

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM & Color

Monitor (Upgrade from CYBER
PAINT 1.0 $25.00 plus original disk)

ST0251 $79 .95 NOW $69.95

Two frames of CYBER STUDIO animation v

The saint two frames are sho'.vii below Ihrn

ithout CYBER PAINT enhancement.

, after a CYBER PAINT touch-up.

CYBER PRINT
Great color prints from

an affordable printer --

DEGAS", NEC-chrome*, CYBER,
and even SPECTRUM 512!

by Larry Bergan

At last! Color printouts of SPEC-

TRUM 512, pictures! Fabulous,

full color, accurate, detailed,

beautiful pictures, all from the low-

cost Okimate 20 printer.

If you need color printouts,

CYBER PRINT makes the Okimate
20 the only choice. Three years of

ongoing development has pro-

duced the best printing combina-

tion available for under $5,000:

CYBER PRINT, the Okimate 20,

and your ST.

CYBER PRINT prints in three

sizes; up to 32 pictures per page.

Join individual pictures together

invisibly into montages of incred

ible detail. No matter which paint

software you use, CYBER PRINT is

the hardcopy solution!

Requires: 1 megabyte RAM, a color

system, and an Okimate 20 printer

ST0264 $49 .95 NOW $39.95

ORDER NOW
TOLL FREE
800-234-7001

"Antic's CAD-3D 1 '"
is one of the best

programs I've seen for the Atari ST*

or anything else."

—Jerry Pournelle

BYTE MAGAZINE _r^v_
ylBEST'S
ZSELLER^

CYBERSTUDIO 111

A two disk set featuring:

• CAD-3D 2.0 fry Tom Hudson
• CYBERMATEKm by Mark Kimball

CYBER STUDIO is an intuitive

3D solid-modeling design system

that has no limits. Sophisticated

enough for professional artists,

advertising agencies, and design

firms—yet friendly enough for

home and personal use. Let your

creativity soar with the DEGAS*-
style color design system; graphic

lighting controls; enhanced spin,

extrude and join tools; and GDOS
output that supports laser and dot

matrix printers.

CYBERMATE is a "post pro-

duction" animation editing lan-

guage that features sound effects;

title generation and text display;

sequence looping, cuts fades and

dissolves; and color cycling

animation.

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM
(Upgrade from CAD-3D 1.0 $60.00

plus original disk and $5.00 shipping

and handling)

ST0236 $ 9.95 NOW $79.95



ST Telecommunications

Practical

Multitasking for your ST
by Double Click Software

SHADOW is like having two
computers. It's a telecommunica-

tions program that runs in the

background, freeing your ST to do

other things during those long

uploads and downloads.

Change programs, resolutions,

use disk drives, press System

Reset—SHADOW survives it all

and continues your transfer,

uninterrupted.

SHADOW operates as a stand-

alone program complete with a

VT52 terminal and background

auto-dialer, or works with FLASH

to provide the easiest, most power-

ful telecommunications environ-

ment you'll ever use.

New! Version 1.1 has many
new enhancements, including a

special mode so transfer buffer

memory can be used and released,

as needed. Ideal for computers

with limited memory.
ST0259 $29.95

BEST
SELLER,

FLASHtm
1.6

The most popular

ST terminal program!

by Joe Chiazzese and Alan Page

Simplify your online time and

make telecommunications more
enjoyable and less expensive! If

you own a modem, you should be

using FLASH—totally program-

mable plus built-in word process-

ing; terminal emulation and bullet-

proof file transfers. FLASH is

packed with features including in-

telligent, programmable macro
("do") files; a capture buffer large

enough to record an entire online

session; and the capacity to sup-

port most major protocols.

ST0220 $29.95

BOTH FOR ONLY $49.95

Complete your collection of CYBER GRAPHICS Design Disks

Create and fill your 3D graphics universe with the com-

plete library of Antic Software's design disks. From
architectural renderings to animated video cartoon char-

acters, these disks will bring your video creations to life!

All contain a potpourri of sophisticated 3D clip art and

component parts. A real bargain at $29.95 each!

Choose Any 3 and Pay Only $59.95
Architectural

Design""

by Barrel Anderson
Requires; CAD-3D 1.0 or CYBER
STUDIO

ST0243

INTERIOR DESIGN DISK

The All-Purpose Home Planner

By David Stuart

Now that you've built your

dream house with the

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
DISK, it's time to furnish it. This

is an interior decorator's dream

come true! Couches, drapes,

sinks, refrigerators, dressers, eve-

rything can be easily customized

to fit your personal needs.

Requires: CYBER STUDIO

ST0265

MORE CYBER GRAPHICS DESIGN DISKS

STO256 Cartoon Dcsignlm by Maurice Molyirai

and Andy Eddy <c>1987

Requires: CYBKU STUDIO; <_ YrtLK CONTROLlm

5T02I.1 Video Tilling Designtm bv Maurice Mn
Eld Andy Eddy (dl987

Requires: CYliKIJ STUDIO; ( Vlll-k CONTROLlm
(YIU:K MAIM'lm Mr special f/x

Choose Any 3 and Pay Only $59.95

ORDER NOW
TOLL-FREE
800-234-7001

Human Design' 111

by Richard Berry
Requires: CAD-3D 1.0 or CYBER
STUDIO

STQ242

THE MICROBOT
DESIGN DISK""

by Dane! Anderson

Requires: CYBERSTUDIO

STQ262



PHASAR 3.0™
The Professional Home Ac-

counting System And Register

PHASAR 3.0 is the best and most
effective program available to

solve all your home accounting
needs. Reviewers and users alike

have found PHASAR to be the

easiest and most logical personal

money manager ever created. By
incorporating powerful analysis,

reporting, and financial func-

tions, PHASAR will make sense

of your finances.

ST Finance & Productivity

General Features
• 130 expense/income categories
• 40 accounts (VISA, checking,

etc.)

• Up to 500 transactions per

month
• Artificial Intelligence parser

predicts input, minimizes
typing

• [nstant context-sensitive help

function
• Relational design integrates

financial data
• On-line calculator with 5-level

memory buffer

Transactions
• Create macros for repetitive

entries

• Point-and-type spreadsheet-

style relational summary table

Reports and Analysis
• Analyze loan/savings plans

• Clearly formatted printed

reports include: account

summaries, category summa-
ries, net worth statement, tax

calculations

• Sort categories in any order
• Built-in data graphing Taxes
• Tax program and report writer

• Prepares final taxes and
expected taxes at any time

Date/Address Organizer
• On-line organizer stores up to

250 names, addresses and
phone numbers

" Integrated scheduler stores

special occasions
• Event alarm feature

STQ237 $89.95

MORE GREAT ANTIC SOFTWARE
THE NAVICATORtm 2.0 — The professional,

automated Higlit planner—a two disk set by

Scott D. Stephenson

ST0245 S49.95 (c) i9H7Sc«ti D_ Stephenson

MAPS AND LEGENDStm 3.0— See the world on

a disk! Bv I larry Koons and David Chenelle

ST0202 $34.95 (c) 1987 Harry Koons& David Chenette

DATAMAPS Itm— Boundaries of the World
Requires: MAPSANDLECENDS2.il. OTgreater

ST0227 $24.95

DATAMAPS Htm — Rivers and Highways
by David Murray. Requires;

MAPS AND LEGENDS 2.0, or greater

ST025H 524.95 (d 1987 David Murray

SPECTRUM 512tm — The New Standard in Paint

Programs. Bv Harry Koons and David Chenette

ST0249 $69.95 tc) IQMft Harry Koons & David Chenette

BASE TWOlm — The next step in databases!

by Dan Malejka and Stanley Crane

ST0246 $59.95 te) 1986 Dan Matejka and Stanley Crane

MACRO MOUSEtm — The Mouse Recorder

by Charles Johnson

STO260 $34.95 (c) 1987 CharlesJohnson

CAD-3Dtm It)

by Tom Hudson
ST0239 $29.95 W 1W7 Tom I ludson

CENESlStm — the 3D Molecular Modeler
bv Scott Legrand
ST0239 $79.95 (c) 1987 Scott Legrand

ANTIC GAMES SOFTWARE
STARQUAKEtm — Action Adventure in Deep Space
bv Steve Crow and Bubble Bus

STO403 J29.9S (cH98BSteveCrow and Bubble Bus

ALL ABOARDIlm— It's nut a game, ifs a toy!

hv llav Cities StifUv.iiv. Koquiti's: Color monitor

STO402 S\ l>M5 (r) 1WM Bay Cities Software

3D BRLAK-THRUlm — I'oitit-of-Vieiv I landbaU

by Slidboume Software Requires: Color monitor

STOIS3 S.W.4S (t) 14M7ShL-lhoun.e5o(tware

MAIL ORDER
To order by mail,

complete order form and return, with

payment to The Catalog, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.

Payment by check, money order,

MasterCard or VISA
Payment must accompany all mail

orders. Include shipping and handling

charges with your payment.

Phone Orders - Toll-free numbe

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES

Software U.S./CANADA FOREIGN*

Up to $50.00 $3.00 $10.00

50.01-100.00 6.00 20.00

100.01-150.00 9.00 25.00

15D.01-over 12.00 35.00

'Please remit with MasterCard or VISA number or

check or money order in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S.

bank. Wire transfers will not be accepted.

(800) 234-7001
ORDER FORM

CITY

ZIP CODE

_ STATE/COUNTY _

_ PHONE NO.

QUANTITY ITEM MO. DESCRIPTION PRICE EA. TOTAL

Price and avallablllly subject lo change Subtotal ot all Hams ordered (Minimum order $15.00)

J VISA CrednOrtN
Total

Mail To: The Catalog, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.



FLAT RAJE $5.m
SHIPPING

ON ALL GROUND ORDERS IN
THE CONTINENTAL U.S.

*

SONY DISK
SPECIAL

3.5 BULK PACKS WITH LABELS

1 - 199 25 - $24.75 1000 - $750.00

ST COLOR £f5
MONITORS *>?>

3 TO CHOOSE FROMI^j—

,

MONITORS d> W7

MEMORY UPGRADES
TECH SPECIALTIES 2/4Mcg $149.95

NEW WOULD UPGRADE 2/4Mcg $139.95

ARC:0 BOARD l/2/4Mcs $169.95

25(,K/1Mcr I WPS SCALE

I SI TURBO SPEED!!
LAXO. BOARD 8/16Mhz $99

CMI PROCESSOR ACCELERATOR $299

Math Co-processor for CMI 12Mh7. $99

$991200XL
PACKAGE
• 64K 8-bil COMPUTER
• 1020 COLOR PRINTER PLOTTER
• 1025 DOT MATRIX PRINTER (80 CGI)
• PAC-MAN CARTRIDGE
• BASIC WITH TUTOR SET
Give the kids something else to play

with besides your ST!

Support Your
Local Dealers
Most of These Bargains
are Available at:

Far North Atari Computers
Fairbanks Alaska (907) 456-3700

Computer Works
Glendale Arizona (602) 246-6364

Spectacular!

Games $19.95

Death Sword $19.95

Mission

Impossible $19.95

Axe of Rage $19.95

Devon Aire $19.95

Battleship $19.95

Sub Battle $19.95

Space Station

Oblivion $19.95

Super Cycle $19.95

Champion
Wrestling $19.95

Final Assault 119.95

\torld

Games SI9.9S

Karate $19.95

California

Games $19.95

The Games
(Winter) $19.95

Boulder

Dash $19.95

Dive Bomber $19.95

Metrocross $19.95

Techno-Cop

An &. Rim
Diredor

$19.95

S19.95

S29.95

An i I III!

Direel or

Graphics

Retail Price S30 to £100

THE
BEST
MOUSE
RCPMI r.Vll.Nl MOUSKTOH $49

ST HARD DRIVE
SAVINGS
ATARI MEUAFII.E 30 $529

AWESOME 60+ (60Mes28ms) $799

AWESOME, 80+ (80Meg 28ms) $999

PCBoard $49
Designer Rc(, S199.95

RAIWLRD
TITLES ST
Golden Path4 99c

£ Knight Ore $9.95

% Tracker* $1.95

8 Advanced Art Studio $9.95

Guild of Thieves $9.95

E The Pawn $9.95

§ Jinxter $9.95

Sentry $9.95

StarGlider $9.95

Universal Military

Simulator $14.95

Carrier Command $19.95

SPECIAL
SOFTWARE
SALE ST
1 in (XSK r-4 p,<nes) Reg 1S995 NOW' S199S

(janmjNNnKii Regsi995 NtM7 S199S
CJHAII Reg SIMS NOW! S99S
INVASION Reg QMS NOW' $19 9S

SOCCER Reg ST995 NOW! SH9S
/J-'RO GRAVITY Reg CMS *W %.: /
Tr-TRA QUEST Reg S799S NOW! SM9S
WINTPRO Reg$499S NOW P99S
rjATA Rrneirvr Kegww NOW B9.9S

IIA DRASr Reg S999S NrW SM9S
Atari HANaWIL'M Reg S?99S NOW' S119S

EMULATORS
FOR YOUR SI
PC DITTO II $299

PC SPF.F.n $399

MAGIC SAC PUIS
w/Roms $79.95

SPFCTRF. 128 V1.9 $169.95

MAC ROMS 64K $19.95

MAC KOMNP8K $129.95

SAN JOSE COMPUTER
T HE ATARI ST 0"""R" E

640 BLOSSOM HILL RD. SAN JOSE, CA 95123

STORE (408) 224-8575 • FAX (408) 224-8574

• SHIPPING: ADD $5,00 TO ALLORDLRS AIR AND INTERNATIONAL SI IIPPING EXTRA. THAT'S IT

WARRANTY 90 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL ITI-MS, I AX: CALIFORNIA RF.S1DF.NTS ADO TK> SAiP.STAX.

Prices subject to chanyjp without notice.

IJrond andMr product namts are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holi

ted on an ATARI ST using CALAMUS and printed on an ATARI SLMBfW PostScript computi

"IK!: 057 C, READS S!WICE USD



LaserDisc Remote Control

Expand Yb
Add a new capability to your ST. control a

Pioneer LaserDiscplayerfromyour keyboard!

With Michael Riley's (dare we say it?) pio-

neeringprogram and a serial-interface

adapter, you can access a wide range of

interactive videodiscs—or use the basics

learned here to create your own Space Ace

game. The LaserDisc Remote Control was

written in GFA BASIC 2. and requires a color

monitor, a compatible LaserDiscplayer and

an interface.

Control your LaserDisc the easy way—
horn your ST! See the file LASER.ARC
on Side I of your START disk.

Are
you a LaserDisc owner

(or thinking of becoming

one) who would like to take

advantage of the interactive

capabilities offered by
' 'Level 3'

' CAV LaserDiscs? Now,

with the assistance of an ST, a device

called the Serial Interface Adapter

for non-RS232 LaserDisc players

(SIA-IIIR) and the LaserDisc Remote

Control program on your START

disk, you can easily learn how to de-

72 January 1990

velop controller and indexing pro-

grams for your favorite interactive

LaserDiscs.

Required Equipment

In order for the LaserDisc Remote

Control program to operate properly,

you must have access to a Pioneer

brand consumer model LaserDisc

player with System Remote (SR)

compatibility a CAV format Laser-

Disc, a television or video monitor

to view the LaserDisc material, an ST

with a color monitor and an SIA-IIIR

device available from Visual Database

Systems.

Making the Connections

Refer to Figure 1 for assistance with

connecting the LaserDisc player to

the ST via the SIA-IIIR device. Instal-

lation is relatively straightforward.

The SIA-IIIR box may be connected

to a LaserDisc player in two ways.

First, if the player is an older con-

sumer model (CLD-700, 900 or 909),

a nine-pin female DIN input/output

port exists on the back of the unit.

A male adapter for this plug is in-

cluded with the SIA-IIIR package

and is recommended for these models

since the screen display is disengaged

during frame searches. Newer Pio-

neer players (CLD-1010 and above)

are equipped with Control In and

Control Out microplugs exclusively.

These jacks are intended for daisy-

chaining SR-compatible Pioneer units

together so that only one remote-

control unit is required to operate

several different audio/video compo-

nents. For these models, simply plug

the male microplug of the SIA-IIIR

into the Control In jack.

Next, insert the RS-232 connector

of the SIA-IIIR into the RS-232 (mo-

dem) port of the Atari ST. Apply

power to the SIA-IIIR unit prior to

turning on either the player or the

computer. Once the red Sight indica-

tor on the SIA-IIIR is lit, turn on the

LaserDisc machine, then the ST.

Insert a CAV format LaserDisc into

the player. If the disc begins to play

use the player's controls to stop or

pause the disc. You may now use the

LaserDisc Remote Control program



tVIIRsk

ur Horizons!
Top Down View

"SR Compatible"
LaserDisc Player

"SIA III" Atari ST Computer

1

i 1

i

.
. .... i

i—

i

SIA III

Rear View

EiS
J 1

RS23J/Modei* Port

f |
-Either /Or r *

Note: Location of I/O Port and/or
Control In/Out plugs is laserdisc

player dependent. I/O Port is

non-existent on newer models.

Figure 1 . Between the Pioneer SR-com potible LaserDisc player and the ST
is the SIA-IIIR Serial Interface Adapter from Visual Database Systems. It

translates ASCII characters sent from the ST's serial port to the pulse train
that the player can understand. The actual hook-up is quite simple.

to control this system.

Using The LaserDisc Remote Control

Program

To run the LaserDisc Remote Con-

trol, boot this month's START disk;

the START Menu runs automatically.

At the main screen, click on Prepare,

then select ' 'LaserDisc Remote Con-

trol Program.
'

" The program will

un-ARC directly onto the destination

disk you specify. The well-commented

GFA BASIC 2.0 source code (in ASCII

format) is on Side 2 of your START

disk; at the START Menu's main

L_ I— 1 mmmm ^ p
KO EQUIVALENTS

O LJ
LJ LJ
LJ LJ
LJ LJ
LJ LJt't J. Z.

BY MICHAEL RILEY

screen, click on Prepare, then select

' 'LaserDisc Remote Control Source

Code.
'

'

When you've finished, you should

have two files: LASER. PRG, and

LASER.PC1. LASER.PRG is the com-

piled program and LASER.PCI is the

LaserDisc Remote Control program

screen in DEGAS Elite picture format.

With LASER.PRG and LASER.PC1 in

the same directory, set your ST to

low resolution and double-click on

LASER.PRG.

The LaserDisc Remote Control

screen should appear, as shown in

Figure 2. The program emulates a

typical remote-control unit included

with all Pioneer consumer LaserDisc

players (the one illustrated is the unit

that accompanies a CLD-909). To

operate the on-screen remote, simply

place the cursor over a remote but-

ton and click the left mouse button.

Figure 2. The
LaserDisc Re-
mote Control
program emu-
lates a standard
Pioneer con-
sumer wireless
remote control.
It can be oper-
ated by clicking

on the various
buttons on the
remote control
image or the
function key
screen buttons.
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1 " *UV/ I IP F°R

'249.95

Now you can finally

afford to backup your

valuable hard drive

data! The DVT™
works in conjunction

with your VCR to al-

low for fast, reliable,

hands free backups

using standard video

tape.

Features:
• can store 120-360 mega-
bytes on a single standard
video tape

• writes data bits to tape at 8
megabits per minute

• store as single files or
whole partitions.

• built in error detection and
correction
fits easily into the ST car-

tridge port
uses standard RCA cables
standard video tape cost:
$5-$7
total reliability

Dealer/Distributor

Inquiries Welcome!

SEYMOR,
RADIX
Seymor/Radix, Inc.

RO. Box 166055
Irving, TX 75016
(214) 823-5797

(please print)

City

Please send me _

— Zip

.units at $249.95 ea.

Please include check or money order to Seymor/Radix. PO. Box

166055. Irving, TX 75016 or order by phone: (214) 823-5797,

C.O.D.'s, MasterCard and Visa accepted.

(Ifitlf 059 Oil BWOER SBHCt «BD



I magine an ST at the heart of your next audio-video center!

If all the hardware has been properly

connected, the LaserDisc player will

respond to the command issued by

the on-screen remote. You may also

click on the ' 'Function Key' ' graphics

representing common player com-

mands or press the keyboard function

keys and the ST's numeric keypad

for faster frame or chapter number

entry.

Note that all other keys on the ST

except for those used by the Laser-

Disc Remote Control program have

been disabled. The accompanying

chart lists the more common com-

mands and their control codes. For

a complete listing, refer to LASER. LST.

These control codes are the same for

Pioneer's industrial players, which

have an RS-232 port built-in. However,

since the retail price of an industrial

player is roughly $2,000, an SR-com-

patible consumer model (which can

be purchased from catalog show-

rooms for less than $500) combined

with the SIA-1I1R interface clearly

provides an economical alternative.

Technical Information

What makes the LaserDisc Remote

Control program work is the SIA-IIIR

interface. This device was originally

conceived by Visual Database Sys-

tems for use with Macintosh com-

puters, since many LaserDisc software

companies have focused their devel-

opment on Apple's systems. Compa-

nies like Voyager Press have released

a number of information-packed

discs for the Macintosh, such as

Grolier's Encyclopedia on a single-

sided CAV LaserDisc and a National

Gallery of Art artwork anthology,

accompanied by Mac ' 'hyperstack'

'

indexes. With the LaserDisc Remote

Control program, you can access

any of these discs—although without

the Mac indexes, of course.

The SIA-IIIR emulates the NEC
uPD6l02G remote-control transmit-

ter chip, the same one found in all

of Pioneer's remote-control units.

The chip generates a command word

consisting of a series of 34 pulses

containing one leader pulse followed

by 32 data bits. The pulse spacing

determines whether the bit is a

(pulse repetition of approximately

one millisecond) or a 1 (pulse repeti-

tion of approximately two milli-

seconds). Thus, it is the combination

of bit timing that determines the

control code sent. Refer to Figure 3-

For more detailed information on

how the NEC chip operates, obtain a

Tl

-W+-H

Pulse Timing for a "0" Bit

Tl

Pulse Timing for a "1" Bit

T4 (T7)

-4» H

1
-ff-

32 DATA BITS

Command Word Time - i6 , {J2+Tl)+: S+T6

DELAY A
(DELAY B)

R.C.U. MAX. NOMINAL

Tl: PULSE WIDTH
T2:"0" BIT TIME
T3: "I" BIT TIME
T4: DELAY A
T5: LEADER DOWN
T6: LEADER UP
T7: DELAY B

T8: DATA TIME

0.48 0.51 0.54 0.50

0.97 1.02 1.07 1.00

1.95 2.05 2.15 2.00

19.0 30.0 40.0 20.0

7.80 8.20 8.60 8.00

3.90 4.10 4.30 4.00

60.0 60.0

46.7 40.1 51.5 48.0

Figure 3. The Command Word format and timing. This is the pulse train

sent from the serial interface to the SR-compatible LaserDisc player. For
further details, obtain the LaserDisc Interface Manual from Pioneer at the
address in the article. {Illustration courtesy of Pioneer Electronics, U.S.A.)

START The ST Monthly 75



I developed the program as a springboard for other applications.

Common LaserDisc Commands
and Their Control Codes

Command Description Code

PLAY Spin up disc and playback at

normal speed
/17

FRAME Request frame number input to

search or display

/41

SEARCH Perform search for desired frame
or chapter number

/42

CLEAR Erase previously entered frame
number for reentry

/45

DISPLAY Display current frame or chapter
number

/43

STILL FWD Freeze frame or advance one
frame toward

/54

STILL REV Freeze frame or back up one
frame prior

/50

CHAP FWD Search to the next chapter marker
and play

/52

CHAP REV Search to the previous chapter
marker and play

/53

EJECT Spin the disc down and eject it

from the player

/16

copy of the ' 'LaserDisc Player Refer-

ence Guide and Interface Manual'

'

from Pioneer Communications.

Connected to a computer, the

SIA-IIIR receives ASCII characters

sent from the RS-232 port and trans-

lates them into the pulse format

recognizable to the SR-compatible

component. This means that any

SR-compatible Pioneer component

can be controlled from the computer.

Endless Possibilities

I developed the LaserDisc Remote

Control program as a springboard

for other applications. Once the

communication protocol is under-

stood, ideas for LaserDisc interactions

flow like water. It is now possible

for ST owners to write index pro-

grams like those found on the Mac

for CAV information discs. ST owners

can even go one step further by

writing simple BASIC software drivers

for interactive LaserDisc-based arcade

games like Dragon's Lair and Space

Ace. And because the SIA-IIIR box is

compatible with any SR component,

it's possible to create a comprehen-

sive control program managing all

aspects of the Pioneer SR line! Imag-

ine an ST at the heart of your next

audio-video center!
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PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Pioneer SR-compatible
LaserDisc players, $600
la S'2,500 depending upon
model. Pioneer Electronics,

U.S.A., 2265 East 220th

Street, Long Beach, CA 908I0,

(213)835-6177.

CIRCLE 167 OH READER SERVJCE CARD

Serial Interface
Adapter SIA-IIIR for
non-R5232 videodisc
players, $250. Visual

Database Systems, 614 Bean
Creek Road, Scotts Valley,

CA 95066, (408) 438-8396.

CIRUE 148 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LaserDisc Software,
$50 to $1 25 depending
upon quality of information.

Voyager Company, 1351 Pa-

cific Coast Highway, Santa

Monica, CA 90401, (213)

451-1383.

CIRCLE 1 69 CIN READER SERVICE CARD
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Get A Complete

Call

800-234-7001
{6 am to 6 pm Monday through Friday PST)

Get the disk in

your hands fast!

Askfor

SDS190
For same

day service

ask for the

disk desk.

but you 11 find us fast,

friendly,

and reliable.

Aardvarks is the one-stop source for all your hardware and

software needs.

Authorized Atari Dealer/Service Center

o Low prices on all hardware (call for quote)

o European and domestic software at competitive prices

Call today- (813) 932"6366
* Free shipping in continental U.S.A.

* No surcharge for credit cards

k COD's welcome

7525A N. Armenia Tampa, FL 33604 (813) 932-6386

CIRCLE 017 ON READER SERVICE CARD

S* LIONHEART
BUSINESS & STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

LOCATE HARD-TO-FIND SOFTWARE!

ECONOMETRICS - SALES & MARKET

Kftffiratkffi&ttBynOT]?.tm A

V

.

TICS - BUSINESS STATISTICS - MARKETING

TIVARIATE ANALYSIS - CLUSTER ANALYSIS -

PROJECT PLANNING - DECISION ANALYSIS

»BiWiiW
MING - RISK & BUSINESS SIMULATIONS -

INVENTORY - PARAMETER & TOLERANCE
DESIGN - ANOVA - AND MANY OTHERS!

Lionheart produces numerical analysis software
of the finest quality. Turn your personal computer
into your personal M.B.A. -a keen new, employee
at the right price! Gain an edge on the competi-
tion!

Prices range from $125 to $145 per Hue

SEND FOR FREE PRODUCT GUIDE!

P.O. BOX 379. ALBURG. VT 05440
TEL.: [5141 933-491B FAX: (SMI 931.31

'M\- 051 :;. -if.:i-:m.\i :;*;;

Multi-Sync with Atari ?

YES!!!

1°
Drive Monitor

Suggested retail *NOW !

OmniSwltch S129.95 $89.95

NOW, FOR THE FIRST
TIME YOU CAN HOOK-UP
YOUR ATARI TO A
MULTI-SYNC MONITOR!

MulU-uat: monitor cort;
Givea your Aim the ability to use •

multi-sync monitor. Color or B/

(low, median dhighn -,,;

OmtrntTOOAT;

Inside CA.
Outside CA.

(619) 792-6511

(800) 243-0443 B/W

TALON TECHNOLOGY GROUP

243 N. HIGHWAY 101

Solium Both. CA 92075
riu™(619) 791-6511
FAX (619) 791-9023

U.K.

London. SW IE 5HW

Color and mnnothrome
monitor ports: ifyoudoioi

illowi you to plug in coll

NO MORE CABLE SWAPPPrNG:

Floppy drive ports: Enables

you to use two external floppy driven

iruteid of one!

(uiea 3.5- uid/oi 5.25")

^UdlO.lack to plug in to your

amplifier.

Video lack for compete TV

:>:.['-. 062c;. ? : .v- se^-.-icf :.;b:



COMPLETEYOUR
START LIBRARY

Get \bur Back Issues Now
You'll want to have every issue handy for quick reference. The START library.,

it's there when you need it!

yon, Lattice

FALL 86
Features: Seven Word Process

AJ] About the Floppy I

C Languages Comp*

On Disk: Revy
the Floppv/

-

jfc\'

Reviewer ~J
Megar^

WINTER 86
Features: Jack Tramicl Inten

Guide.

Oh Disk: Noise Doodling; Address Book,

Auto-Dialer, Label Printer; ST Writer Secrets.

Reviewed: Mark Williams C, Menu + .

SUMMER 87
On Disk: The aSTronomer; Text Compression

and 1 kill man Coding with Personal Pascal;

Flicker Animation Program, MIDISAVE.

Reviewed. Time-works' Word Writer ST
Data Manager ST and Swiftcalc ST;

Five BASICs compared.

WINTER 87
Features: The Atari Mega 4; Zojji

The ST in Hollywood; F>
"

at a Computer Stopu

On Disk: STA
the Mouse

SPECIAL ISSUE #2
Features: Drawing and Painting Programs

Overview; Desktop Video; How to Set Up
Your own MIDI Studio; Rock'n Roll with

Atari; Shopping List of Music Hardware.

On Disk: The Cartoonist; MIDI View;

Ear Trainer.

Reviewed: Synth-Droid and Xsyn Patch Fditi

Music Sttidio avk] Music ( .(instruction Set.

SPRING 88
Features: Earthquake; Upgrading Your ST;

Dave Mason Interview.

On Disk: Home Budgeting; Exploring Prolog;

1987 Tax Template; Battle for the Throne.

Rcr/eired- [-Vrsonal Finance Programs;

Desk Accessories Compared.

SPECIAL ISSUE #3
Features; The ABCs of Desktop Publishing;

The ST in Business; Business Graphics;

Database Overview.

On Disk: CardSTack Database; START
Selector; Plav the Market.

RnwuW: WordPerfect; F-15 Strike Eagle.

SUMMER 88
Features: Three Years with the ST;

Mick Fleetwood Interview.

On Disk: Planning Traveler. Writing Your Own
Help Files; Fractal Landscape Generator;

Klondike Solitaire.

Reviewed: Microsoft Write.

SPECIAL ISSUE #4
Features: Games & Entertainment

On Disk: Naval Battle; World Discovery;

Guitar Simulator; Byte Mechanic; ReSTART.

Reviewed: Dungeon Master; Chessbase; Four

SonicFlighi Patch Editors; Quantum Paint 1.2.

FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-234-7001 7am-5pm PST

MasterCard &Visa Only

Or send your check to: START BACK ISSUES, 544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107; Caliiornia residents add 6'/z% sales tax.



OCTOBER 88
Features: Programming 1 hitler Pressure.

On Disk: Vocabularian; Brickworks;

ST Microscope

Reviewed: Desktop Publisher ST; SMPTE
Track; Digidesign's Softsvnth; C Language

Overview.

NOVEMBER 88
Features: The ST and MIDI.

On Disk: AVS; SciPlot; Appointment Calendar.

Reviewed: LDW Power; Stcinbcrg/Jones MIDI
Power; Superbase Professional.

DECEMBER 88
Features: Hardware.

On Disk: Wombats II; Sant BBS; Discovery

Construction Set; Five Sort Routines.

Reviewed: Monitcrms Viking Monitor;

DvnaCADD; Five Hard Drives Compared;

Ricoh PC Laser 6000.

JANUARY 89
Editors Choi

On Disk: GFA BASIC 2.0; Spanish Mastery;

STARTKey Revisited; Slither.

Reviewed: GFA BASIC 3.0; C-Lab's Creator

and Notator.

FEBRUARY 89
Features: Thanks for all the Fish; STU999

Off Disk: Dah-Ditter; Moon Calendar; Kami-

kaze Chess; Killer Chess; VCR Organizer.

Reviewed: Atari's Planetarium; Robtek's

Skyplot; Mirage Sample Editors.

MARCH 89
Features: Three Artists Who Use the ST;

Software Rental.

Off Disk Seurat Draw and Paint Program;

Assembled Saucers; ST Coloring Book.

Reviewed: Graphics and Animation Programs

Comnared; Digram's Big Band: Overview

of Six CAD Programs.

APRIL 89
Features: Jimmv Hotz's MIDI Magic; Dr. T
Interview; The New TOS ROM Error Codes.

On Disk: ST Writer Elite 3.0; Poker Solitaire;

RAM Baby.

Reviewed: Utilities; R/C Aerochopper;

MIDI Draw.

MAY 89
Features: CompuServes Sports Forum; Atari

Goes to College.

Off Disk: Space Wars 2400; GFA Object; 1988

Tax Template; SIFT {START'S Instant File

Translator).

Reviewed: Buyers Guide to Telecommunica-

tions Programs; Calamus.

JUNE 89
Features: Do-Anything Business Computer;

Arcade Addiction.

On Disk: GFA Vector; Match Quiz ST;

Screenwriting with WordPerfect; ST Pinochle;

Exploring Spreadsheets; Traveling Mattes.

Reviewed: Juggler 11; Switch/Back; Revolver;

Graphics Tools from Migraph; MIDI Drummer.

r~

START LIBRARY ORDER FORM
MAG. W/DISK
_
_
_
_ D
_
_
_

MAG. ONLY
a
a
j

DISK ONLY

:

D
D

D

QTY:
$14.95

Payment Enclosed Check D Visa D MasterCard

State

Qu.nti I guarantee thai all hack is;

Zip

ailable

ti Hat fee til S5.0U

Send to; START BACK ISSUES, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

dollar arm.

ordered $

shipping/

handling

Foreign (add

$1 per item)

California

residents add

6.5% sales tax

Total a

enclosed US
funds only



ScoreST
Musical Desktop Publishing for Your 5T

BY PHIL COMEAU

Just as desktop publishing gives you thepower to create

finished documents on your ST, ScoreST lets you prepare

afinished musical score with the ease of the ST's GEM
point-click-and-drag interface. From an orchestral score

to a worksheetfor music students, ScoreST can do it all

Phil Comeau — author ofJulia, START'S buttonless

drawing programfor kids — wrote ScoreST. The

program was written in C and requires a monochrome

monitor.

Score one for START! Files

SCOREST.ARC and INSTSST.ARC
on side 1 of your START disk;

SCORESRCARC is on side 2.

W nting a musical

score by hand neatly

enough to be read

by sight is a wrist-

cramping exercise

that I'd just as soon never go through

again. Clearly, musical scoring could

benefit from the same advantages

that word processors and desktop

publishing packages have brought to

text. ScoreST is a graphical music

notation processor that provides just

these advantages.

With ScoreST you can draw

musical symbols like notes, clefs and

staves on the screen using the

mouse, print them and save them to

disk for later recall and editing. It's

completely GEM-based, and offers a

number of features that will have

you producing professional-looking

scores in short order.

ScoreST can be used by:

• Composers and arrangers to

produce fair copies of their work.

• Performers to create custom

scores for solos.

• Music teachers to create special-
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tzed lessons, examples, scale and

fingering studies and exams,

• Musicologists to archive research

material lor reference and to create

display figures for publication.

• Bands and orchestras to create

individual parts from full scores.

ScoreST requires a 520ST or

Desk File Edit Page Options

wish to print your score. At

ScoreST's main screen, click on New
under the File menu and the Editing

Window and Symbol Palette will

appear as shown in Figure 7.

To customize your own printer

driver, return to the START menu

program, click on Prepare and select

-J J -D Ji J J
• r r f M I

£ 1 7 9 9

* 4 9 e ^ rm ^
r«T

;

Figure 1. The
basic work area
of ScoreST. At
the top is the
Editing Window
with an optional
overlaid grid at

1/4-inch inter-

vals. In the

lower left corner
is the Symbol
Palette and to its

right is the Tool-

box.

1040ST with a monochrome monitor,

but if you own a color monitor, fear

not: I've tested ScoreST on a color

monitor using the Monoware

shareware monochrome emulator by

Mick West and it works just fine. To

print scores, you'll also need a

printer with dot-addressable graphics

capability. ScoreST comes precon-

Pigured for Epson printers, but

includes a program that lets you

customize your own printer driver;

see INSTSST.ARC on your START

disk for instructions on how to do

Running ScoreST

To run ScoreST. boot this month's

START disk; the START menu

program runs automatically. At the

main screen, click on Prepare, then

select "ScoreST." The program will

un-ARC directly onto the destination

disk you specify. Then double-click

on SCOREST.PRG; the file

SCOREST.RSC must be in the same

directory as SCOREST.PRG and

SCORFST.CFG must be there if you

"Score ST Printer Driver." The

printer driver program (INSTSSTTOS)

and documentation (INSTSST.TXT)

for this program will un-ARC directly

onto the destination drive you

specify. Double-click on

INSTSST.TXT from l he Desktop and

click on Show or Print to view the

documentation.

ScoreST was written in C and

you'll find the source code on Side 2

of vour START disk.

___ UhDle note,~~
rest

.„] Accidentals; Natural, Sharp,w" Flat, Double-Sharp

rest

;?0:p Clefs; Treble, Bass,

m/ lib filto/Tenor

J
_ > OuartEr nates,

|

* rest

__,* Dynanits: Piano, Meizo,

™J Forte

M ,, 8th notes,
J
£
7

rest <j> §• Coda, Segne

i_y 16th notes,J
£
?

rest
. T Dot, Staccatto

j^»tf 32nd notes,

|
f

rest
$ h Grace note, Turn

% ^ n °,E! ' t- Fernata

The Symbol Palette

The musical Symbol Palette is a

collection of symbols used in

common musical notation (see

Figure 2). If some of the symbols are

unfamiliar, a book on music theory

can help out (a good one is The

Basis ofMusic, by Frederick J.

Horwood, published by Gordon V.

Thompson Ltd.).

To place a symbol, click the left

mouse button over the symbol in the

Palette, then move the mouse into

the Editing Window. Click the

mouse button again and the symbol

is drawn where the mouse is posi-

tioned.

The Toolbox

Unlike the symbols, which have

fixed sizes and shapes, you define

how marks drawn by the tools in the

Toolbox will look, usually by

dragging the mouse. Like symbols,

tools are selected by clicking on their

icons (see Figure $). You can modify

most of the tools using the Options

menu.

To use the Line Tool, click on its

icon, then move the mouse into the

Editing Window. Draw a line by

dragging the mouse; the line is

continued on page 84

Figure 2.

ScoreST's symbol
palette gives you
almost all of the

symbols you
need to create a
finished score.

And those that
aren't included
can be created
easily with the
Tools in the
Toolbox. {This

chart was
prepared with
ScoreST and
printed on an
Epson dot-matrix
printer.)
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A.
ATARI

micrDtymeUTHORIZED SERVICE

CENTER FOR ALL

atari products A DIVISION OF MICRO PERIPHERALS, INC.

4049 MARSHALL RD. • KETTERING, OHIO 45429 ATARI

"Hew (£amt&l ; best source for m&Mlffo
;are & Software! ^8lwr#^
ST titles in stock! 4N: "'1S»

us
a 26

159

.19

The nation

^ Atari Hardv

S» Nearly 2000

Fleet Street ?f)

PageSlrea:- ...
,

Arehco-egos 25

* Educaiu" BrapNci
r Poopo. Placos.TNi-rj

* Symbols & Slogans .

UltraScriptSl

•-Font Pack (PS35)

ttttltUvt

Blaslcroas (Wowl
Bloo^ '/-re*

25

25 LDW Power
Personal Finance Vpr

52

89

32

Elockbi: '.';• 25 Human Design Disk

IB-Scan PIx # ' -ReUo/on

IB-Scan Plx#2-Pots

IB-Scan Fix Nj-Hotldays

24

24
24

22

119

26
24
32

109

109

66

19

Pollco^LOSI 1 or 2 ea32
CALL

Buffalo (j: s rtudvo

Captain Bbod .....

Captain Fit;

Chossmssior 2X0

Colossi Chess X
Combat Vourso

32
Jt

21

28

32

26
23

25

ST Accounts (CiFM; 95

Emnaimlle ..

F-16 Cental Pilot ....

F40 Fu^uii S.r-ii/atoi

G.NIUS

25

25
22

25

37
23

ABACUS Books

• DatamapsVot. 1 .....

Maslor Cad
MicrobotDes.gnD.sk ..Road Runner . 29 22

20

3!?

32

25

21

Hard Disk Backup

Hard Drive Tureo K.t

.

Jutq'cr [Now .eraion)

Macro Mouse

#3 GEM Prog. Rel 15

#4 Machine .anfluago... 15

Scrupins .,

Sox VI»cnA hon Space
25 Scan-Ait

Spectrum 512-Death Br.--ir* 25

19

38
Ooleij.- :\ ne Crown ... 31

25

24

m#.««twGrid rcnw/Dala Disk. _.., Call Slnbac

Space Conquest. ...

24

18ATARI ST Companion 14

Dungeon Maste- Guide 9

Elementary ATARI ST 16

Relerenco Vol.1 24
GFA Quick Reloronce 12

Helplul Hints tor the ATARI

23
Dunguj-i Master.

Dung.-o-i Wastor 2 Space Quest 1 or 2 1 31

23

.13
•,q

«r Action Game 26

3?

Empire 3? STAC ...44 Copyist! Turbo ST

» Mraalon Disk IB STOS Compllef ,„. ... 25 Dt D-ums Utilities PUs

Journey Centre Earth 25

31

Flight Simulator 2 ,

F.O.F.T

Foundations Waste
Garfield: Winter's lall

u
ia21
.31

n

5fcW A«MM**9
6^

65

Suporslar .Co Hockey .

.

26
31

.43
Programming w/ith

Legend of DJEL 32

Quest lor Clues 1 or 2 18 KCS 1.7 (Regular)

KCS Lovol 2

149
. 19Mega Pack II (5 Game*).. .32 WordPefoct S3

47
.49

tW

ST BASIC Sou-co Book

STRr>leronce#2 AES
Gold Rush
Goldrunner 2 _

.'6 Test C'lue 2 . »LL

Nether Wotd .22

26

* Cars Disk

• Scenery Diek , ,

CALL

Master Traks Pro. 269
32

36

39

@t<H*-tHtt* & Sftt-cia

(Quantities are limited c

close-outs!)

Operation '.optu.no

.

PacmBraODPacMan!
31 Harrier Combai Simulator :.;

33

'a

i2

The Games: Winter 28 Midi Recording Studio

Mkisotl Studio (Sid)

MkJisoft Studio (Adv)Informer

Inlome- Tno' Pack
64

13

Hit's Disk Vol. l (4 Games
Hole-In-One M i Got
Hostage Rescue Ms: ;r

Hunt lor Red October ...

Thi-naoi Biaoo 32

Personal N ghtmare ...38

15

26

20

Typnoon Thompson ... 22 Take Note 52

99

ia

Arch 'tettjro Library 1 .. ...

Aussi.r lokor Poke*

BachSonqbook
• Daiaflisk

.25
26

26

31

38

Situational

226

25

...24

Universal Military S m X-Or

ANSI Term __

Impossible Mission 2
Indy Jones-Ter^p e Dcoi-i

:
..32

.*.

:m

Project Voptune

Pro-Soccer

Quest lor the Time-Bird.

.

RomboJ ..„..

23
.2Vegas Gambler

Wargamo Conat. Set ....

22
22First S-iaoos

Fraction Action FonU'
Gent-atioi. Gap (512k)

Generation Gap Plus

Groat Chots Set (1-3)....

22
32

32

Border p aC k (Easy Drawj

Brimstone...

.19

5Jupiter Probe 17

a» Mag cei Mam 1 o 31 Work) ol Flight Bfl CZ Patch ......54

26
16Rockel Ranger 33 MMMai Fracbona

Mali) Beacon ' yorg
24

32

33

26

Architectural Design Dis ....19

259

..59

27

21

21

.6
29
?

Roy ol no Rovers 25 Leisure Suit i_arry 1

Lolsuro S'jl! Larry 2 .....

.

Licon30 To Kill

26

32

.'.a i

?\o^i-am-»UK^PreSchooi skJ Progs ....

iiocka Cud Croas 1o»n Craiy 6

59
32 Spelling Boo 19 Major Met on ?'. Cartoon Cesign Disk

CytM- Control 39
DX Paten

Slory So c ar (4 Games) 25 58

99

53
109

114

..39

66
129

129

<
HISor be sic Prolosaonal

Laser C
Loser DB [Debugger) ....

.

Mlcrolea.juo3asoba.i2 38 Cyber So .'

Cyoer "enture — 53
32Time Scanner

Triad ii (3 Gomes)
25

32

iMar* Wi'liams C
» C Source ;>ebuiiyt"TV Sports Football 32 Nlghlon the Town 22 DrafwCAD 114

DrawAt Professional 46
DynaCADD - 439
Easy Draw (Super cnar go.-) 95

27
.5

27

Balance of Oowor 1990 Obiltorator 25

B.E.S.T. Business Moml.

B.E.S.T. General Lodger 52

Barbarian (Classic) 19
25 R.A.I.D. (Debugging)

Calamus 174

FastBas'C 49
Battle Chess 32 Fonts and Borders

Future Design Disk Financial Cookbook 10
...25

HOURS: M-F 9 a.m.-9 p.m. EST
SAT 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

NO EXTRA CHARGES FOR CREDIT CARDS! - Minir

day stiipmenl available al extra charge - We ship lo A.

a loase allow 2 wccr.s 'or pivso.ial or company cl

i 2014 re-slocking charge - Due lo changing marl

ALL 50 STATES CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-255-5835
For Order Status or

Tech. Info, Call (513) 294-6236

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
).D: Yes, it all Shipping Charges are PRE-PAID - Shipping: Hardware, minimum £4; Sollware and mosl accessoriM. mtnftlKjm S3 - Naxl

3 Rico (UPS Blue Label Only), APO and FPO • Canadian orders, actual •hipping plus 5V minLmum 15 - Ohio resldonts add 6% sales

ill free lor latest price and availability ol product FOR VOUR PROTECTION. WE CHECK ALL CREDIT CARD ORDERS FOR FRAUD.

CIRCLE 032 ON READER SERVICE CARO



Too Many Titles To List-

Call Call Call !!! micrGtyme Don 'I Sec What You Need?

Call Call Call!!!

fCONT)
Fort Factor/ 1-6 ea 17

Font Pack TEasyOrew; 2?
FonlWnlor _ 22
Froeioyio 12

GFAArtlat «
GFA-Compenlon 27
GFAOrell 54

GFA-Obioci 44

GFA-RayTrace
. 50

GFAVedc 33
GoneFlshUV 24

H&DSesc 56
Hacker 2 9
Hippo Backgammon 22
H^ipo Concept 49
Hkppo Fonle 1 . 30

Hppo Word 49

Homo Casino Ponor 19

Jowo'a of narenoae 7

K-Swltch 17

Kemiii & Remote Ace 13

KniphlOic 25
Leamei Goooossos 22

MCacho 20
Mi-Tefm 27
Macro Desk 3
Maniak 6
Mercenary 20
* 2nd Clly Dale Olak 9

Metioprjks 9
Mklway Battles 6
Mkidwnool 25

Moon M.el 9
Music Construction Set 11

Music Mouse 40
N-Vision 21

NaviqaKy 28
Nnrvana Ouesl 142 15

Nervena Queat 3S4 ..15
Oo-Topos 11

Pataom 21

« Queat 1 14

Pawn 25

Finbail Factory 20

P.nba" Wn-ard 19

Power Assist 17

Power Eon 17

ProShow + 15

O-Beii 16

Ciaoraiien 16

RoaoniWord2 36
Renegade lOutcael) 9

Roadwar2000 23

Roadwar Eurpoe 25
Santa Parana 17

Seconds Oul 12

Shanghai 20
Shunle2 22

Space Slanon/Protecror 3

Spell Breaker 27

Spitkre-40 18

STKerete 3

ST key 3

ST Music Boa 27
STOneWnie 49

SterRay 16

Sub-Battle Simulator H
Super Huey 22

TmneUnk 27

Tune Blaal 10

Fran Blazer 25

Transputer 18

Typeaenor 22
Wanderer (3D Game!) 13

Wore Master 27

Works oi Wine Set 15

r Champagne 9
» Great Vintage roots . 9

Virus 13

Your Financial Future 22

ATARI
SLM 804 Laser 1399

SLM 804 PostScript Laser ..1450

OLYMPIA
NP-30 199

NP-136 525

PANASONIC
KX-P1180 (192 cps) 189

KX-P1191 (240 cps) 239

KX-P1124 (192 cps) 329

KX-P4450 (8ppm) 1499

STAR
NX-1000 Multifont 179

NX-1000 Rainbow 239

ATARI
SLM 804-Toner 57

SLM804-Drum 164

OLYMPIA
NP-30/80 Black 5

NP-30/80 Colors 6

NP-136 Black 9

PANASONIC
1080/91-1180/91 Black 10

1080/91-1180/91 Colors 10

1124 Black 12

4450-Toner 42

4450-Daim 149

STAR
NX-1000 Black 6

NX-1000 Rainbow 8

TtUdaHt,
ATARI

SX212 75

AVATEX
1200 or 2400 CALL

SUPRA
2400(1 yr. Warranty!) 124

ZOOM
2400 (2 yr. Warranty!) 115

ATARI
MEGAFILE30 CALL

ICD
Fa-ST30 699
Fa-ST50 799
Fa-ST Tape Backup 799

Tape Cartridges 35

Micro
MicrO-50 629
MicrO-60 719
MicrO-85 799

SUPRA
20 Meg 439
30 Meg 599
45 Meg 659
60 Meg 759
FD-10 879

fa^4(t

ATARI Pro-Line 9

Competition Pro 5000 18

EPYX500XJ 17

Powerplayers 19

Star-Cursor 39

WICO Bat Handle 18

WICO Ergostick 18

gto6t

(No Generic JUNK!)
3.5"

BASFSS/DD 10

BASFDS/DD 12

BASFHD 29

CENTECH DS/DD
(Colors) 14

MAXELL DS/DD
(Colors) 15

SONY DS/DD 13

SONY DS/DD Bulk

10 Pack 10

5.25"

BASF DS/DD 9

FUJIHD 15

GOLDSTAR DS/DD 4

MAGMEDIA DS/DD
(Colors) 15

MAXELL DS/DD 9

POLAROID DS/DD 9

SONYHD 16

VERBATIM HD 16

ATARI SF314 189

INDUS GTS-100 179

INDUS GTS-100X 169

Master Drive 145

LB. Drive (5.25) 209

CANON Flat-Bed 1650

CANON Sheet-Fed 1059

IMG Scan 64

MIGRAPH Hand Scanner

w/ Touch-Up 439

"TtU^c. ^wujttMvtc

Color Computer Eyes .... 1 78

Drive Master 32

Dust Covers

ATARI 520ST 9

ATARI 1040ST 10

ATARI SC1224 14

PANASONIC 1091 10

STARNX-10 10

STARNX-15 12

STAR NX-1000 9

DVT-VCR Backup 209

MIDI CABLES (Heavy Duty)

5'H.D ea5
10'H.D ea9
15' H.D ea13
20'H.D ea16
25' H.D ea19

Monitor Master 33

Mouse Master 29

Mouse Mat 7

PC-Ditto II CALL
PC-Speed CALL
Printer Stand 9

Replay-4 86

Spectre GCR CALL
Spectre 128 124

128k Roms 129

ST Mouse From 54

Tweety Board 41

VideoKey 69

'Paji&i.

MAILING LABELS
500-White 4

800-Rainbow 9

Paper Pack-Bright Colors -8

HOURS: M-F 9 a.m.-9 p.m. EST
SAT 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

ALL 50 STATES CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-255-5835
For Order Status or

Tech. Info, Call (513) 294-6236



K-" Down Curve Tool Ledger-Line Tool

r*j Up Curve Tool F"J Text Tool

pnj Bean Tool ^ Staff Tool

// Line Tool — Trill Tool

T Brace Tool Selection Tool

placed when you release the mouse

button.

The Staff Tool is similar to the

Line Tool, but only draws horizon-

tally. The Beam Tool can draw at any

angle, while the Trill Tool can draw

only at ninety-degree angles. The

Brace and Curve Tools also draw

when you drag the mouse.

The Ledger-Line Tool, used for

drawing extensions to the staff

needed by very high or low notes,

also draws by dragging the mouse.

Position the mouse cursor squarely

on the top or bottom line of a staff,

then drag the mouse away from the

Staff until the required number of

ledger lines appear.

The Selection Tool marks a

symbol or group of symbols for

further editing operations. To select

a single symbol, click on the Selec-

tion Tool icon then click on the

desired symbol in the Editing

Window. The symbol becomes

inverted. To select a group of

symbols, drag a rubber-band box to

surround them.

Note that only those symbols that

are completely enclosed by the

selection rectangle will be selected.

You can change the lower-right

corner of the selection rectangle by

holding down one of the [Shift] keys

while clicking the mouse. (You can

use this technique to make a selec-

tion rectangle that's larger than the

Editing Window.) The selected

Figure 3. The
Toolbox contains
ten tools to

make score
creation easy.
With the
Selection Tool
and the built-in

clipboard, you
can easily cut

and paste one
symbol or an
entire page.

symbols can be deselected by

clicking the mouse button anywhere

within the Editing Window, but

outside the selection rectangle.

Once you've selected something

you can move the selected symbols

by placing the mouse cursor any-

where inside the selection box and

dragging the mouse. The selected

symbols follow the mouse's move-

ment and will be placed wherever

the mouse is released. You can

move selected symbols into and out

of ScoreST's clipboard; see the

reference sidebar for details.

Pages

The Editing Window shows a portion

of the current page. When you draw

a score, you're actually placing

symbols and marks somewhere

within the page. A page in ScoreST's

terms is the same as a standard piece

of 8-1/2-by-l 1-inch paper. This

works quite nicely when printing,

since a symbol placed four inches

from the top of ScoreST's page will

appear four inches from the top of

the paper page. To facilitate symbol

placement, ScoreST overlays the

page in the Editing Window with a

grid showing horizontal and vertical

inch markings. Since the Editing

Window makes only a portion of a

page visible, use the window's

arrows and scroll bars to see the rest

of the page. The Page menu lets you

Sonata in C

Allegro
TC--.

j

!J

rJ*J*J*i

Figure 4.

ScoreST does
produce nice,

clean music
scores. This

page was print-

ed on an Epson
dot-matrix
printer using the
Final Print

option. It's also
fun to use!
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ScoreST Reference

The File Menu

Open...: Loads an existing ScoreST file for editing.

New: Create a new file consisting of one page called "Untitled."

Save: Copies the current ScoreST file to disk. If it's a new file, select a

name using the GEM item Selector.

Save as...: Lets you save the file under a new name.

Close: Abandons the current score. If the file was modified since it was
last saved it will be indicated by an asterisk (*) in the Editing Window title

and ScoreST asks if you'd like to save the file first. You can also close a

file by clicking on the Close Box in the Editing Window.
Print (Draft): Prints the current score very quickly.

Print (Final): Prints the current score using a higher print density than

Print (Draft); this option is slower.

Quit: Closes any open score and quits to the Desktop.

The Edit Menu
(Note: these options affect the symbols or area selected by the selection

tool in the Toolbox.)

Copy: Copies the selected symbols into the clipboard. The selected

symbols themselves are not affected.

Cut: Removes the selected symbols and saves them in the clipboard.

Paste: Places a copy of the clipboard contents into the score at the

position of the mouse the next time you click. Press and hold the left

mouse button and drag to adjust the position of the pasted symbols.

Erase; Deletes the selected symbols.

The Page Menu
Create New Page...: Adds o new poge (up to number 9999) to the

file; press [Return] to add a page after the last existing page.

Delete this Page: Deletes the current page.

Go To Page...: Changes the current poge to the page number you

enter.

Previous Page: Moves to the previous page.

Next Page: Moves to the next page.

First Page: Moves to the first page.

Last Page: Moves to the last page.

The Option Menu

[Note: each of the Set options affect the tools shown in the upper-right

corner of that Set dialog box.)

Set Line Width...: Lets you select the current line width from one to 15

in increments of two.

Set Line Pattern...: Lets you select the current line pattern. This only

affects the line tool when it has a width of one.

Set Line Endstyle...: Lets you select the current line endstyle. This only

affects the line tool.

Set Text Size...: Lets you select the current text size.

Set Text Style...: Lets you set the text attributes. You can select any or

all of the attributes.

Show Grid: Controls whether the grid is superimposed on the Editing

Window. A check mark appears beside the option when the grid is

visible.

.select which page is currently in the

editing window.

Making Musk

ScoreST is like a desktop publishing

program for music. The first thing

you'll want to do when creating a

new score is to lay out the page.

Decide on the margin widths and the

distance between the staves. Don't

forget to leave room for titles, page

numbers and copyright notices.

Fill the page with blank staff lines

before you acid music. Tricks and

Tips, below, describes one technique

for doing this. Now you're ready to

draw the musical symbols.

Most musical symbols are avail-

able within ScoreST, but some you'll

have to draw yourself using other

symbols. For example, drawing a

diagonal line through a grace note's

stem transforms it into an acciacca-

lura. A repeat sign is formed by

drawing two vertical lines, one thick

and one thin, and adding two dots.

Crescendo and decrescendo marks

(which look like stretched less-than

and greater-than signs) are drawn

using the Line Tool.

Figure 4 shows a typical page

from a score created by ScoreST and

printed on an Kpson dot-matrix

printer,

Drawing Beam Groups

beam groups are probably the most

difficult of all musical notation to

master. Beam groups are groups of

notes, often of similar time value,

joined together by one or more thick

lines at the ends of their stems. The

number of thick lines defines the

time value of the beamed notes and

is the same as the number of flags

that would appear on the notes'

stems if the notes were drawn

individually.

Beam groups are constructed

using the Beam and Line Tools and

notehead symbols. Noteheads are
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the stemless half and quarter note

symbols in the Symbol Palette. I've

found that the best way to to get the

steins to meet the beams is as

follows:

1. Draw noteheads representing

all the notes in the beam group.

2. Decide the angle of the beams

based on the vertical distance

between the first and last notes in the

beam group. Horizontal beams look

best.

3. Using the Line Tool, draw

stems on the first and last notes in

the beam group, making them long

enough to reach the location where

the beam will be drawn. This is the

difficult part, since you're trying to

intersect with a beam that hasn't

been drawn yet. Don't worry, the

stems can be fixed up later.

4. Using the Beam Tool, beam the

steins together starting with the

outermost beam.

5. Draw stems from the remaining

noteheads to the outermost beam

using the Line Tool.

You can select any symbol you're

not happy with and delete and

Tricks and Tips

To make score drawing faster and

easier, ScoreST offers a few aids and

shortcuts. First, holding down the

[Control] key while dragging con-

strains the mouse to horizontal or

vertical motion. Release the mouse

button before the [Control] key or the

symbol may snap to a different

location. This feature also comes in

handy when you want to squeeze

notes on a staff together or spread

them apart. Select the notes you

want to move using the Selection

Tool, then hold the [Control] key

down as you move the selected

objects horizontally. The symbols

seem to slide along "rails" formed by

the staff.

The arrow keys can also be used

to move any selected symbols. The

arrow keys alone move the selected

symbols by a distance equal to one-

half the space between lines on the

staff. In musical terms, this means

the up- and down-arrow keys

transpose the selected notes by a

semitone. The [Shift] keys in combi-

nation with the arrow keys move

selected symbols by the size of a

pixel, 1/72-inch.

You can delete the last symbol

created by pressing the [Delete] or

[Backspace] keys. Bear in mind that

this only works on the last symbol

created; pressing [Delete] five times

won't delete the last five symbols.

Use the clipboard to eliminate

repetitive symbol drawing. When
you begin a new score, draw a staff

line and fill in the key signatures.

Then copy the staff line you just

created into the clipboard. Fill the

page with staff lines from the

clipboard, and you've got a custom

page of blank sheet music, complete

with key signatures. If you're scoring

a long piece of music, you can paste

a copy of the blank page just created

onto a special page (with a page

number of, say, 9999). Whenever

you need to open a new page, copy

the contents of page 9999 into the

clipboard, then paste them onto the

new page. (Don't forget to delete

page 9999 after your score is fin-

ished.)

The best way to learn how to

create attractive scores is to examine

professionally typeset music for cues

on layout, placement and spacing.

Remember that the object is to

produce scores that are attractive and

easy to read.

Phil Comeau lives in the Ottawa,

Ontario area where he ivorks as

a softivare engineer. He wrote

the programJulia in the Novem-
ber issue ofSTART.
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Which
has the
greatest
speed,
elegance
and ease
of
handling?
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2. GFA BASIC 3.0™

you debug interactivly in the interpretive

mode. Just try that with a Porsche 928.

Sure, the Porsche 928 is unique. It is

designed for ihe independent spirit with

high performance requirements.

GFA BASIC 3.0 is perfect for expert

and first-time programmers alike. De-

signed Specifically for the computer it runs

on. GFA BASIC 3.0 enables you to easily

exploit all the special capabilities of your

Atari ST*".

Sure, the Porsche 92S handles like a

dream. But just try to get a handle on one

for only $139.95. From Antic Software,

$1 39.95 gets you GFA BASIC 3.0 and the

compiler.

Quite simply, nothing in the world

can write or compile your program
fasler, better, and easier than

GFA BASIC 3.0.

Of course, the Porsche 928 still looks

sexier than GFA BASIC 3.0. But we're

working on that

GFA BASIC, of course.

GFA BASIC 3.0 with Compiler...$ 139.95

upgrade from GFA BASIC 2.0 ....$ 69.95

Return original disk

Don't get left behind by the

fastest—BUY the fastest!

Sure, both are designed in Germany by

engineers dedicated to being the best. And
although Porsche has a truly enviable

record on the race track, only GFA BASIC
3.0

T
" can claim to be the fastest of its kind.

With over 300 commands and the ability to

substitute a single keyword for a screenful

of conventional code. GFA BASIC 3.0

boosts your programming speed like noth-

ing on wheels.

Once compiled, you have the fastest

running program you can write without

an assembler.

Faster than C. Faster than Pascal.

Faster than Modula 2.

And naturally, faster than any other

BASIC.
Even writing code is fast, because

GFA BASIC 3.0's remarkable smart editor

instantly cheeks your syntax as you enter

lines.

Sure, the Porsche 928 is the epitome of

automotive elegance and timeless design.

But it can't compile your program. Not

only will GFA BASIC 3.0 compile your

program, but you'll only have to compile

it once. That's because in GFA BASIC 3.0

Drive to your favorite

software dealer, or call

1-800-234-7001 now!

A
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Review

Diamond Back and Hard
Drive Turbo Kit
Two Handy Hard Drive Utilities

Y DAVID PLOTKIN, START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
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Diamond Back is

one of the most
flexible hard-
disk backup
programs
available. With
a solid, well-
written manual,
this is a good
package to

purchase.

Most people just don't bother to back up

their drives and hope for the best.

Bdikuc Restore LWiHN'l

<e Ci, "LHHflMED DISK"
10947584 total bytes; 3992576 bytes free 136SCJ.

254 files in 15 directories,
approxinate file space fragnentation = 0.BO*
approxinate free space fragnentation - 34.39'

MichTron's Hard
Drive Turbo Kit is

actually three
programs in one
box. There's a
very nice backup
utility combined
with the latest

version of
TuneUp in a
single menu bar,
plus M-Cache, a
write-through
disk cache. Nov/
if MichTron had
just included a
decent manual...

Hard drives arc abso-

lutely wonderful—
once you've tried

one, you can never

go back. Hard drives

are fast and store lots and lots of

data, but they're also cranky beasts,

as you know if you've read Dave

Small's series of articles on hard

drives in START. The biggest

problem with hard drives is that they

do store so much data. If a floppy

disk goes bad, it's bad enough, but if

your hard drive goes bad, you can

lose huge amounts of your work.

And hard drives do occasionally fail.

The "obvious" answer is to back

Lip your hard drive, that is, copy all

of the information on it to floppies

(or some other medium) periodi-

cally, so that if something does

happen, you won't have lost every-

thing. Unfortunately, backing up 20

or 40 or 80 megabytes of data to

floppies takes considerable time.

Moreover, since you can only fit

about 800K on a double-sided disk

drive, it also means many, many disk

swaps. The end result is that most

people just don't bother to back up

their drives and hope for the best.

Yes, I have been one ofthose

people.
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There are three approaches to

making hard-drive backup easier, so

that people will actually do it. The

first Is to move the data to the floppy

faster— Dave Small's Meg-A-Minute

Elite with Twister format addresses

this rather well. The second is to

move more data onto each floppy, so

that there are fewer disk swaps.

Compressing files with ARC or some

other scheme helps here, but

compressing the files slows the data-

transfer rate, so it's a trade-off

between speed and number of

floppies.

The last approach i s incremental

backups. Essentially, what you do is

to make one complete backup of

everything. After that, you periodi-

cally make an incremental backup—
that is, a backup which includes just

those files which have been changed

since the last backup. Since these

tend to be much smaller than a

complete backup and, therefore,

take little time, they are less onerous.

There is a special flag in a file's

attributes called the archive bit

which tells a properly written

backup program whether that file

has changed since the last backup.

What you end up with is the main

backup and a series of disks of

incremental backups. Of course, to

restore your hard drive, you must

begin with the main backup and

then successively restore from the

incremental backups. However, this

isn't too big a price to pay —

-

hopefully, you'll never have to

restore anyway.

DIAMOND BACK

With all this in mind, let's look at two

packages to help you work with your

hard drive. The first package is

called Diamond Back from Data

Innovations, Inc. This program can

back up your entire disk, back up

only selected directories or files and

compress and encrypt files. It has

sophisticated restore capabilities as

well.

The backup portion ofDiamond

Back presents you with a dialog box

that lets you choose which disk

partition you want to back up and

whether you want a full backup or

an incremental backup. There is an

option to back up just the files in the

directory selected or to back up files

in contained subdirectories as well.

You can also choose whether to

compress the files as you back up,

although this option slows the

backup process considerably.

However, Diamond Back uses an

efficient compression routine

(known as Lemple-Zev) which can

reduce the size of your files by 50

lector opens on the screen. You

select directories and whatever is

shown on the "Directory" line ofthe

file selector will be backed up. Even

more importantly, you can type in

filenames for backup, using wild-

cards such as "*" and "?". Thus, you

can back up just your .DOC files by

specifying '"".DOC" on the Directory

line. You can specify up to thirty

different drive partitions or paths to

back up and you can edit these paths

before you actually start the backup.

This flexibility is very nice to have.

Once you start the backup

process, you'll be prompted for

blank disks as needed. Diamond

Back only uses one drive for backup,

which is too bad if you have a two-

Although they have some similar capabilities,

Turbo Kit can do more than Diamond Back.

percent or more, so you may find it

worth using. For file security, you

can choose to encrypt your files. If

you do so, a password will be re-

quested. You are warned not to

forget yourpassword'because if you

do, your files will be useless.

You can have Diamond Back

format your disks with nine or ten

sectors, 80 or 81 tracks and regular or

Twister format. Ten sectors and 81

tracks will put more information on

the disk, but not all disk drives will

be able to read the disks (or write

them either, for that matter). I highly

recommend using Twister format,

since it's much faster. You can also

turn off write verify for the floppies,

which further speeds up the process

(at some small loss in safety).

The most unique feature of

Diamond Back is that you can

specify exactly what you want to

back up. When you select the drive

partition to back up, a GEM file se-

drive system. George Woodside's

Turtle (a shareware program very

much worth its small price) lets you

use both drives and it will alternate

between them if you wish. During

the backup, Diamond Back creates a

file listing which files which have

been backed up to the particular

disk. This is a very nice feature,

because then you know exactly

what's on a disk. It comes in very

handy with the Restore function.

Restoration Flexibility

II the unthinkable happens and you

must restore data from your backups

to the hard drive, Diamond Back is

helpful here too. The restore dialog

box lets you restore to any drive

partition, but you must tell the

program if the files are compressed

or encrypted. Oddly, the program

doesn't code this information on the

disk, so it can't tell; it's probably a

good idea to mark this information
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on the disk labels of yourbackup

disks. You can restore to a partition

thut is different from the original and.

in fact, you can choose to restore

from any partition/path of the

backup to any partition/path on the

hard drive. If a folder does not exist.

Diamond Back will create it. Up to

15 different pairs ol restore-source

and restore-destination paths can he

specified.

You must lie careful when you

have this much flexibility, however.

'Hie source path is moved to the

destination, including the source

folder. Thus, if you tell Diamond

Back to move A:\DOCS to C:\DOCS,

what you'll get is all ofthe A:\DOCS

files in C:\DOCS\DOCS! If you set

the option to restore to the specified

destination, everything in the source

( including files in subdirectories) will

end up in the specified destination

path.

You have the option to restore all

files, including those in subdirecto-

ries, or just the files in the specified

source. And you can choose to

restore just the specified files. Ifyou

do, then a dialog box appears in

which you can list the files you want

to restore. You can use wildcards

here to include a group of files with

one specification.

Diamond Back is a very powerful,

flexible program that does the job it

is intended to do and does it very

well. It comes with an excellent

manual and is highly recommended
— especially for its incremental

backup feature. This feature may

convince you to use Diamond Back

(of course, it doesn't matter how
good a backup program is if you

don't actually use it!).

HARD DRIVE TURBO KIT

MichTmn also produces a package

of hard-drive utilities called the f lard

Drive Turbo Kit. This package

includes a hard-drive backup-and-

optimizer combined in one program

called Toolkit. The other program in

this package is called M-Cache,

which provides a RAM cache for

your hard drive.

When you run Toolkit, you Lire

presented with a fully menu-driven

GHM program with quite a bit of

functionality. You can create a lisi ol

the disk contents, including the size,

date, time and filename of each file

on the disk and send the list to a

printer. Toolkit keeps a log of any

backups; this file is written to the

disk and can also be printed. You

also have the option of formatting

floppies, selecting from nine or ten

sectors, but without Twister format.

The contents of a file can be dis-

played in a window, though I'm not

sure what this function is doing in a

package of hard-drive utilities.

Another option you have is to

clone a complete directory ofone

MAKE
YOUR

COMPUTER
HAPPY

Rent software at

Wedgwood Rental

today!

TST

WEDGWOOD RENTAL
5316Woodway Drive

Fort Worth, Texas 76133
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partition (oanothcrcli.sk or partition.

Sub-options include replacing exist-

ing Tiles, updating the time a file was

modified and sorting filenames.

Again. I'm not sure how much use

this would be.

The Back-Up menu lets you make

a full backup of any partition or

specified path. Unlike Diamond

Mack, however, yon can only specify

a single path at any onetime, using

the "Path" icon.

Two types ofbackup writes can

be made: file-by-file or image

backup, where the "image" ofthe

hard drive is written to the floppies.

Image backups are faster, but do not

i >ptimize the file organization ofthe

hard drive and cannot be read by

anything other than the Restore

program. The file backup can be

made using either DOS or something

called TAR. The DOS file backup is

slow, but files can be read right oft

the backup disk (provided they

aren't saved across disks). TAR can

only be read by the Restore program.

but the backup process is much

faster (about the same speed as an

image backup).

Incremental backups are sup-

ported by Toolkit. In Toolkit, an in-

cremental backup analyzes the

condition of the archive bit to

determine whether the file has been

modified since the last save. There is

also "Back up by Date" which backs

up any files modified since the

specified date. Both incremental and

date backups may be DOS or TAR. I

don't know what would happen if

some of the incremental backups

were in one formal and some in an-

other— I wasn't brave enough to try

this.

When vou back up files, a special

file is written to each backup disk

which shows the files that were

backed up to that disk. This backup

listing can be printed or listed to give

you that information. Of course, you

can restore your files by selecting the

appropriate format under which the

files were stored (DOS or TAR).

Missing: One Manual

Toolkit has quite a number of

options available, including whether

to start filenames, copy hidden files

and system files (on the ST? ). over-

write files, segment files or update

the backup history. You can also set

the number of buffers, let the "Back-

up verify writes" and let the "System

verify writes." What does all this

mean? Well, I'll let you in on a

secret: I don't know exactly— and

this brings us to the manual.

Toolkit doesn't really have a

manual. Oh. there's a bunch of

paper stapled together and labeled

Manual," but it is absolutely worth-

less. None of the items in the drop-

down menus are explained, norwhy
you might want to use some of the
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and Video Tape for ST Beginners
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DIAMOND BACK

more arcane ones. You are left to

experiment to see what they do,

which is unacceptable with a hard-

disk backup program.

TuneUp Really Works!

The second portion ofToolkit is the

disk optimizer, formerly sold as a

separate package called "TuneUp."

When a hard drive is new, the files

you save to it are stored contiguously

on the disk. However, as files grow-

in size, are deleted and new files

added, they begin to fragment—
that is, they are scattered about on

the disk as GEM finds and uses

empty disk space wherever it finds it.

As the disk heads have to move

further and further to read the

fragmented sections of the file,

reading and writing to the file

becomes slower. This effect can be

quite significant on a hard drive

which has been in heavy use for

sometime. TuneUp unfragments

your files, and as much as possible,

ensures that they exist in contiguous

disk sectors. (A note to MichTron:

contiguous is not spelled conligous

— this is the second version of

TuneUp that has suffered from that

egregious misspelling.)

TuneUp also moves all of the free

space so that it is either at the begin-

ning or the end of the disk. If you

choose to optimize the disk for

reading, files are placed at the end of

the partition with free space at the

beginning. Optimizing for writing

reverses this order.

TuneUp can also analyze how
badly fragmented your disk is. This

is important, because it provides a

measure ofwhen it is time to opti-

mize your hard drive. Since optimiz-

ing can be a lengthy process, you

don't want to do it too often! It also

shows graphically how blocks of the

disk are used, and can even show

where on the disk a particular file is

located. You can also check the disk

structure to find any inconsistencies

or orphaned files. This last can be

fixed automatically by TuneUp.

TuneUp works best when there is

sufficient free disk space to hold the

largest program. It will still work if

there isn't sufficient room on the

disk, as long as there's enough

memory to hold that file, [fthere

isn't sufficient room in memory, then

the disk cannot be fully optimized.

M-Cadie

The second program on the Hard

Drive Turbo Kit disk is M-Cache. As

has been noted, hard drives are fast.

As fast as they are, though, RAM
memory is faster. That's one reason

that people use RAM disks, but RAM
disks have a problem: you have to

load anything you want to use into it

and you must remember to save

anything in the RAM disk to a real

disk (floppy or hard) before you turn

_amma-aa«j—m '-? wim.
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Level II

NEW version 1 .7 sequencers

If you haven't tried the KCS or Level II sequencers, then you don't

know just how fast and powerful a MIDI composition environment can

be. With full GEM support and an easy to use tape recorder simulation

you'll be amazed at how quickly and painlessly you can lay down your

ideas. Our interactive Open Mode gives more flexible structuring than

you can imagine.

KCS has more complete and varied editing capabilities than any

other sequencer on the market. Our unique Multl Program Environment

integrates up to 8 other compatible programs with KCS:: Over 30 MPE
modules are available including: TIGER (ferocious graphic editor), X-oR

(universal patch editor and system organizer)
,
T- W\*# flpTgs

BASIC (integrated MIDI programming language), mMMT§'» «9

HitMan (video production tool), and the Phantom MUSIC SOFTWARE
(SMPTE synchronizer).

uKit 040 oh reader service card
ck^-i yiiu ma 02m
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SQ44-ST
44 Megabyte
Removable
Cartridge
Hard Drive

899
Backup Sollware Iran Slal"-- Autotx»tifig. Ready

Shoe Box Case $899
2 Drive State IBM Style- 7' Wide x T l-tji x 15' Deep

Single Drive Case $919
Compact Size - Fits in a Brielcase

6' Wide x 275' htgti x 13' Deep

Under Monitor Case $929
2 Drive Capacity - Ready tor 2nd SCSI Drive

15"Wide x 3'High x 14.25" Deep - 95 Watts

Add a Seagate Hard Drive
49MB ST157N1, 28Ms $379
85Mb ST296N. 28 Ms $499

Floppy Drive installed 3.5" or 5.25" $99
External 3.5" DSDD Drive $139 .

Carter Graphics & Computers
21 Narttl Main Slreet - Logan. Utah 84321 Since (935

Frix: S:ipp'ig tKi Pre-RidGrdeis

Call (801)753-1399 to order

F'r ci'ig is Tor Cluv.O'cc* V.-;n VC avi.x COD At'juiited
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off the machine; otherwise every-

thing wil] be lost.

Disk caches set aside a portion of

memory for storage, just like a RAM
disk. Wheneveryou load informa-

tion from a real disk, the information

contained in the sectors you read are

retained in the cache. The next time

you go to read the disk, the cache

driver checks to see if what you want

is already in the cache. If not, then it

is read in from disk. If it is in the

cache, though, the information is

loaded from the cache much faster

than it could be loaded from disk.

The driver has a special algorithm!

that analyzes how often various

sectors of the disk are accessed and

keeps the most-used sectors in the

cache. The bigger the cache, the less

often you have to get information

from the real disk. When you write

to disk, this information is written to

the cache and also to the real disk

(this is called a "write-through"

cache) so that nothing is lost, You

can see the advantages over a RAM
disk,

M-cache can be run directly from

the desktop or inserted in an AUTO
folder. To configure it, you must run

a separate program, for which there

are no instructions in the manual.

Fortunately, you just answer the

questions as to which drives to cache

and the size of the cache in disk

sectors. Since most people have no

real conception ofhow big a disk

sector is, it is hard to answer that

question intelligently. Just hitting

return gives the default value of 200

sectors, which is about 100K.

And In Conclusion ...

The two packages discussed have

some similar capabilities, but Turbo

Kit can do more than Diamond Back.

Thus, which you should get really

depends on what you need. If you

feel you can use the cache program

and disk optimizer with a decent

(but poorly explained) backup

program, then Turbo Kit from

MichTron is an excellent choice. If

what you need is a solid, well-

documented, flexible hard-drive

backup program, then you can't go

wrong with Diamond Back.

David Plotkin is a START Con-

tributing Editor and a prolific ST

and Amiga author. Dave is also

a chemical engineer with Chev-

ron in hisfree time!

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Diamond Back $39 95,

Data Innovations, Inc., 644
Linn Street, Suite 219,
Cincinnati, OH 45203, |513)

241-4705.

CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE URD

Hard Drive Turbo Kit

$59.95. MichTron, 576 S.

Telegraph, Ponliac, Ml
48053,(3131334-5700.
CIRCLE IS! ON READER SERVICE CARD

Family Research Manager"

For both the novice and the professional genealogist,

this program offers powerful, easy to use capabilities

usually found in programs more than twice the price.

Some of the standard features include:

GEDCOM support • Sophisticated Record Selection

Functions • 65K persons + 65K marriages per db • No
limits on number of marriages or children (up to 65K) •

65K text per person • Source Notation • On-line help •

Optional Record IDs • Optional LDS fields • Automatic

parent links • 7 types of indices • Data Sheets • Family

Groups • 3, 4 and 5 generation pedigree charts • Built-

in report writer lets you add your own reports • Hard disk

or floppy, up to 2500 persons on a 720K disk • And
much, much more !

Runs on all Atari ST systems with TOS in ROM and

5 1 2K of memory. To order, send check or money order

for $74.95 (add $3.00 S & H in the U.S.- others, please

call, Ohio residents add 5.5% sales tax) in U.S. currency

Data Horizons, Inc.

2991 Stillmeadow Drive

Dublin, Ohio 43017

Questions? Call us at (614) 792-9029

Coming next month;
Ringing in the New Year: In the February 1 990 issue, START brings

you more great programs and features. Here are some highlights:

irom West Germany, Donald Maple

gives you a detailed report of the inner workings of TT TOS, the TT's

operating system.

On the START disk you'll find a hot

new version of the very popular CardSTak from Special Issue Number

Three. It's called Card STak Pro and it has all the reporting features

you could possibly want in a free-from database.

Also on next month's disk: A!

Doctor, a program that lets you explore the possibilities of artificial

intelligence with your ST.

look for these and more surprises from the February 1990

issue of START, on sale January 1.
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.Beats the heck out of
any other CAD for a
personal computer..."
Computer News, B.P....9/89

\Special! Christmas offer!/

Save $200.00 off retail price

>,Sv $195-°°
V thru Dec 31, 1989 -

ntt'.r041 (iS SEADfR SERVtCi CARD

Abacusiiiilil
Dept, S12 5370 52nd Street SE Grand Rapids, Ml 49512

Order Toll Free by calling

1-800-451-4319
When ordering, mention S 12 for

your special price of S195.00
BeckerCAD ST requires on St computer with TOS In ROM
and a minimum of 1 Meg of RAM (2 Meg recommended

for complex drawings) Double -sided Drive Required
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GDOS Printer
Drivers in
GFA BASIC

y Jim Burton

Use GDOS for high-qualify output with GFAGDOS.ARC
on Side I of your START disk.

When you think of graphics printouts on the ST, you

probably think of blocky, low-resolution screen dumps.

But now you can create those incredible high resolution

printouts created by such programs as Easy-Draw and

CAD-3D. The "secret" of these programs is that they use

GDOS, the ST's Graphics Device Operating System.

GDOS is a part of GEM that lets you access other

output devices besides the screen. Atari didn't include

GDOS with the rest of the ST's operating system so it

needs to be loaded from disk.

To run the program in this tutorial, you'll need GFA
BASIC 2.0 from the January 1989 issue of START.

GDOS.PRG and a .SYS printer driver (such as FX80.SYS).

Due to the special licensing agreement necessary to

distribute GDOS. w^e cannot provide these files on the

START disk. However, if you own Easy-Draw, DEGAS
Elite. CAD-3D 2.0 or one of many other ST programs that

provide GDOS then you already have it. (Although

these routines will work with GFA BASIC 3.0, if you're

using that language you already have built-in GDOS
routines available. See the GFA BASIC 3-0 manual for

details.)

One of Many

The ST's monitor screen is simply one of the many

output devices capable of showing graphics such as

circles, text, lines and fill patterns. With GDOS, it's

possible to "open" a device, such as the printer, and

Continued o)i page 96

GFA BASIC
Printer
Driver

y Ed Frank

Print it right, print it neat, print it just the way you want
with DRIVER.ARCon Side 1 of your START disk.

While the Atari ST line is compatible across the board,

printers are another story. How do you make sure that

users of your great new application are able to print out

decent hard copies of their reports? I work for a com-

pany that programs for the IBM-compatible market; they

solve the problem with a printer-driver utility that's a part

of a $20,000 compiler. The end user either picks from a

list of available printers or calls on us to make a custom

driver for them. The GFA BASIC Printer Driver has all of

the features of the "professional" driver utility, but is far

easier to use. Now you can be sure that your GFA BASIC

programs will work with virtually any printer.

A Printer Driver is ...

A printer driver is nothing more than a look-up table of

printer control codes. Every printer accepts special char-

acter strings to tell it to print in bold face, condensed

print and so forth. The GFA BASIC Printer Driver lets

you create lists of any printer's control codes and read

them into a set of previously defined GFA BASIC

variables. As a GFA BASIC programmer, you can now
treat printers in a standardized manner. As long as the

user has a compatible printer driver, you can be assured

that printer output will be acceptable.

The GFA BASIC Printer Driver is limited to controlling

text output, since graphic output control codes can vary

greatly from one printer to another. Besides, device

drivers are readily available for GDOS graphic output.

Continued on page 97
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PROGRAMMING IN BASIC

Figure 1 : This arc

was drawn on
the screen and
printed out on a
dot-matrix
printer via the

ST's built-in

screen-dump
function.

Figure 2: This arc

was printed on
the same printer

using GDOS, an
Epson-
compatible
GDOS driver and
the GFA BASIC
routines on your
START disk.

draw graphics to it at a much higher resolution than the

screen. Figure 1 shows a screen dump of an arc, and

Figure 2 shows a GDOS printout of an arc. The GDOS
version looks much better because the medium resolu-

tion screen measures 640-by-200 pixels, while the printer

driver's resolution is 960 by 1488!

To use GDOS printer drivers in your own programs,

boot this month's START disk; the START menu program

runs automatically. Click on Prepare, then select "Using

GDOS in GFA BASIC." The sample GDOS listings and

ASSIGN. SYS files will un-ARC directly onto the destina-

tion drive you specify. Create a new GDOS boot disk

with GDOS.PRG in the AUTO folder." Copy your printer

driver (FX80.SYS for Epson-compatible printers],

ASSIGN.SYS, GDOSPROC.LST, GFAGDOS.BAS and

GFABASIC.PRG to the root directory of the boot disk.

That's all you need to access the high-quality printing

capabilities of GDOS! But before we go any further, we

need to discuss the concept of "ASSIGN.SYS."

ASSIGN.SYS

Any ASCII file that gives GDOS information as the ST

boots up is called ASSIGN.SYS. Run your favorite word

processor or text editor and load ASSIGN.SYS from your

GDOS boot disk. You'll see the following:

Olp screen.sys

02p screen.sys

03p screen.sys

O-'ip screen.sys

21rrx80.sys

This is simply a list of device drivers for GDOS, On

each line is a device number, followed by a single-

character descriptor, followed by a filename. The first

four lines are the built-in screen drivers; the descriptor

"p" indicates that these are permanent. The last line,

with device number 21, is your printer driver. The "r"

stands for resident, which tells GDOS to load the printer

driver into memory at boot time and keep it there. If

you're using a printer driver other than FX80.SYS you

should change fx80.sys to the name of your driver— be

sure to keep 21r in front of the filename. If you make

any changes, save the ASSIGN.SYS file to disk as an

ASCII file.

Now. turn off your machine and reboot using the

GDOS boot disk. You should first see a message telling

you that GDOS is resident, then the GEM desktop. Run

GFABASIC.PRG, then load GFAGDOS.BAS. (Note: if you

have a hard disk it's best to experiment with your hard

disk turned off, since an incorrect ASSIGN.SYS file can

hang up your hard disk at boot time. When you're sure

GDOS is working properly, copy the files onto your boot

drive.)

GDOS Printer-Drivers Program

GFAGDOS.BAS is a program that prints three high-

resolution graphics to the printer: an elliptical arc, a

circle and a box with rounded corners. Before you run

the program, let's take a look at it.

@Openwork(21) calls a procedure that prepares or

"opens" the device. In this case the device number is 21,

which is defined in the ASSIGN.SYS file as the printer

driver. ©Openwork returns a number in the variable

Handle%, which helps GEM keep track of the current

device. ©Openwork also returns the maximum X and

Y coordinates of your printer in the variables Device-

width% and Deviceheight%. For the FX80.SYS printer

dri\er, these values are to 939 across the top of the

page and to 1,487 from the top to bottom.

@Set_writemode(Handle%,l) tells GEM how to

draw the graphics. The variable Handle% must be

passed to the procedure first, then a value that repre-

sents the drawing style we want. In this case, the 1

means to draw in replace mode, which is the normal

drawing mode.

The next seven lines set the various attributes lor the

graphics, such as line thickness and fill pattern. These

attributes must be given a value or they'll default to 0.

which in most cases isn't what you want.

@Drawcirtie(Handle%,200,300,100) draws a

circle. The X and Y coordinates are 200 and 300 and the

radius is 100. This will put the circle in the upper left

area of your paper.
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Figure 3: This

output from the
sample GDOS
program has a
resolution of 960
by 1488 even
though the

screen resolution

is only 640 by
200.

@DrawfilI(Handle%,200,300,l) fills in an area with

the till pattern defined by the attribute functions. The

values 200 and 300 are the starting point of the fill and

the I means the fill will stop when the color 1 is encoun-

tered. This will fill in the circle, starting in the middle

and stopping at the border.

@Drawellarc(Handle%,500,100,50,75,0,lH<'0)

draws an elliptical segment. The center is at 500, 100.

The X radius is 50 and the Y radius is 75. The is the

starting angle of the air, which is to the right of the

center point. Angles are passed in degrees times ten, so a

value of 1800 will cause this procedure to draw the arc

from to 180 degrees. Since the arc is drawn counter-

clockwise, the top half of an ellipse is drawn.

@Set_fillindex(Handle%,10) changes the fill

pattern for the next graphic and @Fillroundrect(Han-

dle%,450, 300,800,600) draws a filled rectangle with

rounded corners. The top-lefthancl corner rectangle will

be at 450, 300 and the opposite corner is at 800, 600.

The page will be sent to a temporary disk file; it won't

actually be printed out until the procedure

@Printwork(Handle%) is called.

Before the program ends @Closework(HandIe%)

closes the printer workstation, deletes the temporary file

and frees the memory buffer.

Making it Work

Before this program will work, you need to merge the

actual GDOS procedures. Position the cursor at the end

of the program, click on Merge and select

GDOSPROC.LST from the Item Selector. Running the

program should give you a printout similar to Figure 3-

There are many more GDOS procedures in the file

GDOSPROC.LST. They're fully documented so you can

begin using them immediately in your own programs—
study them and experiment! Remember to close the

device with @Closework( ) when you're finished.

Jim Burton lives in Great Falls, Montana, where he

is television news production directorfor KRTV.

This is hisfirst programfor START.

GFA Basic Printer Driver (continuedfrom page 95)

{Editor's Note. See this issue's companion "Programming

in BASIC" column on GDOS and GFA BASIC if you want

to use GDOS in your program.)

Running the Program

To run GFA BASIC Printer Driver, boot this month's

START disk; the START menu program runs automati-

cally. At the main screen, click on Prepare, then select

"GFA BASIC Printer Driver." The program will un-ARC

directly onto the destination disk you specify. You will

find the files DRIVER.PRG, DRIVER.LST, DRLOAD.LST.

DRIVERH.RSC. DRIVERM.RSC and several files with a

".PDX" extension. GFA BASIC Printer Driver was written

in GFA BASIC 2.0 and runs in either medium or high

resolution. DRIVERH.RSC (high resolution) or

DRIVERM.RSC (medium resolution) must be in the same

folder as DRIVER.PRG.

Double-click tin DRI\TR.PRG. When GFA BASIC

Printer Driver finishes loading, you'll see the title screen.

Click on the exit bar or press [Return] to bring up the

main menu.

Menu Options

CREATE: Click on CREATE to bring up the Printer

Parameters dialog box. Here you can enter the control

codes for a particular printer in decimal, hexadecimal or

character format, depending on the display setting. A
separate line is provided for most of the major functions

of the average dot-matrix printer.

To enter a code, select the appropriate line by using

the cursor arrow keys or by clicking on the line with the

mouse. The usual GEM editing functions are supported

([Esc] to clear a line, [Backspace] and [Delete] to remove

characters). Separate the control codes with commas as I
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PROGRAMMING IN BASIC

A printer driver is no more than a look-up table of printer control codes.

delimiters. For example, type in "ESC," (without the

quotes) if that is your printer's code lor reset.

Some codes, such as page length, quite often require

a numerical value to be entered after the control string.

Rather than convert this number into hex or character

code, you can enter a decimal value by preceding it with

the number sign ( = ). An 11-inch page setting in hexa-

decimal might therefore look like this; "1B,.43,00,#1 1".

This works only in hex or character display mode, since

it's unnecessary in decimal mode. You aren't required to

fill in every line with codes; in fact, you might like to

enter the commands for other functions on otherwise

unused lines, such as ringing the printer's bell or clearing

ii, buffer.

At the top of" the Parameters box is a line for the

printer driver's name. This is restricted to eight charac-

ters, since it will also be the name of the driver file. GFA

BASIC Printer Driver will append the default extension

of ,PI)X when the file is saved. Click on the SAVE button

to save the driver and return to the main control panel.

The driver file will be saved in the folder indicated by

the SEARCH PATH option, described below. If a driver

— PRINTER PARAMETERS — ' Printer Hane: EPSDtL.PDX

Subscript On: ESC, S, SOU
Line Feed; LF.

Forn Feed: FF

Page Length! ESC.CNUL, YT

yja/Suacr Off: ESC.T

Hide On! ESC,U,S0H_ _

Bold On: ESE,E
Bold Off: ESC,F __
Dbl Strk On: ESC, 6

Db 1 Strk Off: ESCH

Draft: ESC, I, SDH

1Z cpi: ESC,:

1? cpi: SI

S Ipi: ESC, 2

B Ini: FSC.R

Rt. Margin I: ESC, X, SDH, a

Underline Off! ESC,-,N0I
Rt. Margin ll ESCXS0H,P

QUIT RESTORE ACCEPT l,
|

GFA BASIC Printer Driver makes it easy to customize your
GFA BASIC programs to print text on virtually any printer.

Now, that custom database manager you've written can
be easily adapted to take advantage of almost any
custom print function available.

file with the same name exists in that path, it will be

renamed with a filename extender of .BAK. Click on

RESTORE to erase all of the entries. Click on CANCEL to

exit to the main menu without saving the driver.

EDIT: Select this button to open the OEM Hem

Selector to choose a printer driver to edit. The Parame-

ters box will appear with the control codes displayed in

the chosen mode. This is an easy way to create a new

driver, since many printers use similar codes for certain

functions. Save the modified driver under a different

name. In the EDIT mode, the RESTORE button will

restore the codes as they were prior to any changes.

DELETE: this choice opens an Item Selector in the

folder chosen by the SEARCH PATH option and lets you

delete any file.

HARD COPY: Click on this button to choose either a

printout of a driver's parameters or fur performing a print

test of the current driver. If you choose to print a driver's

parameters, the Item Selector will appear. Choose a

driver file and click on OK. The printout is in the same

formal us the Parameters screen and is a convenient way

to document drivers.

If you choose to test the current driver, GFA BASIC

Printer Driver will make a two-page print-out using most

of the control codes of the current driver. This will let

you spot any errors or conflicts in the codes. Both of

these 1 IARD COPY alternatives will work on 80-column

printers.

SEARCH PATH: This lets you choose the path for

saving your drivers. It will display the current path and

you can choose a default path or enter a new path. The

exit buttons let you choose from any of the three dis-

played paths.

DISPLAY MODE: Click on one of the three buttons to

present parameters in hexadecimal, decimal or character

format.

MAKE ACTIVE: The active driver's codes will be

used during any printer output from within GFA BASIC

Printer Driver, Click on this box to select a driver. The

program changes the filename extender of the active

driver from ,PDX to .PDA and all other drivers in the

same folder are renamed with the .PCX extension.

Drivers in different folders can be made active, but only

the active driver in the Present Path (as designated by

the SEARCI i PATH option) will be used for HARD
COPY.

SAVE SETTINGS: Click on this button to write the

path and display settings to a disk file named

DRIVER.CFG, This file must reside in the same folder as

DRIVER.PRG itself. The SAVE SETTINGS command

does this automatically. When GFA BASIC Printer Driver

is firsi run, it creates the configuration file with the

current drive and decimal display as defaults. Your saved

settings will become the defaults the next time you run

GFA BASIC Printer Driver.
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We hope programmers will see DRIVER.PRG as a standard in printer drivers.

Using Printer Drivers

DRLOAD.LST will work with Liny version of GFA BASIC.

The file DRLOAD.LST is an easy way to make use of the

drivers created with GFA BASIC Printer Driver. Merge

DRLOAD.LST into your GFA BASIC program Cany

version) and call Get_driver as a subroutine prior to any

priming. The driver with the .FDA extension will be

read into a series of string variables, named lo be easy to

remember and use. See the accompanying table for

details. To turn wide print on, for instance, simply write

Lprint Wideon$;. Lprint WideoffS; will [urn off wide

print. The string variable names can be changed to suit

your needs or if there are already variables with the

same names. Your program listing will be more read-

able, however, if the driver variable names are somehow-

related to the printer functions they call.

Driver Loader Variable Table

PARAMETER VARIABLE

Align (Reset) AlignS

Line Feed LinefS

Form Feed FormfS

Page Length PagcIS

[talk Print On ItalonS

Italic Print Off ItalolTS

Hold Print On BoldonS

Bold Print Off BoldolTS

Double Strike On DblonS

Double Strike Off DbloffS

Underline On UndronJ

Underline Off I'ndroffS

Right Margin 1 RtmarlS

Subscript On SubonS

Superscript On Supon!

Sub/Superscript Off SnbolTS

Wide Print On WideonS

Wide Print Off WideoffS

NI.Q On Nlq$

Draft On Drafts

10CP1 CpilOS

12CPI Cpi 1 2S

17 CPI Cpil7$

6 Lines/Inch Lpi6S

X Lines Inch LpiXS

Right Margin 2 Rtmar2$

When you create

a printer driver

with GFA BASIC
Printer Driver,

the program
saves all of the

settings into a
special file.

Merge
DRLOAD.LST into

your GFA BASIC
program and
call the proce-
dure Get driver

early in your
program. This

will search for a
driver with the

extension .PDA
and load it into

memory. Each
printer attribute

has its own pre-

assigned
variable whose
value is set

when the driver
is loaded. Then
you simply use
the variable to

send a code to

the printer.

Easy, huh?

Additional Notes

The driver files created by GFA BASIC Printer Driver are

stored in decimal characters and can be easily modified

with Liny text editor that supports ASCII format. The

parameters are written in the same order of the Parame-

ters box with individual codes separated by commas

within any given line. A \'cw sample drivers are included

to help get you started.

(There's no reason why GPA BASIC Printer Driver

cannot be used with daisy-wheel or serial printers,

although I haven't tested it with either.)

You'll find that each printer has its own idiosyncra-

sies. Even if two printers are claimed to be Epson/IBM

compatible, there most likely will be small but important

differences between them. Some printers have a

separate top-of-form command, while others support

only a full reset. It's Impossible to combine certain print

modes on some printers, such as bold print and con-

densed (17cpi) print. You can get around these conflicts

with creative control codes and pessimistic program-

ming.

For example, instead of sending a simple Lprint

AJign$; lo set the top-of-form, you can add commands

lo he sure that any previously sent settings will still be in

effect, Lprint Align$; Cpil2$;BoIdon$;. for example,

will set the top-of-form, 12cpi and bold print. Double-

strike print will often work in conjunction with print

modes that refuse to operate with bold print.

To make your programs compatible with as many

printers as possible, you'll find it best not to combine too

man> r print characteristics at once and to cancel them

and reset any original values when they're no longer

needed.

We hope GFA BASIC programmers will see

DRIVER.PRG as a new standard in printer drivers, and

that they will support this format. You may use the code

to load a printer driver (DRLOAD.LSD in any program

you write (commercial or public domain) provided the

Antic copyright notice remains on the program. Addi-

tionally, any printer driver you create using DRTVER.PRG

may be freely distributed. End users: after you create a

printer driver, make sure the file extension is .PDA. Now

you can use your printer driver with any program that

uses the DRTVER.PRG standard.

Ed Frank lires in New Loudon, New Hampshire.

This is bisfirsl programfor START.
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Review

ST Pictascan

Convert Your Printer into an Image Scanner

BY BARON SEKIYA

Pictascan is small—about the size of a matchbox—and fits on top of the printer head, A one-inch "finger" extends
from the box to the image to be scanned.

A drawing pops out of my printer

—

but wait!— it wasn't printed out, it

was scanned. With Pictascan from

E. Arthur Brown, I was able to turn

my printer from an output device to

an input device. Pictascan is a scan-

ner that plugs into the joystick port

on your ST to let you import images

from photos and drawings into

DEGAS .PI3 format. The package in-

cludes mounting hardware for the

unit, software to drive it and a

manual.

The Hardware

Pictascan's main housing Is a

matchbox-sized metal box with a

one-inch finger that sticks out to

lightly contact the artwork during

the scan. The unit rides on top of

your printer head as it sweeps over

photographs, drawings and other

images. The tip of this finger con-

tains both Pictascan's "eye" and a

tiny light source to illuminate the

scanned material. On the bottom of

the unit is a removable bracket to at-

tach Pictascan to the printer head.

Installing Pictascan is easy. A
clamp rides the printer head of my
Star SG-10 printer and Pictascan at-

taches to the clamp. The clamp is

made to attach to almost any printer

head. The manufacturer also sup-

plies a little plastic piece that can be

glued onto the printer head to pro-

vide a sturdier bracket mount. Don't

worry though, Pictascan won't be

permanently glued to your printer
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I he Pktascan unit rides on top of your printer head as it sweeps over an image.

On the right is a black-and-white photo scanned with Pktascan; to the left is the result of that scan. The complete
image took up a whopping 250K of memory, but the image is easily cropped and saved in DEGAS .PI3 format for
a more manageable size-

head—the bracket detaches from

the plastic piece easily.

Attached to the back of the unit is

a coiled cable approximately five

feet long that plugs into the joystick

port. If you own a 1040STF/520STFM,

I recommend that you use a joy-

stick extension cable to save you

the trouble of lifting your ST every

time you have to plug or unplug the

cable.

The Software

The Pictascan disk consists of PIC-

TASCAN.PRG, the program file, a set

of .CNF printer drivers to control

the scanning unit and a sample RAW
DATA picture file.

The .CNF file lets the scanner

read the full width, center half, left

half and right half of the page. This

is important since you may only

want to scan part of a page; and you

can even use a 15-inch wide printer

to scan material if you have some-

thing large to scan. The Pictascan

program doesn't use GEM windows,

so you can't access any desk acces-

sories.

The Scan Unit

Pictascan's scan unit has three con-

trols: an on/off switch, a stippling

adjustment and a sensitivity adjust-

ment. You'll need a jeweler's screw-

driver to adjust stippling and sensi-

tivity on the unit via two small holes

in the unit's top. (I think it would

have been better if two control

knobs had been used instead of the

tiny screws buried in the unit. Even

with a jeweler's screwdriver, the ad-

justment is difficult.)

Run the program, turn on the

scan unit and load in the .CNF file

for the portion of the page you want

scanned. A click on the Send Initiali-

zation button sends the necessary

codes to your printer. Pictascan's

program also lets you customize

.CNF files for your printer and the

documentation is very clear on how
to do this.

The manual presents a walk-

through for your first scan and

recommends that you use a newspa-

per photo as your guinea pig. (A

newspaper photo is easily scanned

because it's made up of dots.)

Scanning line-art is fairly easy. ^
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I he Pictascan program doesn't use GEM windows, so no desk accessories.

This one-dollar
bill shows what
Pictascan can
do with line art.

The quality is

markedly bet-
ter than what
you get when
you scan photo-
graphs.

M*^...„^_-
r^j^

Turn the stippling control off and

run a few test scans to adjust the

sensitivity. Scanning continuous

tone art, such as photographs, is

trickier since you must adjust the

stippling control for the desired ef-

fect. Too much stippling can turn

your photo into an indecipherable

mess, while too little stippling will

leave out most of your picture's de-

tails. Half-toned photos like news-

papers and magazines reproduce

better since the grey areas are just

dot patterns.

It takes Pictascan about 15 lk

minutes to scan a 7 !/2-by-5-inch area.

For a 5-by-5-inch area it takes about

6 lk minutes to scan. That's one of

the reasons you have configuration

files so that you don't scan any more

than you need.

Data Files

Since Pictascan scans at over 300

dots-per-inch, your RAW DATA file

may be over 250K in size! There's a

lot of picture information in that

file. Your next step is to size and

crop the data file into your final

DEGAS picture.

By switching between two full-

screen pictures, one for the RAW
DATA and one for the DEGAS pic-

ture file, you crop what you want to

save. Here's where the power of the

software lets you control how you

want the final picture file to look.

You control the image's size, bright-

ness, cropping and distortion. All of

the work is done with the mouse.

When you're finished you can save

both the RAW DATA and DEGAS file

to disk.

Scanning Tips

Since Pictascan has a nasty habit of

firing a dot at the start and end of

each pass, I suggest you remove

your printer's ribbon when scan-

ning. Pictascan does this to let you

know what area is being scanned,

but I could do without the marring

of my photos. In fact, I discon-

nected the electronic signals to the

printer head so it wouldn't fire any

pins at all.

Pictascan's eye may get caught on

your artwork near the edges so cus-

tomize your .CNF files so this won't

happen.

Many photographs and magazines

have slick backings that make
friction-feed through your printer

nearly impossible sometimes. If you

have an adjustable tractor-feed you

can make your own sprocket holes

in the edge of your artwork. Just use

a hole puncher with some computer

paper as a guide to align the

sprocket holes. I've used this with 8-

by-10 prints and it works fine.

I found that the shareware pro-

gram MegaMatic doesn't work with

Pictascan. This is probably due to

some problem with its printer

spooler. The scanned image went

into a stair-step pattern that made

straight vertical lines look like the

teeth on a buzz saw. If you have a

printer spooler it may cause similar

problems.

Should You Buy?

If you're looking for a low-cost way

to scan pictures into DEGAS files,

Pictascan is a wise alternative to a

$1,000 flat-bed scanner. You also

don't need to own video equipment

to scan an image. Keep in mind,

however, that Pictascan only scans

in black-and-white.

The quality of images produced

through Pictascan depends on what

kind of image you're scanning in the

first place. Buy it if you want to scan

line art {Pictascan does this very

well); better software is needed for

photo.

Baron Sekiya lives in Hono-
lulu, Hawaii where he is a
photojournalist. This is his

first reviewfor START.

ST-Pictascan, $149.95. E.

Arthur Brown Co., 3404
Pawnee Drive, Alexandria,

MN 56308, (612)

762-8847.
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BetaCAD
BY DAVE EDWARDS

that they're the panacea for all our

a imputing woes: just point and click

and all your software concerns are

vanquished. This being the case, it

always surprises me when 1 see "Tips

and Hints" for many programs advo-

cating the use of keyboard equiva-

lents to select commands instead of

icons or menus.

In the old days of computing, we
would always use two hands, but

now it seems that computers have

become "one-hand bandits." In the

CAD area, there's a constant debate

over speed and ease of use, as if the

With BetaCAD,
it's very easy to

draw very
accurate objects

with very little

effort. You may
occasionally
wish for other
commands not
included in

BetaCAD, but
you should
almost always
be able to create

the objects you
need.

two subjects were mutually exclu-

sive. BetaCAD is a new low-end

CAD program that does a wonderful

job of bridging this seeming barrier.

Enter BetaCAD

BetaCAD is a unique program in

many ways and at first threw this old

CAD pro for a loop. I have become

used to seeing CAD software that

always seems to run in the same

way. This program takes a com-

pletely different approach to CAD—
and a very refreshing one. Many of

the "normal" CAD commands were

missing, but it wasn't until after I had

had several phone conversations

with the author did I discover the

real beauty of BetaCAD. His conten-

tion is that you really only need a

few commands to get the job done

and that the problem with most CAD
programs is the sheer number of

commands that do exactly the same

thing in slightly different ways.

I wholeheartedly agree. It was

nice to see a CAD program not de-

signed as if it has to compete feature

for feature with every other program.

This streamlined approached makes

BetaCAD very easy to learn; the end

result is that your drawings are done

in very short order.

The commands are chosen by

holding down the left, right or both

mouse buttons and selecting a letter

on the keyboard. The commands are

referenced by their letter and button

combination, i.e., L2 for "L" and the

right mouse button. This method

keeps both hands going and makes

for very fast drafting. A complete list

ofcommands is included with the

program so that learning these com-

binations comes very quickly. The

commands can also be accessed

through pop-up menus, but the

menus stay nicely nut of the way
until you need them.

As far as command selection,

BetaCAD had just about every con-

struction command you'll every need

— and a few surprises. Commands

use two different modes of opera-
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BETA CAD

lion, cither point or entity. Point

mode uses "points" for all of its

functions and entity mode uses

complete objects. To place most

objects, you'll locate points that will

define the object. There are a variety

of ways to place points separately or

they can be created at key locations

on objects (i.e., the endpoints of

lines). I found it very easy to draw

veiy accurate objects with very little

effort. At times, I did find that 1

wanted to use other commands not

included in HetaCAD, but I always

found a way to create the objects i

needed.

Standard Commands Plus

BetaCAD has all the standard

commands such as lines, points, arcs,

circles and so on. Construction

options include trimming, scaling, ro-

tation, etc. The really unique thing

about BetaCAD was the number of

f
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TIGER

"A music
program
for the rest

of us."

/ Object Oriented

/ Step Time Recor.

/ 384 PPQ Resoluti.

Dr.Tfs
220 Boylston St.

Chestnut Hill, MA |
02167
(617) 244-6954

commands used to change existing

elements. For example, after placing

a line you can change its angle or

length. You can alter dimensions by

just dragging the endpoints to new

locations. Other commands include

spline, angular dimensions and

shrinkage.

What is shrinkage used for?

BetaCAD is one of the few programs

written specifically for mechanical

design (although any kind ofCAD
can be done with it). The shrinkage

command is great for engineers doing

designs to be molded in plastic or

metal. Shrinkage is always a factor is

these designs and now there's finally

a CAD program that makes it easy to

insure parts are the correct size. In

other programs, you have to scale

parts by a factor and then rescale

them using the reciprocal. BetaCAD

does all the calculations for you.

One of the hottest features of

BetaCAD is the "BetaBar." This is a

bar that shows up whenever a key

input is needed. You can enter

numbers without hunting for them

on the keyboard, but more than that,

the BetaBar stores various values

used in the drawing and lets them be

called up again. For example, say

that you've just drawn a box and that

now you need a line the same length

as one of the sides. Instead of in-

quiring as to the line's length, you

can "load" the BetaBar by selecting

the points on the screen; now, this

value is available when placing the

new line oreven when dimension-

ing.

Another feature that should get

rave reviews is BetaCAD's ability to

create side views of an object. Points

can be placed projected from one

view onto another section of your

drawing. This gives you a simple

and accurate way to define the

objects in another view of your

project.

1 really enjoyed BetaCAD because
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it had all the "power" features of the

more expensive programs, but left

out many redundant commands that

can just get in the way. Many com-

mands were a total surprise for a

program of this level. You can really

tell that a great deal of time went into

determining just which commands

were needed. The user interface,

although not as fancy as, say,

DynaCAD, showed much thought

BetaCAD
commands are
chosen by
holding down
the left, right or
both mouse
buttons and
selecting a letter

on the key-
board. This

method keeps
both hands
going and
makes for very
fast drafting.

and should make an experienced

user very fast indeed.

Hard Copy Output and the

Manual Output from BetaCAD is

done mostly to dot-matrix printers

and the program does a good job of

printing. The image can be printed

based upon standard sheet sizes or

by setting a drawing's scale. This

program is designed for the very

low-end user, so support for laser

printers is neither provided nor

deemed necessary. There are,

however, plotter drivers available for

Hewlett-Packard and Zericon

plotters. The choice of supporting

the Zericons is a good move, lie-

cause they are some of the least

expensive plotters available. Once

again, streamlined is the code word

for output.

One of the things I would like to

see changed about BetaCAD is the

manual. Kven though I did get an

updated version while I was review-

ing the program, I felt it could have

been better organized for the

beginning user. The overview in the

front is good, but then it goes

immediately to a command reference

section listing all of the commands

and finishes up with a tutorial. I

would rather have seen each com-

mand demonstrated in a tutorial and

new commands discussed as the

tutorial progressed. A big plus for

c^crr

INVENTORY CONTROL . . .

at CASH REGISTER PRICES! 1

BAR CODE + PLUSH!.'!!!!!!!

CRICIT is an integrated Cash Register &
Inventory Contro l package. For the price of a cash
register, you can own the complete Bar Code Ready
CRICIT System.

• Complete cash register functions
• Flexible inventory control for 65,500 products
• Daily, period and yearly reporting
• Price/product labels with optional bar code
• Reads bar code directly from packaging
• Coupon issue and redemptionffixed or % of sale)

Customized receipts, inventory and reporting
• Ready-to-mail purchase orders with automatic
re-order calculation

• Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks

• Mailing lists in list and label formats
• Lay-aways, auto-discounts, stock searches
• Categories, departments, non- stock items
• Between- store reporting via modem
User-friendly error correction and training manual

$249 U.S. / $299 CDN
Demo disk is available

for $7 U.S./ $9 CDN
Nice & Software
103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario

Canada N2C IWI
(5/9) 744-7380 Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Welcome
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The Hard Disk Specialists

ICD's FAST Hard
Drives Include
A Built In Clock,
Fan, and Power
Supply, And Are
Totally Expandable!
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AS LOWAS $499!

FAST 3.5" Drives

ICD's FAST System

FAST 5.25" Drives

20 MB 28ms $545
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BETA CAD

BetaCAD is that every command in

the program has an example given

— and a file. This makes it easy to

learn each command. I only wish

the commands were in a different

order.

Additionally, since nobody

designs in isolation, it would he nice

to have a translator to DXF (Auto

CAD format). It would also have

been nice if BetaCAD had provided a

file format document, so that you

could easily write programs to create

files lo input into the ASCII BetaCAD

database.

Conclusion

Thi.< s the way I like to see program-

mers write: get in and get out! No-

body wants to be a slave to a CAD
system. CAD should be used as a

tool to "hard line" a product design,

not to produce the final product. Be-

taCAD does a great job of giving the

user just the commands needed with-

out getting in the way of the design

process. BetaCAD should be com-

mended for taking such a noble

stand. This is a great program for

quick and easy CAD design and is

highly recommended, especially for

engineers. By the way. BetaCAD

was written entirely in GFA BASIC

which really surprised me— for a

program of this power, you'd think it

would have been written in C.

Surprise, surprise!

Dave Edwards is START'S resi-

dent CAD expert. He is also a

MIDI consultant, professional

drummer and managing editor

of "The MIDI Insider, The MIDI
Power User's Newsource.

"
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BetaCAD $99.00. Beta-

CAD, 31 Millard Road, North

Atrleboro, MA 02760, (508)
695-9175.
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Journey to

the Old West in

search ofthefabled
LOSTDUTCHMANMINE!

Enter the town of Goldfield to buy food and supplies. Play poker in the saloon,

read the local news, or visit the bank, jail, livery, doctor or assay office.

Out in the desert, you can fish in the river, pan for gold, and explore over 100
abandoned mines and caves. Freezing nights, scorching days, rattlesnakes, bandits

and renegade Indians are a constant threat. Features digitized sound, fabulous

graphics and animated sprites.

Available for: Amiga, Atari ST, IBM CGA/EGA/MCGA & Tandy. Suggested Retail: $49.95.
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of Your Printer With

UltraScript
ST & ST-1

PostScript® Language Compatible Interpreter

Upgrade your ATARI®
personal computer system

with PostScript language

printing capabilities

Access a wide variety of

PostScript applications with

UltraScript ST

Achieve the professional

typeset look you want by
choosing from the same
typefaces offered in most
popular PostScript printers

Add PostScript compatible

fonts as you need them

Break the PostScript price

barrier; UltraScript ST is

available for just $179. Ul-

traScript ST-1 is available for

just $229.

Available at your local

ATARI dealer or order
direct from:

IMAGEN Corporation
P.O. Box 58101
Dept. USST
Santa Clara, CA
95052-8101

Or call:

800/635-3997
or
408/9869400

IMAGEN
A QMS Company

cittii 03i os mm sehvicem

UltraScript ST Supports:

-MECA 2™ and MECA4™

-SLM804™ laser printer

1 6 Typefaces including:

Lucida®, Lucida Sans,

Lucida Sans Typewriter,

Lucida Hebrew, Lucida

Symbol, Courier Roman
and Symbol

UltraScript ST 1 Supports:

Atari Personal Computer
Systems with at least

one megabyte of memory
(including the 1 (MOST™,
Mega 2, Mega 4 and the

520ST™with a 1/2 megabyte
to upgrade)

27 Typefaces including:

The Lucida Family, plus

Times, Helvetica and Courier

The following printers:

HP® DeskJet"™, and Plus,

HP LaserJet™ Series II

Epson® FX, LX, LQand
compatible Dot Matrix Printers,

!8M©Proprinter,

IBM Graphics printer
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CYBER TEXTURE 111

The Object Raster Master
by David Ramsden

Turn your DEGAS or NeoChrome
pictures, or CYBER PAINT anima-

tions into CAD-3D objects with

CYBER TEXTURE. Imagine a

DEGAS picture pasted around a

CAD-3D object—with CYBER
TEXTURE, you can do it! It even

includes a mobius strip! And with

CYBER CONTROL, CYBER TEX-
TURE objects can be animated for

mind-boggling f/x!

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM, a color

system, CYBER STUDIO, and a

source of low-resolution color images

compatible with DEGAS or

NeoChrome (such as CYBER
PAINT). CYBER CONTROL is

recommended for animating objects;

CYBER PAINT is recommended for

animating surfaces.

ST0263 $49.95

CYBER SCULPT 11

The Advanced 3D
Modeling Tool""

by Tom Hudson

Create the most fantasic shapes

imaginable with CYBER SCULPT
—the mouse-controlled, 3D solid-

object modeler featuring sophisti-

cated tools previously found only

on high-end workstations. CYBER
SCULPT adds push, pull, twist,

and bend tools to the basic spin

and extrude features found on

CYBER STUDIO. The possibilities

have now become endless!

CYBER SCULPT includes

cross-sectional modeling for shapes

like boat and airplane hulls, or di-

mensional topography. Varible

magnification, spline path extrude

and spin are only a few of the

many sophisticated options. More
include: object distortion; vertex

pulling; magnetic distortion;

cross-sectional model crea-

tion; complex and simple

extrude with end-

capping; 3D mirror-

ing; 3D primatives;

and 2D/3D coordi-

nate display.

Requires: 1 Mega-

byte RAM and

CYBER STUDIO
ST0255 $89.95

CYBER CONTROL 11

The CAD-3D motion

control language

by Tom Hudson

Create animations automatically in

hours that would normally take

days. Expand and enhance your

ST graphics universe with this ani-

mation scripting language that

locks into any CAD-3D 2.0 feature.

Write your own BASlC-like pro-

grams'with CYBER CONTROL""
using CAD-3D as a "graphics en-

gine." Just start the program and

walk away—your ST and CYBER
CONTROL will do all the work!

Requires: CYBER STUDIO
ST0250 $59.95 NOW $49.95

\Ql'H'POXi only1

$119 /j

ORDER NOW
TOLL-FREE
800-234-7001

a/Visa Orders Only All 50 Slat

THE CATALOi



ST Cyber Graphics

CYBER PAINT** 2.0

The pro animation studio

by Jim Kent

This program does it all! CYBER
PAINT 2.0 is an animation system;

a time-oriented paint program; a

"eel" (celulloid) animation pro-

gram; and a digital optical printer.

CYBER PAINT 2.0 contains all

the standard paint tools—box,

brush, rubber, line, fill, etc.—but

adds the dimension of time anima-

tion. Images spin and glide around

the screen like a magic carpet.

Special features include a pixel f/x

menu; palette change per frame

and cut & paste color range; and an

automatic traveling mask. All

these features make CYBER PAINT
2.0 the fastest possible way to

create professional looking

animations.

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM & Color

Monitor (Upgrade from CYBER
PAINT 1.0 $25.00 plus original disk)

ST0251 $79 .95 NOW $69.95

Two frames of CYBER STUDIO animation v

The saint two frames are sho'.vii below Ihrn

ithout CYBER PAINT enhancement.

, after a CYBER PAINT touch-up.

CYBER PRINT
Great color prints from

an affordable printer --

DEGAS", NEC-chrome*, CYBER,
and even SPECTRUM 512!

by Larry Bergan

At last! Color printouts of SPEC-

TRUM 512, pictures! Fabulous,

full color, accurate, detailed,

beautiful pictures, all from the low-

cost Okimate 20 printer.

If you need color printouts,

CYBER PRINT makes the Okimate
20 the only choice. Three years of

ongoing development has pro-

duced the best printing combina-

tion available for under $5,000:

CYBER PRINT, the Okimate 20,

and your ST.

CYBER PRINT prints in three

sizes; up to 32 pictures per page.

Join individual pictures together

invisibly into montages of incred

ible detail. No matter which paint

software you use, CYBER PRINT is

the hardcopy solution!

Requires: 1 megabyte RAM, a color

system, and an Okimate 20 printer

ST0264 $49 .95 NOW $39.95

ORDER NOW
TOLL FREE
800-234-7001

"Antic's CAD-3D 1 '"
is one of the best

programs I've seen for the Atari ST*

or anything else."

—Jerry Pournelle

BYTE MAGAZINE _r^v_
ylBEST'S
ZSELLER^

CYBERSTUDIO 111

A two disk set featuring:

• CAD-3D 2.0 fry Tom Hudson
• CYBERMATEKm by Mark Kimball

CYBER STUDIO is an intuitive

3D solid-modeling design system

that has no limits. Sophisticated

enough for professional artists,

advertising agencies, and design

firms—yet friendly enough for

home and personal use. Let your

creativity soar with the DEGAS*-
style color design system; graphic

lighting controls; enhanced spin,

extrude and join tools; and GDOS
output that supports laser and dot

matrix printers.

CYBERMATE is a "post pro-

duction" animation editing lan-

guage that features sound effects;

title generation and text display;

sequence looping, cuts fades and

dissolves; and color cycling

animation.

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM
(Upgrade from CAD-3D 1.0 $60.00

plus original disk and $5.00 shipping

and handling)

ST0236 $ 9.95 NOW $79.95



ST Telecommunications

Practical

Multitasking for your ST
by Double Click Software

SHADOW is like having two
computers. It's a telecommunica-

tions program that runs in the

background, freeing your ST to do

other things during those long

uploads and downloads.

Change programs, resolutions,

use disk drives, press System

Reset—SHADOW survives it all

and continues your transfer,

uninterrupted.

SHADOW operates as a stand-

alone program complete with a

VT52 terminal and background

auto-dialer, or works with FLASH

to provide the easiest, most power-

ful telecommunications environ-

ment you'll ever use.

New! Version 1.1 has many
new enhancements, including a

special mode so transfer buffer

memory can be used and released,

as needed. Ideal for computers

with limited memory.
ST0259 $29.95

BEST
SELLER,

FLASHtm
1.6

The most popular

ST terminal program!

by Joe Chiazzese and Alan Page

Simplify your online time and

make telecommunications more
enjoyable and less expensive! If

you own a modem, you should be

using FLASH—totally program-

mable plus built-in word process-

ing; terminal emulation and bullet-

proof file transfers. FLASH is

packed with features including in-

telligent, programmable macro
("do") files; a capture buffer large

enough to record an entire online

session; and the capacity to sup-

port most major protocols.

ST0220 $29.95

BOTH FOR ONLY $49.95

Complete your collection of CYBER GRAPHICS Design Disks

Create and fill your 3D graphics universe with the com-

plete library of Antic Software's design disks. From
architectural renderings to animated video cartoon char-

acters, these disks will bring your video creations to life!

All contain a potpourri of sophisticated 3D clip art and

component parts. A real bargain at $29.95 each!

Choose Any 3 and Pay Only $59.95
Architectural

Design""

by Barrel Anderson
Requires; CAD-3D 1.0 or CYBER
STUDIO

ST0243

INTERIOR DESIGN DISK

The All-Purpose Home Planner

By David Stuart

Now that you've built your

dream house with the

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
DISK, it's time to furnish it. This

is an interior decorator's dream

come true! Couches, drapes,

sinks, refrigerators, dressers, eve-

rything can be easily customized

to fit your personal needs.

Requires: CYBER STUDIO

ST0265

MORE CYBER GRAPHICS DESIGN DISKS

STO256 Cartoon Dcsignlm by Maurice Molyirai

and Andy Eddy <c>1987

Requires: CYBKU STUDIO; <_ YrtLK CONTROLlm

5T02I.1 Video Tilling Designtm bv Maurice Mn
Eld Andy Eddy (dl987

Requires: CYliKIJ STUDIO; ( Vlll-k CONTROLlm
(YIU:K MAIM'lm Mr special f/x

Choose Any 3 and Pay Only $59.95

ORDER NOW
TOLL-FREE
800-234-7001

Human Design' 111

by Richard Berry
Requires: CAD-3D 1.0 or CYBER
STUDIO

STQ242

THE MICROBOT
DESIGN DISK""

by Dane! Anderson

Requires: CYBERSTUDIO

STQ262



PHASAR 3.0™
The Professional Home Ac-

counting System And Register

PHASAR 3.0 is the best and most
effective program available to

solve all your home accounting
needs. Reviewers and users alike

have found PHASAR to be the

easiest and most logical personal

money manager ever created. By
incorporating powerful analysis,

reporting, and financial func-

tions, PHASAR will make sense

of your finances.

ST Finance & Productivity

General Features
• 130 expense/income categories
• 40 accounts (VISA, checking,

etc.)

• Up to 500 transactions per

month
• Artificial Intelligence parser

predicts input, minimizes
typing

• [nstant context-sensitive help

function
• Relational design integrates

financial data
• On-line calculator with 5-level

memory buffer

Transactions
• Create macros for repetitive

entries

• Point-and-type spreadsheet-

style relational summary table

Reports and Analysis
• Analyze loan/savings plans

• Clearly formatted printed

reports include: account

summaries, category summa-
ries, net worth statement, tax

calculations

• Sort categories in any order
• Built-in data graphing Taxes
• Tax program and report writer

• Prepares final taxes and
expected taxes at any time

Date/Address Organizer
• On-line organizer stores up to

250 names, addresses and
phone numbers

" Integrated scheduler stores

special occasions
• Event alarm feature

STQ237 $89.95

MORE GREAT ANTIC SOFTWARE
THE NAVICATORtm 2.0 — The professional,

automated Higlit planner—a two disk set by

Scott D. Stephenson

ST0245 S49.95 (c) i9H7Sc«ti D_ Stephenson

MAPS AND LEGENDStm 3.0— See the world on

a disk! Bv I larry Koons and David Chenelle

ST0202 $34.95 (c) 1987 Harry Koons& David Chenette

DATAMAPS Itm— Boundaries of the World
Requires: MAPSANDLECENDS2.il. OTgreater

ST0227 $24.95

DATAMAPS Htm — Rivers and Highways
by David Murray. Requires;

MAPS AND LEGENDS 2.0, or greater

ST025H 524.95 (d 1987 David Murray

SPECTRUM 512tm — The New Standard in Paint

Programs. Bv Harry Koons and David Chenette

ST0249 $69.95 tc) IQMft Harry Koons & David Chenette

BASE TWOlm — The next step in databases!

by Dan Malejka and Stanley Crane

ST0246 $59.95 te) 1986 Dan Matejka and Stanley Crane

MACRO MOUSEtm — The Mouse Recorder

by Charles Johnson

STO260 $34.95 (c) 1987 CharlesJohnson

CAD-3Dtm It)

by Tom Hudson
ST0239 $29.95 W 1W7 Tom I ludson

CENESlStm — the 3D Molecular Modeler
bv Scott Legrand
ST0239 $79.95 (c) 1987 Scott Legrand

ANTIC GAMES SOFTWARE
STARQUAKEtm — Action Adventure in Deep Space
bv Steve Crow and Bubble Bus

STO403 J29.9S (cH98BSteveCrow and Bubble Bus

ALL ABOARDIlm— It's nut a game, ifs a toy!

hv llav Cities StifUv.iiv. Koquiti's: Color monitor

STO402 S\ l>M5 (r) 1WM Bay Cities Software

3D BRLAK-THRUlm — I'oitit-of-Vieiv I landbaU

by Slidboume Software Requires: Color monitor

STOIS3 S.W.4S (t) 14M7ShL-lhoun.e5o(tware

MAIL ORDER
To order by mail,

complete order form and return, with

payment to The Catalog, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.

Payment by check, money order,

MasterCard or VISA
Payment must accompany all mail

orders. Include shipping and handling

charges with your payment.

Phone Orders - Toll-free numbe

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES

Software U.S./CANADA FOREIGN*

Up to $50.00 $3.00 $10.00

50.01-100.00 6.00 20.00

100.01-150.00 9.00 25.00

15D.01-over 12.00 35.00

'Please remit with MasterCard or VISA number or

check or money order in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S.

bank. Wire transfers will not be accepted.

(800) 234-7001
ORDER FORM

CITY

ZIP CODE

_ STATE/COUNTY _

_ PHONE NO.

QUANTITY ITEM MO. DESCRIPTION PRICE EA. TOTAL

Price and avallablllly subject lo change Subtotal ot all Hams ordered (Minimum order $15.00)

J VISA CrednOrtN
Total

Mail To: The Catalog, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.
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RETROAIAGS
Our goal Is to preserve classic video game magazines

from years gone by, before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to everyone who makes this possible.

Starting with the original writers and editors,

to all the people Involved In acquiring and

digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out

In whichever way possible.

Either by donating magazines, scanning,

editing or helping In the distribution,

visit us as www.retromags.com

We are only Interested in preserving magazines

which are published prior to the year 2000.

We have no desire, nor Intent to profit

from these scans in any way.

So please,

if you come across people frying

to sell these releases,

90 NOT SUPPORT THEM!

THANK YOU!
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